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IlfTRODUOTIOF!
"If Christianity is the hope of the world_-
and it is---If the Chnreh of Christ is the Divin^y Appointed 
^^agenoy for the extension of Christianity^.and it is-— ^
School is the reorniting station andthe graining Camp, of. the Chnroh---
and it is—-Then the Chhrch gohool is the ^ope of the world." “
The slogan with, which the United States weqt- into the Wopld
Ifar was: "Make the world safe for demooracy." Millions of dollars
were spent and millions of lives were lost on both sides and still
the world .has not been "Made safe for demooracy". Our folly in
attempting to seonre lasting peace is ^own in the -way we oonqeiY.e
of human institutions, .machines, and policies as, mere devices by
which this‘aim may be achieved. World leaders have ri-sep. to yanks
and have had the glory of seeing their pictures hanging in the hall
of fame,, but they have fallen. Human organisations have towered
before the world as permenant. structures to asqure freedom -and
liberty to all, .but -they have fallen. Sovernments. so strong and
solidified that, one would .-gain the impression that- these were to
live eternally, have loomed before the wor 14. and for ,g time- have
directed the movements of.yiankind, but they top have-broken as if
Olay being .shattered in the hands of the potter. nothing- can
ever hope to be of lasting quality or bear that permenanoe which is
absPlutely essential to an institution hlmlng at the salvation of 
1
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the world unless it is of divine oriffin and is sustained by such 
power as that which comes from (Jod. Such an institution should 
he found in that mip-hty structure of God, namely. The Church of 
Jesus Christ.
The Local Church Defined.
The 'goclesia: But what is the church? The E'ew Testa­
ment’s use of the term "ecclesia” designated those who have been 
called out. It refers to those people who are disciples of Christ'
and who profess to be followers of Fis after the manner of primitive
\
teachinff, i.e., "members of His body". By the term church is in 
no wise meant the meetinp: house which is constructed out of massive 
stones or builded of wood and bavins? a spire reachincr heavenward, 
neither does the interior decorations of beautifully colored win­
dows, fine carpets or exquisite hand carved pwws and pulpits con­
stitute a church. Rather the church is built out of men, women, 
hoys and girls who have seen and found in Christ what Peter and the
apostles saw and discovered in Him--  the Master of men; the Saviour
of the world.
peter saw a Christ who was both human and divine; both 
peasant and Hin^r; both shepherd and Lord, and who presented Himself 
as the wne who could cure all ills and provide a remedy for man­
kind. '.That a strange lifel He was born in an obscure village.
Fis mother was a peasant woman belonging to a sub race. Fe was 
brought up in another obscure village. He went to a Ijttle
synagogue school. He worked in a carpenter shop until He was
thirty years old. He left the carpenter shop and for three years
X
He was a travelling preacher* Ee never wrote d book; H© never 
raised a family; He never 'owned a home; He never went to a college 
like Harvard, Yale, Cambridge, Oxford, or Carthage; He never set j’ 
foot in a large city like Boston, Hew York, Chicago, London or 
Paris. In fact He never- travelled over twohmadred miles from the 
little town in which He was born. While He was still a young man
the tide of populaf opinion turned fiercely against Him. The 
little band of disciples which He had gathered aronnd Him fled at 
the sight of the mob which sought ^Elm with swords and sjraves.
One of'His disciples denied that he had ever known such a man as 
Jesus of Hazarath. Another disciple betrayed Him and sold Him to 
the Pharisees and chief priests who sought an acQu-lsation against 
Him. He was turned over to His enemies and endurOd a mocked trial. 
He was arrayed in purple robes and then spat upon. He was taken 
out on a Xonely hill &nd nailed to a oro&S. -The soldiers sat 
down under the coras and'while He Wee ’dying they gamboled to see 
who should receive His 'seamless robe.
All this Peter' and* the apostles saw in this matchless 
character, and yet they sa* more. They- saw'jesUs who rose from 
the dead; who lived fortyV^aya after His resurrection and walked 
and talked among mpn, and then they saw Him disappear as mysterious 
ly as He came iz^tO -the world. 'They realized that He was not 
simply a peasant of Galilee,- but that He was the Christ {Messiah^, 
the Son of God. “ ^ ^
Now two thousand years have elapsed since 'those incidents 
ocoured and to-day He is recognized as the. most wonderful and out-
1
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-standing character in all t^istory. Th)^ough His earthly life was 
despised, and He was called a dreamer, yet there has ne.v.er been an­
other whose life and me's^a^ has surpassed th^ Hazarene. TruJ^
He is the Son of God. It has t^een ninteen hundred yeara since 
He was horn and to-day His followers, nmnher well into the millions. 
The entire world is hedecke-d. with "buildings .which h.oar His name 
and where Hia followers come .to worship Him. He is the center of 
all international history; He Is the inspiration ,of much art and 
poetry; His life and teachings hai^hecorne the theme of ,many master 
musicians; He is head of thovmightiest institution for righteousnessi 
The Church of Christ. Whe;i wp ask, "What is tbhe Church?" let us 
remember that it is not any human structure made out of material 
things and oonatrupted by human wortoan, but we should consider it 
as consisting .of men and women and young people who have committed 
themselves to this jnighty character who is more than a ;unigue 
personality. He Is diyine, supremely so above all other human 
beings, ,and is the Only Begotten Son of .God. He is, the Satiour 
of the wotl.i ,and the chief authority in His church^ He is the 
one to whoq? God gave fihe, task of redeeming the world.
.But the term p^iuroh has still another meaning. By It we 
mean .a life saving^^ institution. This conception is in.no manner 
connected with the life-saving stations along our coasts. It is 
a spiritual life-saving institution beoaiise it is the bpdy of our 
lord. It was so ooncejived and interpreted by the-apostle Paul.
Bis concept of a Church of Christ consisted of a body of Christ­
iana who firmly believed the^t Jesus was the Christ and who had.
"handed themselves together for the purpose of doing some definite
"body or group of churches. The primary object is that of providing
a>il ^a brief survey of past^present successes or failures in religious 
education and formulating an organization and program for the future 
use in the local church. The amount of co-operation gained by 
the various churches in any community depends upon the willingness 
of the local ministers to co-operate in achieving the aims herein 
set forth. If the church is to use the best methods available it 
can only do so by having a desire to gain the best methods and e"' 
equipment and then organizing the local church for the execution 
of that program which will best moot its local needs.
^ Ooncept: A fourth concept of the church is
that of a local parish. That is to sacy, the church must serve the 
entire interests of the community in which it has been placed*
It is repponsible for the development and salvation of every person 
living within a reasonable distance of the church. 'If the world 
is ever to be made safe for democracy wo must begin by converting 
the local community or parish to the cause fr» which we stand. A 
church that cannot save its parish cannot hope to save the world. 
Wherever the church goes it must be held responsible for the spirit­
ual growth of every individual within that district.
V/e are led to believe that the church has specific duties 
to perfomm. These duties are:
First, to make all people oonsoious of God. The primary 
obligation of any church is to point men, women and children heaven 
ward and to help them to live according to the ideal given us by 
Jesus. If the church fails to accomplish this task It has failed 
in its most important duty. Shall we remember that such instruct-
ion is fi&t neoeasarlly'given "in the chur’ch'^ school dt Vy-the* minister 
In his sermons. Rather i’t’ is established b'y'thd everyda-y''li'fd of 
the membership of the ohnr'oK. *■ i " r .1^-
Second, the. olnirch must provide definite modes of''hctiVity.' 
Snoh work must be of a thretf-fold’ natures- (1) There' must be ‘ 
activity in privata :and. public- woT-ship. There musT be instruct­
ion in the Word of^bd asd an‘ ksslatence^erpetuating^ a holy people. 
(3) The chureh must serve the ctfmmunity, in which it iW lob^ted, 
in every possible manner'. “
Third', the Churoh^ must have a definite' and unified brgah-
i
ization through which^‘efficient and effective work may be bWried 
on. It*'shbuld'be tihdetstood that tlie church is in a-xistehoe for 
the putp‘ose of shving soulsv It is a hospital for sidk souls' and 
it must ^ee that those whom it sbrve^have the very- best treatment 
that can be' provided.- This banhoi be accomplished without a”per- 
feot machine through Which tG wort.
A correlated and well working’organization,'plus'definite 
\ . ■> program adequately meeting the Ibbdl needs kid ptoviding a^oifio
activities; ooM)ined With a cbasbiousneSs of Hod's jp^esehoe and'a
willingness to conform to ChTist's teachings Wiil-eriable'the Ibofel*
ohuroh to go forward providing it always has sbmething definite to
give the people. Without a program of religiouh^eduoifion adequate
to meet the needs the local church cannot hope to"^progress and do
all that it is' capable of doing. ’ ..
Religious Bduoation.
Hellglona Bduoatlon Defined; But; what is religious
XV
edncatt^ ?• It is essentially everything that has to do with the 
spiritual life of the individual- The latin word for eduoatlon 
means ”to lead out". This would make education, in its primary 
sense, a leading out' and the development of the whole of the Individ 
ual. Our public schools very ably unfold the mental and physical 
sides of children, but the spiritual and social qualities of a 
child*8 life are sadly overlooked by society at large. The church
C!
must therefore step in at this point and provide for that which the
public school must omit on account of religious prejudices.
"Religious education," sayd Dr. W.S. Athearn, "is the intro-1
duotion of control into experience in terms of a great ideal." “
The Christian concept is that this ideal is the incarnation of 
Jesps Christ—"I, and if I be lifted up from the earth will draw 
all men unto myself." “ If we are to save the world through the 
church we must see that such education will be given as will draw 
out the whole of the individual. A definite program of religious 
education is essential for the completion of this task of the church 
The Church School: By the church school is meant
that orga41zation within the local church which has as its definite 
purpose the instruction, inspiration, and expressional work for all 
ages and groups of individuals in the local parish. While it has 
its own organization and carries on its program it is hy no means 
a separate institution. Rather it is an integral part of the load 
church. Its leaders should be well gneitnded in the principles of 
pedagogy and should be equipped to train and educate the entire
V
group which the church has to serve. If these people fail in oom-
1̂
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plying' with auch requirements the church school is certain to suffer 
and consequently the community will not he rightly served.
T , T ,
« *
Tim Minister;
The Chief Szeoutive;^ ^ ^Our use of the. term .mlniatei; eha^l_ 
degignate the one whe is called tlie preaohey or pastor of the l,ooal 
congregation. He is the chief executive in charge entire
church and all its auxiliaries. .He is ex-offipio of all organizat­
ions in the local congregation ^d hq 1,8 responsible for the success 
or failure of every type of work dpne iri the local ohurcji. Having 
such responsibilities he should be careful how he conducts hlnself.
In pl-aoe of being a "tyrant" or an "overlord", as are some ministers, 
he should consider'himself a "bond servant of the people whiam he 
serves. He should lay the plans for the ohuroh program and see 
to its execution to-the-'best'of'the ^illty'of those ih'wharge.
He has been granted silch jurisdiction because of his several talents 
and because his education in a university or universities' had pro- 
vtded him with the particular qualifications of leadership. Such 
qualifications are not -usually gained outside of some similar place 
of special training. . * '
An Overseer: He is the' shepherd of 'the flock' because
he keeps a close watch on'the 'spiritual growth of his membership.
He is a pastor', because ho calls on and ministers to the heeds of 
those whom he serves. ite is prophet among men, bd'oause it is he
who holds the spiritual ideal’s of Christ hofOrd his parish and 
assists Tiis people in growing according to the pattern given us hy 
the uplifted Christ. In hia pastoral visitations, his sermons
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and his mingling with the people as a shepherd he ever keeps hefore 
them the worthwhile ideals for which humanity should struggle and 
grasp. The apostle Paul has admirably expressed this thought in 
his letter to the church at Philippi: "PinalLly, brethren, what­
soever things are honorable, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever 
things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things
are of good report; if there be any virtue, if there be any praise,
1
think on these things." The minister, therefore, is the person
to get his people to think on those things which God has given us, 
through Jesus Christ His Son, and help them to grow like Jesus.
II. Objectives:
Our objectives in this thesis may be briefly stated as con 
taining four ideas:
First, To Acquaint People With The Christian Religioni 
No churbh can ever hope to save its community, let alone save the 
world, unless it succeeds in getting the ideals of Jesus Christ 
clearly fixed in the minds of everyone within the parish. Relig­
ious educators must familiarize the people with the Word of God. 
Christiana must have a comprehensive knowledge of the Bible. It 
is appalling to discover the spiritual illiteracy among laymembers 
of the church to-day. Many of them, and not a few of the church 
school workera_, do not have a working knowledge of the New Testament, 
the guide of the Christian church. We cannot hope that these 
people will live the Christ-life when they do not know exactly 
this life. Such people are not members of the church because of 





example set by their parents *who were members of some ohurph* We 
must familiarize the people with Bible and extra-Biblical .material 
which is included in the four fold development of human life: the 
mental, the physical, the social and the harligious natures.
Second, To Organize The Church For Oo-operative Work;
4
This second ob Motive of the church and its leadership is essential 
to the prggress of any organization. This means that there will 
be no overlapping nor undermanning of the departments of the church. 
It means that we must, make a horizontal and a vertical perspectus 
of the leadership and organization of our local churches with the 
view of reorgafrJzing and properly manning every auxiliary with the 
best type of -leadership ,of- wjiich the local church is o-apable of 
seourlng. Every department of the church life must be so cor­
related that there will he no overlapping of work by the various 
auxiliaries. Thus, we aim to thoroughly organize the church for 
definite action.
Third, To pisoover And Develop Religious Leaders: The
local church must seek out and develop the right type of leeaders 
needed for the local situation. The problem that invariably 
arises here is to the source of leadees as well as their training. 
The duty of those in gharge of local churchfcs is to first diagnose
p
the lowal situation to see how many new workers are needed and then 
to devise means by which this deficiency may be overcome. Any 
congregation which fails to provide for its own leadership has 
failed to meet the primary and fundamental problem of church 
organization.
"If the church ia theFourth. To Spiritualize The People: 
hope of the world and It is", we must see that every memher 
is continually making progress in the Christian faith- The entire 
memhership must hecome spiritualized and Christ-like. The ideal 
of the uplifted Christ must become the dominating factor in the 
life of every individual. Eaoh person must be saturated with 
teachings and principles of Jesus. Therefore, the minister's 
program of religious education in the local church must be com­
prehensive, intensive, vital, systematic, inspirational, edtoat- 
ional, life-giving and practical.
To such a program of religious education we devote our 
undivided attention with Impartial interest.
CHAPTER OHS:
A Statement'Of The Minlater’ g Us^ .Of Relii
•if
Edpoatlon In The
Th© Past. Present And Putiir©.-
I ^ii'i leimr
CHAPTER ONE:
A Statement Of The Minister's^Use Of Religious Education in' 
The Local Ohnrch During The past, Prpsent And Puture*
The Redemption Of The Child*
Today the cturch Is fading a great oriBls. It la attempt- 
-ing to bridge the gap betwe&n primitive, mediev;fal and modern con­
ceptions of how a child should be taught' and what the contents of 
this instruction shall be. Upon this deoi*8ion of the Church de­
pends the spiritual'and social welfare of the child. To continue 
longer in the old rutC is fatal.. To radically gaih the needed 
reforms is daggexous. To gradually gain the deolsi-on of the mass 
ea is the problem now before the church. The action then will be 
the decisive step in nne of two- directions: forward or baokward*. 
Which will it be?
Early ConcepfionB Of Childhood> There’^was- a time when
the child was considered a fit subject-for hell. He was doomed 
because he was bown of earthly parents who were Ihoked' upon as 
being whoJJly unclean. Only by a severe process of purifleatiuh 
and oleaBsing was It thought possible to ever become- a child of 
God.and thus be assured of salvation. Many of pur, ddu’c^tors 
taught that children did not become human beiriga until they passed 
through childhood and reached the age of puberty. Children were 
looked upon as little animals who recapitulated the history and 
development of the raoe. Therefore, they were to have their
22
If they did not sow th0ir"wild oats" in childhood they 
would do so later in "life" and'then the crimes" :oommltiled* would be. 
far worse. The Bosults of such dogma drover the‘ young peopl0‘'tfar- 
ther from the church and 'lessened their hopes of ever^ returning* 
to a church which taught such things. Christ s'et the child in 
the midst and crommanded mem^ an"! women to become as’ pure and -noble ' 
and forgiving in spirit as a Ifttle ohildro'i- -'-The -dbotrine -of' 
catharsis held the child''«loof and considered' him unclean. in­
stead of' being* in-"the^"midst" he was shoved in the background and 
given the "left' overs"' of the* Sunday dinner, the lireaching service, 
the worship service and. an .cduoatiron. Older boys and girls Were 
given an advantage over younger ones. It is sad, but trho,> that 
this dogma is retained' In the riiinds of many present day eduoat'ors 
who have ambitions’'Of doing something worthwhile for j^hildren and- 
young, people.
The old theory taught that a child was; a little vessel 'to* 
be filled. Childhood was. looked, upon exclusively as a time for 
preparation*. Thus it was declared, ^"Children shouldr he ,aeen aM 
not heard." 'Memory tests ware‘placed at the foundation'of educat 
ion.’ Chll'dren were seldom a'sked W&fit they had learned’, but -in­
variably How much ' bUrey had learned. Their currioulnm’oonsiated 
of -devices by* which the memory might be ‘trained- in order 'to'hold 
vast oolumHS of knowledge. The- old' system Was thotoughly'a system 
of memorisation rather than bne of"leading out" and ‘d’evelbping the 
individual. " t ir
^he hew theory of education teaches-Us: that life is-a Tun­
ing stream which ultimately flows into a river somewhere in the
23
tomorrow,. The child is worthwhile now. He is a-human heing* from 
birth. Prom the time he reaches the age when he ’oan distingui'ah 
the difference between ri^t arid wrong he ia eligible to ohuroh 
member^ip, but he la alWays a candidate for salvation so far as 
his. religious education is concerned. Such education" promises to 
provide for every need of the child. It makes a desperate attempt 
to realize this aim. It Is, therefore, essential that' religion 
be given him as something which will teach him how he should live 
rather than prepare'him for dd'ath. He is valuable for all time 
and eternity and his values must be conserved.
How far has the ohuroh accomplished this task ? How far 
and wide has this conception o'f childhood spread '? pr, W-S. itheam
says, "If you would point to the weakest point in the Protestant
\
church you would put -your finger ^on an army of twenty-seven mill­
ion children and youth ‘iiij' 'our land who are growing up In spirit­
ual illiteracy and sixteen million' other'‘American Protestant child 
ren whose religious instruotion' is'limited to a brief half-hour 
once a week, often sandwiched in between a delayed preaching ser- 
vice and an Adierioan Sunday dinner. Let it be burned into the
minds of our church leaders J;hat-'a church which cannot save its
■ 1
om childhood can ne^er save the" world." “ It le' certain’ that 
the church is not functioning as it should or these conditions 
would hot be as they are. We cannot go far astray’when we lay 
the blame a't the 'door of the church for the way it has played with 
this problem. Rather than develop methods and ourrioula which 
would adequately brihg forttt the desired results we have lagged
f "several years behind the publio schools.. Whenever public school
K r*
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eduoators discarded an antiquated or'^delapadated'^experiment the 
church was ready to pick it upf and spend a 'good «hile convincdng 
herself that the idea was no good* As a result we have- developed 
a lopsided program as "well as poor methods of pedagogy.
The recent revival of interest in education 'has led-mhEty to 
make a careful invest'igBtlon of public -schools* This inquiry has 
resulted in an -open rebellion against many features of our national 
and religious astern of education’'. In educating the ‘child we do 
not wish to-burden' him with a set of dogmas or useless knowledge 
and then send him out fo meet the new and oomplez situations of life. 
But we do-wi-sh‘to develop'his intellect to the extent that he will 
become a real thinker rather Bhah a parrot. 'He must be empowered 
with the-ability to -r6oonstru:c*t and fashion life according to the 
ideal of Jesus Christ. His education must be a four fold develop­
ment. We oam'ot omit' cultivating any of-these urgent needs if we 
are to unfold the possibilites of his life.- But Just how we will 
■delete secular and religious education is still a great ptobTem.
Its solution depends upon the amotint of interest that the church, 
takes in the child.
The Bevelppment Of Secular Sduoatlon': A -review of the
development of our s'eoular education will further demonstrate -the 
weakness of our education^ pro‘gram of the church*. Let us con­
tinually hear in mind the fact that 'the church has taken the saste- 
away methods and plans, and some of the oxirricula, of the* public- 
schools.
Harvard University was founded in 1636 for the primary purr 
_ pose of educating the Christian ministry. At that time eighty-
:
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eight poroent of the graduates went out ordained ministers.
Ifow only about eight percent of those going tfut from this JLn^titut- 
ion enter the ministry as their l^fa work. Whqn Daniel Webster
attended Dartmouth College that school offered in its A.B. degree' u *
what we now cover in the public schools up to the t^th .grade.
What little system of education then prevailed w%s borrowed from 
Europe. The ministers were the chief instructors'^in American^ 
education. Such^a policy spon overtaxed the clergy and thereupon 
Aflierioa^went in^search of a better system. Erom England, fortunate 
ly or unfortunately, was borrowed the Old Datin School. It served 
as a preparatory department for gaining entrance into Harvard.
Shortly after,Luther *s Eeformation there was a rebellion 
against the ideas which expressed a Holy Church and there was a 
definite turning to a Holy Book; It was here that Reading Schools 
were Inagurated. Their chief task was to prepare hoys and girls 
to get into heaven. Compulsory reading in the Bible was looked 
upon as a means of gaining such an entrance. Mr. Lengthen beaame 
the outstanding text-hook writer of this period. He organissed 
schools, trained twachers and opened a public school at the tax 
payers expense. His sole purpose was to. help children learn to 
read the Bible. History, geography, spelling, and suoh subjects 
were later introduced. This rparked the beginning of education 
among_ the common people.
The Academy follo^ted the Reading Sohpol. .Here was offer­
ed anything that people wanted to learn. One might music,j
oooklng, science, carpentry, or any number of other subjects which
I
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jrere desired. The school was a private instit.n1jion'supported by 
tuitions, at first, and then by endowement or by general funds- 
Then -rame Professional Schools laftiioh gave technical instrt^otion.
It was about this,time when men began to see that there was^ no 
organization or discipline in %he Reading School. Pupils did 
about as they pleased. Horace Mann was thereupon sent to Germany 
to investigate- the school system there. He found the supposedly 
needed tonic, in-the Vo-lk-Sohule, the common school for the masses 
in Germany. The pupils in the Volk-sohule were parrots in "that 
they repeated, ^ford for word, the instruction of the tutors. 
Hlnty-two pereent of the population -of Germany attended these 
schools where they studied how to become the slaves of the aris- 
“tooraoy, the, other ,eight percent. 4.S they entered this free 
oral school where hist pry and, religion were taught, but only as au 
instrument of the state, their careers were determined for life, 
nothing which they could ever, do could-free them from thafr dife 
barriers. American accepted tbe prqposal of Mr. Mann in borrow­
ing these schools, which were Hsed by German Prussians to educate 
loyalists to their policies, and we attempted, vby it, to teaoji 
democratic principles to our Ameriwan children. We made this our 
granmcr School^ which, consisted of an eight years course, the only 
differenoe being thqt we read from text boolca while the German 
children wore taught orally.
.Graduates from the common schoolg^ then went to the Academy, 
but they could not enter college. As a preparatory period,- or 
a preliminary oour^n of study, for the university there qarae a 
fusion of the tatin Schools and The Academy. This resulted in
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"t^he oriprin of a Hip:h School where a four year course was offered. 
Some were allowed to enter hy meeting? entrance requirements while 
others were forced to take rigid examinations. stringent bars 
were established at the beginning of the course instead of at it’s 
close. Such bars made this school an endowed9 non-demooratic 
institution.
When we completed the system of High Schools our attention 
was turned to the college. Here another four years of advanced 
work was catalogued. Parallel with this grew up Vocational Schools 
in which trades were taught. (Years before, in the West, the only 
places where trades were taught in any auffioient manner were in 
the reformatories and penitentiaries.) Trade Schools sprang up 
outside of the college. They were supported hy the business men 
and taxpayers who rebelled against the old system. These men were 
not receiving a large enough number of leaders for their work and 
so they determined to make a way of meeting such a need- The col 
lege dean, who had measured every Body by an academic stalidard, 
naturally did not see the needs of the masses for his interests 
were elsewhere. In his program he had not arranged any thing for 
the common public. Thus, this urgent appeal for shools which 
would help satisfy the immediate needs of business arose.
In the dawn of the UinAteenth Century the National society 
for the Promotion of Industrial Education came into existence.
Back of this organization were the industrial men of our nation.
They had pledged to puur their money into a school which would give 
them leaders in their various trades and departments. Mr. Cooley,
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^of Chicago, was sent on an expfcdftt'ion to Investigate European 
methods of meeting such situations'- He visited England and '' 
Germany. His journey feaulted in the adoption of the German Tirade 
School. To aoooffiplish their aims these American mllllonares sent 
their delegates to'Congress'. The statee were forced finally to 
recognize these schools- Thusq? an Industrial feoard of-fEdubatlon, 
along side of the Huhlic-*Board of Education, was formed- This 
made ours a dual system of education. It.is here, in 1910, that 
the Smith-Lever Bill was introduced to support such a form of 
education In^ the nation.
The questibn may well he asked, "What has heen the success 
of our system ,of education ?" :At the outset we should recognize 
that much good hhS'heen accomplished, hut the point at issue is, 
"have we made such advancements along the heat lines and always in 
the right direction"?" Just "howr far we can say that hjjf such * 
methods we have furthered the spirit of democracy and provided our 
youth with the heat tools with which to meet life is another quest- 
ion- of' supreme importance. * _
’ Our methods of instruction, ^as-well as curricula, h^ve hden 
faulty. Our seal for content and d-iscipllne' had lejd mapy to ,0, 
materialistic add pragmatic philoWpjfhy* Wb sought skill and the 
ability to do some definite -work. To this program we made every 
thing pay tribute. By such* a method We' lost sight of content and 
closely pursued method. Many educators also advocated Herhart's 
theory, ."Let .the ‘child select'his suhjeotsi GlVW him only those 
things In which he is interested." Thus, HerhartianiSm gained 
possession of the educational principles at this level and there
resulted a system of electives. The curricula suffered along with
the methods. In place* of giVing those sciences, which would he of
practical use to the individual in his every day life, there was
offered and required the linguistic and mathhmatical sciences*.
These are both very essential to the advancoment^i^ of intellectual
attainments, hut of what immediate valud will they he to the nhive
when he goes to the polls to^east his ballot I? "These things ye-
1
ought to have done and not to have left the others undone**, is 
a passage of scriptuve that is ajJplioahle Here. The common sciences 
are a necessary part of the’ every day life of any natioh* They 
cannot v/ell he omitted’ from the public school ctirricula.
let Ua press our query farther. Is the present system a 
success or a failure? "The United States of America has been in­
vaded fcy three armies which threaten our national life. First, 
there is within our borders an army- of five and one-half million 
illiterates above nine years of ag’e; second, there-is an army of 
fifty million people who are not identified with any ohuroh--?ewlah. 
Catholic or Frotestan’V; third, there is an army of twenty-seven 
million Protestant children and youth under twenty-five years'' of 
age, who are not enyoiled in any Sunday Sohool or other insititution
of religious teaohin^t- - - These three interlocking armies con-
l 2stitute a triple, alliance which threaten! the life of our demooracy**"*
Is it'not easily seen that our system of education, both secular
and religious, hab proven Inadequate ? It does not meet the needs
in any thorough style nor does it attempt to solve the problems
that will effect coming generatfons. We must e&large our vision
1
Matthew 33; 33 
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and bTiild a program that 'Will comply with those jeqnirements, 
soon witness the greatest iira/ye of atheism that has evejr -struck 
the American continent* / , . ^
One trouble with our school system ha.8 he^n the- fact that 
we have constructed it upon a community rather than a national 
foundation. Therqhwas a- time when each neighborhood uquld.-^well 
care for the instruction ,of Its children but that^^ti-i^e is now paqt. 
Rational resppnsibility is the only adequate solution to thi-s pro­
blem. -Many of the'policies in past years have been undemocratic
in that one community has beeii better eared for than Qthpr com-./
munities because ,qf the vast repources gained from heavily taxe^ 
property. It should be -of first consideration to any system .of. 
education in a demoqraqy such as ours to see thay every child had, 
as nearly an equal opportunity to, get an ed^ucation as it is possible 
for thi8„ government to give. We have only to investigate con­
ditions- near at hand to .disppver- the validity of this (argument.
A comparison of the i^ealtjjy distriots with the slums of the cities
.•fcKe isshould oonolusively prove thab^present system^inadequate to meet 
the needs. .The ImmpXnse amout reqeived from the -business/Section 
and "those districts wheje property is, more valuable will -far over- 
b.alanoe the poorer communities,^ and the farming districts. The 
poor' children do not participate, in the educati-pn thus gained from 
wealthier communities. The only system of>ovening up conditions 
and at the same time insuring an adequate education for all is by 
having a national socrotayy of^oducation whp, whall use mnney pro­
vided by all of the na^tion for the edfioation of Its children. 
The^sana illustration of oommpnities having an unequal distribution
«
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applies to states. Under the present ^egij^me one state may hare 
an olahorate system of edncatioh trhire another state''wili' have a' 
very meager system. The ohil'dren living in states where the 'heat 
type of education is 'ftfund 'have a far' greater advantage 6ver the
tn.children in the rema^ing'states. Snoh a systeM does not speak 
well^for any nation let alone a democratic form of governmentt
We have fust emerged from a: devastating World War. When 
the United States entered the campaign against Germany she im- 
modiatejry reviwwed her strength as a nation. Then we Americans 
discovered wherein iay^our' greatest strength and weakness. This 
weakness was revealed in the fact that we have a tremendous pro­
blem of illiteracy. There are one hxmdred eighty thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-one persolns in New England who cannot speak the 
English language. Of those twenty-three thousand fbur hundred
uand seven are living in the "city of Boston. It is amazing to 
discover th'e many people in such a oiroum'stance who have never 
had any chance to gain the neoedsAr’y tools with which to meet 
life’s problems. Those people are raised in the linproductive 
areas or' in the slums of our cities. We may almost s^y that 
hundreds of oxa: children in the shadow of Harvard university 
barely escape being illiterate'. They have' little hopec, 'of ever 
becoming otheivrise because 0 the present system of education 
does not work whole-heartedly in their interest. It is said that 
one person 'in twenty in Malden, Massachusetts, where an elaborate 
system of education is found, cannot read br write English and 
the vast majority of these are born in this section of New 
England. Approximately five and one-half million people in the
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United States cannot read 0|* write any language; three and one-Jialf 
million cannot read or write the English language, and'nine million 
cannot read the constitutioii of the United Stated* When we assem-
hied our forces in the late war one man out of every four could not 
read an American Hewspaper or write a letter home. To-d®y one 
person out of eyery thirteen in this country is illiterate. What 
should we say has hepn the success of such a system of secular
and religious education in this country ?
1
The Minister* a Relationship To Youth: The church ^las
claimed to he the only hope Sf the child, hu^; unless it changes 
its tactioa it can never realize this sacred task. The develop­
ment of our new education, which has grown up within the last 
fifteen years, has attempted to make the .child a most important 
individual and to consider him an integral part of society rather 
than a little animal which must- recapitulate the history ^of the 
race before developing ipto m^hood br womanhood. He should he 
evaluated from Christ!s poipfr of view,"the child In the midst". 
Religious education is not a npw suh^ept. It is as old as the 
church itself, but is now expressing it*s curriculum through new 
channels and using better methods. The later developments hale so 
considered the child ^s Ihe johlof interest of the church and this 
type of education hag been the instrument of directing, the focus 
of attention upon children .and youth rather than, ^fcolly on adults.
During the years previous to this, now education and new 
expression of religion what was the attitude of the clergy toward 
the child ? Bo allowance was made in the. ohurph program for youth.
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Miniaters failed to make sufficient efforts to^ save them. Rather 
than hnilcl schools pf religious education to train, workers* to' "become 
efficient and successful-inatructors of children, and youth the min­
istry and lay members spepialiaed. on adults. The spiritual eiemtets 
were often omitted entirely. whenever, there were repairs or -hew 
additions to bo made on the buildings they were' iflvariably viewed 
from the angle of so^e ad^ilt suziliary rather than jfrom the nePds of 
the younger gonerst-ion-* ' '
Because of the clergy'failing to take the proper attitude 
toward young people there' was sQon witnessed a laxity in dhufoh 
attendance on-the part of young .people; These'"folk" begai^. search­
ing for some one to. take sufficient interest in them fa prepare 
programs and entertainment for.'them. -This quest carried‘them out' 
side the church. This widespread indifference is still clinging 
to many of our ehurohea .'largely because of the inability o‘f thb 
leaders to cope with the a$tole life, of the indiwidual.^ This ‘seems 
very strange, but what-JJas there-beeen to-hold the5epeopl'0? *lnhtoad 
of presenting lessons from life, or on. some vital, religious theme 
there ,was enforced a uniform leesoiv- for- all 'ageC ifroni the pursery 
to the Adult. Departments.-;'!-.:TJierB were seldom any mid-week’aottvit- . 
i-es little oorrelatiop of. -^ork;, done by various organizations', and 
the children and youth were-left to-rxm'where they-plfirased.- Thus, 
as these people .grew up in .ap^afmasphere which was foreign td them 
they drifted- from the eshuroh and spon were calloused to all religious 
appeals. Then there came a.-feline when, the church -began to realize 
that she was not holding her- old recruits an^ .so she prepared in­
tensive campaigns to hying back these yopng prodigals were
A.
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looked upon, •'by mny, as "little imps ,of -the devil".
If the ohurSK i-a to Ire Gr0d*8 life saving institution for 
the child, the minister as well a's the church must change from the 
old to the new theory- We. must prepare fOr *he defense of every 
child long "before he. starts hi's downward trend- This has prop­
erly been called "preparing the second line of defense". Margaret 
Slattery voiced the proper' thaught when she said,"A girl cannot, 
help piaying right when she prays right-" The time to save youth 
is not necessarily during a'revival meeting, though such services 
are a "vital part of the church life, but during each of the fifty- 
two weeks in the year. We must save him long before it is nec­
essary to throw out the life line in evangelistic meetings.
The church has too long neglected the early training 4f the
child. What little has been done was generally insufficient and 
tinadequate. .We have been prone -to attack the result which arose 
becau'se of the inadequacy of the curriculum and program. Our 
chief task now is to see to the removal of the cause afid we may be 
sure to libwrate the problem. In this respect we have heen less 
efficient than the Homan Catholic church which has strenuously 
cared for the first fen years of the child's life. it is ttime 
Protestantism be awakened to prepare such a second line of defense. 
Prom ^ recent investigation of one portion of the country we have 
discovered the heighth of ohuroh aooessions; Out of.a tatal 
number of accessions studied in fotty-three states,tthese 
are only from five Denominatioris ;• Methodist'.Episcopal, Congre­
gational, Presbyterian, Baptist, Disciples)*, 6,194 joined the 
church between the ages of five and ninety. The peak of these
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conversions, was tetween^thlrteen and fo-urteerr years, old. fphe 
verified names are as follows:
Methodist Episcopal, 8,234 pwrsons. ‘from 29- States
C ongr e ga 11onal, 1,490 " n 17 "
Presbyterian, 1,183 P It 26
Baptist, 742 " It 18 "
Disciples, 545 It' •14 "
"The Klcdian age of joining church of the 6,194 persons studied was 
14 years, 4 months, “and 82 days." The distribution of^ m'eflian ages 
of joining church by denominations is’ as follows;
Methodist Episcopal, - 11 years t 9 months, 4 days.
Congregational; - 15 “ n 10 " 14 It
Presbyterian, - 14 ft 8 " 18 R
Baptist, - 14 n 1 " 28 n
Disciples, - 14 n 0 " 6 R
Belov/ is a list of the church accessions by denominations showing 
the peak of ■Joining'* church^
Methodist Episcopal , 9-14 Yeara inclusive; peak at 10-11. years.
Congregational, 12-15 n If 1 R R 13-14 nPresbyterian, 12-14 R n n rt L2-13- R
Baptist, 10-13 R R R R 11-12 R
Disciples, 9-13 R R R’ R lID-12 R
All denominations. 10-14 n n R R 13-14 n
Efote:-
This staihement was released by Dr. Walter S- Athearn at the 
Spring Convocation of Boston University School of Heligious' 
Education and Social Service, held April 17, 1923^ This survey 
was made possible by theaid of the Secretaries of the Boards of 
Sunday School of, the denominations numerated above. These figures have been verified and can be depended upon as beln^ exact so "far 
as the committee was able to ascertain.
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Following this peak of' life committment there is a d6wnward 
fchoot in the line of ohhrch attendance. But more amazing than -
this tendency to drdp out of ohurhh at the beginning of mi'ddhe 
adolescence is the fact that ptractlUally nothing is being" done by 
the church to check this downward trend- We have only to view 
the Intermediate department’ of’ any church, or better shall we say 
the average church, to see that it is" the' poorest organized and 
poorest oared for of'an^ of the departments of the ohurch school.
How else can we hope to save the church, save society, and event* 
ually save the world than,'by” meeting the physical, sots^ial, mental 
and religious needs of tha youth of this, ago and assisting him. 
all through life? Sucha a viewpoint can never become a prSlud-e 
to Ushering in thejKingdon of God until the olergyhas gained the 
right attitude toward the youth of--every ppmmunity. d?o sawe. th'ese 
people at this afee-'is* to' save' the. church -of the future, To triilin 
them in the , right ideals of'religious education.means to sabve the- 
problems of the future generation.' How long will we tarry *? '
Iiimitations To Overcome: In this new field theret.are*
a great many limitations to overcome'. First, there Is the problem 
of the amount of time given to this subject of religious education. 
There are four agencies bidding for the interest of the American 
hoy and girl; the Home, the School, the ChurSh and the“Amu8bm0nta.
In these four combined the youth of our land spend all of their time.
Timo^ The home has the children under its control one 
hundred and forty-one hours Of the total one hundred, and sixty- 
eight hours in the week'. Of this time spent at home fifty-six 
hpurs-ars required for sleep while the remaining eighty-five hours
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are ^iven to ohoreg^ meals, studies, wpyk and amusementsj*^ ^he. 
School assumes only twenty-five hours a week. The ohujrch^ in at­
tempting to teach religion, has but two. hours, ja'week to glye^1
guidance in worship, inspiration, and expressi-on. ” Present day 
amusements usurp a large share of the number of horars 8upppsed-,to 
be spent at home .and thereby rob the parents f pathey many-parentp 
yield to the mpviej the pool rppm} dance halj-s.., clubs, p,pr.tieS', ,8to) 
of their opportunities to pijpperly gSide their children. Thup, 
the church is attempting, end. Ipdeed in many instances it is only 
an Attempt, to lay those fundamental principles and teachings 
which are a safe-guard to any nation in but one eighty-fourth of 
the ^ole number of hours in the weekly schedule of the boy^s or 
girl* 8 life. If religion were-taught in the public eohooi the 
boy and girl o'ould npt-hope tp b® properly pared for neither ponld 
such important teaching he given because of the lack of time.. The 
average child is in pchool five days a week. In the average claps 
room there arp forty^ pupils. This means that'but seven and ^one- 
half minutes daily is allotted tp paoh-pupil. And, may^lt be bDxna 
in mind that this prpgrsfn continues nine months of each year-untij. 
fourteen or sixteen ^ays of age. The, remaining-three months are 
spent in play. ^ ^
Indifference^ The church-is further-handicapped by- ^ 
indifferent parents who take their- children and yoinig- people, out to 
the parks, heaphes, or tp; a laks for Sunday end thus deprive the*, 
church of its only opportunity to impart the essential elements of 
the Christian fafth. of two thing? .must invariably happeni
Hither there must he a radical change in our method of Christian
1
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living or there is certain to he a collapse in’our civilization*^
We cannot long continue on the present day margin. sooner or' 
hater wo are certain to-suffer spiritual bankruptcy, We can .never 
grow strong men and women'.with sterling characters flftiich are em*. 
hihed with the ethical principles of our Lord unless we provide* a 
time when these ideals may he placed before our^ youth. fhe system 
of religious education,^then, is a means of preparing the second, 
line of defense without which our national or international life la 
sure to collapse. We must solve this problem of indifference be­
fore we can Insure protection in the sanest way* to these United 
States of America. ' -
Equlipmont: Tarallel with the problem of time and' in­
difference. is the one of^ eg,ulpment. Our poorly financed educat­
ional program has largely been the blame for much of the present 
conditions. How many of our churches haye provided a portion pf 
the church budget for the program of religious education Adults 
become exceedingly excited and interested about the conditions of 
young people when ‘other things lead them away from the church, but 
little is done for them until thea^e Is a* serious, problem to solve. 
HOW strange it is that we cannot see that their dropping off ia 
many times a natural oocurenoe* Where we. should have beautiful 
houses ln:''TB4iich to worship we often have' four walled barna with an 
equally cold atmosphere.2 There are usually weeds in tha -yards, 
POSLnt peeling Off* the'walls, oaaoks in the* ceilings, brokpn steps' 
on the porches aijd comparatively-little inside the buildings tO' 
ftonish the best element’s in wership let al,on.c give a religious
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atmosphere^ When we go into the church school class roomst there 
ar^ seldom any hlackhoards, maps, or Others equipment with which tb 
properly conduct an intelligent hour of Instruction, or else the 
seats are dusty end the pupils are afraid to sit on theip. We do 
not provide much in the ,line, of recreation and amusements ^and thus 
we hegin to lofte those whom-we have tried tp got to ohuroh* It is 
not any wonder that real red tlooded hoys and gihls go -where they 
can see pictures and oth,er things which appeal tb their intelligence • 
It is not the author’s l^ea t^t w© should have moving pictures -and 
shows to hold these people, hut-he does believe >that the church 
could be. made mo.re interesting to the- adolescents* There..should
at least be something that would give the appeanancb of worship 
and something about the building that would indicate that it w^s a 
house of God* There -should be something to create the right 
consciousness-of" Sod*‘3 presence-. But such a Structure .cannot of 
itself come into-existence. --It is born out of the^consbcrated- 
wealth of o^onseorated men and women and children who realize what 
it means to. "be born again"* * ' w '
We lack teachers who are thoroughly trained and who ,are 
committed to their tas^ of -br.inging boys,and girls, young men and 
young women, as well as adults,- to, a realization of’God^aad His 
relationship to us* -The task of the te.acher is to instruct, in­
spire and .guide the activity of that group over which- she. is .placed. 
But how often do we succeed in securing such sonsecration ?
The Indiana Survey has revealed marly facts In that state 
which are universal problems in the modem Sunday sohool. There 
are shown the responsihiliftes and obligations of these teachers
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to their Suaday and weekrday activities and to-their olasses and 
departments. This .survey reveals the staggering fact that eighty 
percent of the teachers'^of'Indiana do not make any-report of their 
work to any persons Pew teachofs stand before-their olasses vsith 
any adequate preparation. Mfihy of them do not make any-preparat­
ion before late Saturdayjifght or Sunday morning on the way 
class. Eow can we aver e;speot to properly instruct the child in 
fi^teousness by any such "Jmolly-ocddle" ‘methods’?. To reach the 
youth and aav.e them we must dig ^deeper- than a mere shimming‘pro- 
oess'of'program bdildin^ and .instruction lin class rooms. We must 
have oohseorated men ana'women-filling those positions’who are 
giving thorough study efhd .preparation to their task of-mdulding 
the lives'Of others; Their*s-is the priviledgevof guiding boys 
and gtrls over the moat^'orucial 4nd impressionable .age in life.- 
The only other alternative we have in. solving'-thls'-problem la to - 
hire.a staff of workers and'teachers. This we will readily agree 
is by. no means a final soiution'to this problem. with consecrated 
"teachers at the holm of‘our church*schools there is no limit to 
the amount of work that oan be done, but with half-hearted Christ­
ians as leaders priotiwally nothing oan be successfully done.
But ministers and teachers al-one pSnnot carry the, whole 
ta^. There has always hben need for special .workers who will-be 
heads of departments, officers to direct the-operatiois-of every 
auziliary, and ewpCutivSe to'look, after the minor * dot ail of the 
work bf r'eiigibda education. “ We^have said thar religioud educat­
ion is for the’whole of the individual‘andrfor every Indiyldual in 
the parish. This*-is true! It is urgent then that we have leaders
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who oan and willJb0oom0*efflpient administrators*
One of the greatest handicaps of the past has hpen the lack 
of leaders with proper pnalifioationq, incentives and ideals. .With 
the ahnndanee of hooks, community training schools, teagher train­
ing ooursep, and colleges in this country there is little excuse 
for workers not Rowing how fto do some specific t^ask and he »hle to 
dot that well. Our phief ^iffic.ulty has been in finding people 
who would, take enough interest ^in the ohurgh to .devpte a certain 
amount of time and -energy in se,eing pur lord^s work progresp.
While th,0 forces of evil have heen exceedingly potive ^many so-called 
Christians,having oapt their-lo^; with ^Tesus of Uazareth.have heen 
trying tp sl;ift responslhility and thus free themselves from all 
work. These popple havp hampered thp progress of tho OhuxQh.
Hot until we have' the desired leaders who are qualified to super­
vise and properly lead others,* and who. know what religious S’duoatr 
ion is , and who are willing to make some real saorifioea for the 
advano.praent of religious eduoation^pan we hope to aep .aoQomplished 
what the ohp:roh is oapahle of doing.
II* The Redemption of The Church.
< i > ■*
Organization: Church organization -is as essential as
is the membership. Without either there could he no constructive 
intelligent service* With organization, a greater* amount of 
aystematio consecrated work may he suooessfully parried on. But 
for some unforseen reason -ohurohea haye wretchedly faifed to real­
ize this neueasity of systematizing the work,- or else they have 
failed to strike-an eguiaihrium* There ip danger of overstreeaing
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organization in local situation. But let it “be ■bume’d dnto 
the minds of every minister that the clergy must individually and 
collectively adopt some form of organization for religious educat-- 
ion in the local church.. -.The. better the type, the moreTsefficient 
will be the wOrJ?.
Over-organized! Religious education is‘not only-the. hope
of- the child but it is the hops of the church. Eoweveri under 
the present regime the use of this important instrument is utterly 
impossible. *Fir,st, there is the problem of poorly .organized 
churches which is a problem found in every denomination., ^Recall 
the various schemes and typas of organizations found in the exist­
ing denominations. -Saoh of these arc making a direct sppeaEL, and 
demand ont the interest and time of the^ members of the congregat­
ions. Many of these organizations are outsido of the local church 
nevertheless they are making a cEraetio effort to enroll the inter­
ests of the American hoy and girl. We may illustrate- this by 
mentioning some of those org^izatiohs. The-li^t Bearers; 
Mother's Jewels; Home Bearers; Home Guards; Queen Esther Club; 
EiUg’s Hearlds; Standard Bearers; Bluebirds; Boy Soputs;.*Girl 
Scouts; Camp-fire Girls; YOung Men'.s Christian Association; Young 
Women's Christian Association; Chridtiari Endeavor; Epworth league;. 
Baptist Young People's Union, and a host, of others. These are 
supposed to make for effioienfy in the local church, but th.ey 
prove .to have the opposite effect in a majority of,-cases., -The 
efficiency of the local church and the amount of tfo-operative, 
acoomplished by these organizations becomes more and more, complex. - 
The local church is continually in difficulty with the leaders or
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Staff wof'kers of these various pluhs.' Hr great many churches 
we find so many existing* organizations that ,a- definite.'course of 
xeligious education is imi^ossihle until there is .a clearing. Here 
we are contending-for an egtAlization, for correlation, and for • 
that which will suocessfully.care for every individual in the 
•speciral. fields in the parish.. There must he a thojnu^' reconstruct­
ion and shifting of the present organizations which are :not‘ funct- 
"i-oning. as they should.-
e<Under-organized: r •- -While some churchy have too much
organization others do not have enough. These have not yet learn­
ed hoW' to prepare for* action. They do not -know- the hasie prin- 
oi’ple-s for organizing a force of workers to acooraplish some' specific' 
task.- Such Ohurches cannot he said to he thriving*. They are 
merely eking* out an-existence. They usually have one committee*;
”The Standing Committee", which is supposed'to look after every­
thing and yet this group of people, do’praotio'ally nothing.. When 
asked who looks after the*-Tepatfa of the church they will reply 
that the Standing Committee does iihat, hut when they »re asked to 
make soma repairs .on the'church they, will ‘undoubtedly respond they 
have no money to spend.-- In -one word they have'.fd 1 power and in a 
second word they have their hands tied an’d *c^n'i.do"praotlwally npth- 
lng.j They ,are a oamaflougG as a church committee and they hinder 
more than they help. One is not apt to ^disoover a department or a 
committe'e 'of religious education (whl'chnlooks-after the religious 
instruction, inspiration and "expression 'of every pers'on) in such a 
church as this. ‘ ’There is,therefore,‘'urgent need for some' type of 
orgatfiaation before efficient work oen be dene.
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Overlapping; In many places where there fts too much 
organization there is certain to be some over-lapping in work done 
by various auxiliaries. The curricula will undoubtedly be duplicat­
ed- In small 'churches the leadership problem will be one to con­
front the pastor and the ohurbh school superintendent. A few . 
peibple will usually hbld several offices and thereby divide their 
timi so that little effective work .can be accomplished any where.
One will also discover several societies bidding for eabh individ­
ual. The teen age boy or girl will undoubtedly be a inember of the 
church and at the same time a member* of the church school, the 
Christian Endeavor society, and two o± three Secret orders. Thus 
his interest and time is divided and‘sub-divided into so maay channels 
that he is hot as enthtislastic over the church as he should be.
Surely infe see that such methods are perilous and should be abolished 
and a new and bbttet scheme of correlated work begun.
It is hot sufficient that we' have various auxiliaries.
These rightly should be wheels which gear into every other wheel in 
the church so as to insure a smo^fth running maohine. If the watch 
maker attempted to Construct a watoh on the same scheme he -oouid 
never expeot to have ’unification and co-ordination, mubh less ootild 
hi's watoh render service. instead, he fits par^s ^"A” into "A”,
”B” into, "B”, ”C" into ”C"aHid"'one"into"one", J^two^ lnto^"two”, and 
"thr0e"lnto "three^, and as a result he has harmohg, coherence, 
unity, co-operation and a smooth running wa^oh. Why oarinot we 
learn this Important principle in organizing and running our church­
es ? If we are to see to the titilization of all our energy we' 
must^ see to the perfection of this vCry thing.
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Chxiroli Methods; Religious education is the hApe of, the 
church and it suggests thatr.we alter the poor methods ojf the past* 
Much to our sorrow, and their loss, we haye. long ignpr^d the young 
people in our ahurches and .it is high timp. that, ohould change 
our methods, curricula and programs* In the past we hare ,had 
haoloieyed and overworked methods of teaching, conducting recreation, 
and recruiting new members* These methods have been borrowed from 
outside force’s and were hot applicable fo ohhroh progress^ Such 
methods werS' not usually vdevlsecL by the church as an instrument In 
saving the Individual, but were perfected by some .person who gave 
little thought and preparation to the vital needs of saving boys and 
girld, Have we not reached the ptlnt'when we should give thought.- 
ful and careful conaideration to the instruction that shall be 
given our youth, ?
In attempting to ppirituallze the people we™ hare drifted 
into a stereotyped formalism which ±€ by no means conducive to 
Christian progress. We have had a set form for teaching, a set 
form f6r .attacking each problem, a set form of lesson curricula, 
a set form of leadership, and inf-act -a set form for almost every­
thing- It was considered disloyal to naake any alterations and so 
wemhaye drifted along following the deeds of our ancestors, and 
thus embibed the spirit of Confucianism; ”It was good for our fathers 
and it is good enoggh for us.® We should be pragmat-iats in ao 
far that we would discard any method which does not work and sub­
stitute one that would work. What we are seeking Is not an in- 
falliable theory, but workable methods and some means of getting 
a solution for every problem before the local church* We are in-
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ierBsted ifi getting r^snlt'a^ tcf'1)6 snte only by" Gbristiati prin- 
'‘diples,'* and i'f a thing -prove's^ good let us us'a it but' if' hot good 
let us replace it' with soitiething which will bring the''desired' 
results. Thfe church ■oahnot save the world through 'formalism and 
ritualism afthhe. We need oont'eht in ^our pfo^ram that posse'sses 
vitality and is life-giving practical. Without new idbas and 
methods Wo will be'oomo stagnailt' and die. -
And in just this' way wO hedd reformati'on's'which will bom- 
pel people to have b reasoned conception of life hs a whole. All 
persons must be inspired to do much original thinking so as-to bo 
able to solve each local problem as it arises.'' Hehoe/it ib not 
guidance'along traditional lines of'doing things that w‘o need, but 
it is reformation of. the old unuseful and unreliable methods. ’ 
Worship:• Much of th'e worship of the church has been 
conducted on false principles. It has been prepared, for adults 
who were? looked upon as the center of attention. Solds and' 
special, music as well as cobgregatfonhl sih^in'g hhVe'bebh prepared 
with little thought of the heeds of childreh-and young pebple. in 
mind. Our church hymns havb been' ihdootrihatedclwith ® jaz" iahd 
ratCih of it ha's been s©t to- rag-tirae stylb- rather than to a deep 
elemeht of worship. We have hot'made wise* sbleo'ti'onsO'f ihe good 
music that is available and'which contains the themes' bf real 
religions living. we have ofteh rushed into thb opening Service 
and quickly chosen some selection and atteffipted to conduct an up­
lifting worship program.. When such a wothhip did not b'ome. We 
blamed some other-person for interrupting or spoiling our program. 
'If we are to preserve the spiritual values of the Church'" we will
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have to alter the present type of worship and uslier in something 
which will really lead out the whole of the spiritual life.
If young people ara-not recognized as the coming generat­
ion the church will .evenlmally die* These people must he given 
instruction, inspiration,* and some expressional hdtivitiea to lead 
-out and develop the elements of real men and women* Without re­
ligion, yeafe without a firm grasp' of Christianity,* no individual 
is. ever complete. It is essential to the- full, rpunded growth of 
each person regardless of hiS^vooatlon. Where are these people 
to learn what Christianity is unless the ohurbh he .an instrument 
through'Which sudh -teaching will come ? ' Surely we recognize
that Christianity at the present time canhot he adequately taugh't 
in the public schools.- It cannot he -offered in State Universities. 
It must -he provided"hy each local church. Just as truly as 
America has fallen behind in' her secular program of edueation.and 
has permitted vast numbers of people to grow to maturity In an 
illitefiate -state just so has the' church largely fallen down in-her 
task of teaching the principles of Christianity as revealed by 
Jesus in‘His life. Te-day there are thousands of-people in the 
ohuroh who cannot give a -reasonable answer for their being a 
Christiair. Many ;wlll say It* is because their fathers and mothers 
were members of* the church and that they were reared to believe th^t 
church membership is essential to salvation. .Such easy-going 
religion will never he the means of dignifying ,Christianity and 
redeeming^ a' lost world. There 'must he some place for the young . 
people to' be trained in the method of conducting worship programs 
end where these people will grow up taowing what the church" is
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and whatvjthe statement means, belong to the GhTirch,*?
-Byangellsm: Religious education not only attempts to re­
vise the organization, the methods, the uforahip, and the ourrioiaa, 
hut it also aims to give a new -^ype and method o-^ evangelism.
There have ^een many fallaoies in the type of "old time revival 
meetings". The emphasis wrongly stressed certain dates, for he- 
ooming a Ghristiai; rather thaj;! making a cpntinyal appeal' tp acofept 
ChBist. -We have advertized- anj^ evangelist,, who had a national 
reputation, e? qoming to hold a .revival meeting for the. church.
His sermon topics were announced and distributed throughput the 
neighborhood, Personal workers lyere organized into a -olaas and * 
given careful instruction, whom they should approach and how the 
apporach was to be ma.de and what they should say. Enthusiasm 
was aroused by "hip-hip-hprrah" methods. Pinaaiy the evangelist 
arrived. He brought his singer with him. The meetings began.
The emotional element was strongly appealed to.. Sensational ser-? 
mons were preached and as a rssult-many adults jpined the phuroh 
and a few hundred dollwrs were poured into >the-church treasury.
It was then announced that the meeting had been a huge pucoess.
It is not the author's'purpose to try to'lessen the im- 
portanoe of evangelism by drawing such a oompsrison for he thorough­
ly believes in such meetings ap an instrument 'to arouse a sleep­
ing membership out ot a spirit of indifference and-self-rightpous- 
ness. but he conceives pf othe^r ways of building a-more wholesome 
churph membership. The real facts m the case are that the meet- 
ing in many .respects was a decided failure. it was builded upon 
a false and temporary foundation which could never bring permenant
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Bolution^ for pur problems. Throughout the. meeting the ^motions 
were worked upon and as soon as the evangelist left, or shortly
* *.» V
thereafter, a groat portion of the ohurch sank baok into the same 
old ohurch ruts. The result was that other meetings were held
from year to year with the hope that the ohurch oould be kept alivA
\
Such methods oannot longer continue If the church is to save the 
world. It is the opportune time for us to prepare another type of
V
evangelism which will have permenhnt value and which will build the
r
needed type of brotherly love and recognition of every man* s worth.
There are certain seasons of the year when we make big
^ (
drives to increase our member^ip. These are absolutely necessary 
in their own way but a study of the fates will reveal our seeming 
inability to do real constructive work outside of these periods.
t ■»
We may group these facts under three headings.
* «•
The first speaks of the adult increase in such revival meet- 
ings. little effort is spent on the youth as con5>ared with the 
efforts spent to save heads of families. Why is this true ? Two
't.
reasons may be cited; (1) It is because of the fallacy of our system 
of conducting church evangelism. Esther than make a constant
appeal and use the kind of education which is indespensible in
£
building a permenant institution to save souls wo have resorted to 
the ”hip-hip-hurrah** plan and have the present conditions. (2) We 
have been over anxious to convert adults because we believed they 
would give of their finances and thus support the church and help 
relieve the financial burdens which the few have had pressed upon 
them. Instances of this have occured in the life of nearly every 
minister. Certain people have said, when speaking of their present
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membershiph'ave only a few real members- The majority of
onr cyowd are young people and 'kids’ ”* Wo must cease deprec­
iating boys and girls and learn how we may conserve their values
and use them in developing the church. Boys and girls are val-
! 1
uable and beneficial to the church now or our present leadership 
is failing to function properly.
Second, we have failed in our revival meetings because we 
have not evangelleed the Whole church. Nothing of lasting value 
can be accomplished without the entire church Is effected. There 
is no such thing as a number of co-ordinating organizations cul­
minating in what we call the church. This conception, held by a 
few people, is a mistaken one. Rather^ the church is all there is 
and it functions in and through these various channels lihioh weI
call auziliarles. Therefore^ evailgelism of the wholsenme charact­
er must penetrate every auxiliary and so build up an abiding faith 
in order to assure the continual progress of Christianity. ■ Such 
evangelism is to be found in the program which religious education 
sets forth. This defense is prepared for the rising of the curve 
of conversion instead of for the time whan this curve goes down as 
the church loses the boy and. girl,, v
The third element is -the utter inabildty-of spasmodic evan­
gelism to recruit and retain the membership. such, work commences 
in. the. Fall when there, is a rallying of the old membership in'an 
effort to interest the straggling people who have been away for the 
summer. Christibaa, Easter, Children's Day “and all the others* 
come prominently into this type. A recent survey made‘by Dr. Walter
S. Athearn reveals the strength and weakness of this method.
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"The Shinto religion furnishes ns tli® legend of the devil’s 
month. On one month of every year, so runs the story, all of the 
gods of the empire go np to the province in which the emperor re­
sides to attend a sacred conference, leaving q11 of the empire with 
out the oversight of the spiritual guardians- It is a holy month 
at the palace of the emperor, hut the devils month every where else 
"A recent survpy reveals the fact that America also has a 
month when the good spirits^ have gone on a vacation. This is the 
month of August.
"A sampling was made of typical churches in five religious
denominations, via; Pres|>j;^l:4:an-a; Disciples, Baptists, Methodist
Episcopal, and Congregational. in the churches studied, 8.630
persons joined the church during a twelve month period ending
Deoemher 31, 1931', 4,092, or forty-seven percent of the total join-
-ed church during the month, of March.
"The accompanying tphl-e will show the distrihution of
church accessions by denominations and by months. The Easter
season is preeminently the months for church accessions, and August1
is the spiritually barren month." “ ^
We have seen how some churches have too much organization 
while others have too little; how various organizations have ig­
nored children and youth in their programs and have drifted into a 
stereotyped formalism; how the wbrship of the church as well as 
the -church soho,bl has been prepared jby and for .adults; .and now. .we. 
have' seen the program.- of adults to evangelize the adults in the 
conmunity. It is evident that a change must take place before
1
” Athearn, W.S.; (Hot in published form.)
See page 52 for the table illustrating this thought.
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♦ ,there can he any assurance oif a definite program for the coming 
generation. Ko ohxirch ia hnilding for the' future if i-^'s not 
carefully "building a program of instruction, inspiration, and 
preasion for the children and youth within the local pariah. But 
this it cannot do until it has first syatem^atically organized its 
forces for constructive work. Without this there can he no last- 
ing results.
III. The Salvation of The World.' * —■ ■ I II II ......... ^ «
Religious education is not only the redemption o"f the child 
and the redemption of the ohurc^i, hut it ia also the naans of tak­
ing Jesus message of salvation to the world. We recognize that 
something is radically wrong with the world to-day, hut we do not 
all agree as to the needed remedy. One thing is indisputlhle, 
we must have annew education which will develop the spirittial side 
of men along with the' physical side. In years past and pire^nitt 
large sums of money have been expended for the erection and main- 
tanance of standing armies; for the construction of hfgh'explosives;
I - *for the perfection of deadly gases, which,'when exploded, would 
kill the inhabitants within a radius of ten miles, or else we have 
spent much time and money perfecting some machine which would run 
by its own devices and carry deadly weapons to murder our neigh­
boring nations. The world has seemingly gone mad on the develop­
ment of the physical strength of armies and navies and has for­
gotten that man possesses a spiritual nature. Three things are 
of supreme importance Indihe world to-day; speed, wealth and power. 
Btt if we will carefully analyse God*s Word we will discover that
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there are some things that money and power oannot do* Among tthese 
is the faot of salvation which, is not. to he ^urohased with gpld.'or 
costly jewels* Therefore, if the church i|t to he the instrument 
through which salvation is to pome to- the wo^ld we must epo -that 
it evangelises and revitaiLlze^Si the spiritual, strpn^t^i of the 
whole church. Advocates of yellglous education contend that 
this newly emphasized phase of church work will be the chief means 
of making such an adjustment.
Definitions of Sooitty^ We have said that the church 
is a little community living within a larger community and^making 
an attempt to convert the larger community to the Ideals of the 
smaller community”. But just what do wo mean by ”a larger com­
munity"? In an enlarged conception, we mean what we frequently te 
term , soplety. "Society is a group of individuals pnited by 
common Interest and haying some form of organization." By this 
definition we come to see that society is not a disorganized .mob 
attempting to achieve pertain without pny well wprked. out
spheipo, but it is an organised body of people, follo^ng t^a^l-tional
f
ways of doing things as well as making such alterations as is 
essential to a Wholseome life for the greatest number of people. 
There arise*- many problems .to. solve, many factors and factions to 
consider, the moulding of the social mind^ and the development of 
the individual apcqrding to the ideals of Je,sus Ch^rist* It is 
the obligation of the churoh tq show men their^responsibilities 
to their fellow men and to unfold the human relations existing 
between individuals throughout the world. Besides the individual 
aspect of- religion there is always the world point of view that
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must "be donaidered. Christ taught that all men are hrothesrs.
Saoh of these factors must he Qonsidered when speaking of "soolal 
problems”. The social forces (the collective desires of associat­
ed men) have been more fully established in whaK is called "the 
dynamic agent". "Man is a theatre of desires, positive, negative, 
and suppressed, all of which cause some form of action and which 
together constitute the dynamic-agent." In this respect there
are many desires, feelings-and mental attitudes to consider vidien 
speaking of society.
The SoOial Solenoes As Tools Of Society: If the church
is to be the salvation of the world it must conscientiously* rec­
ognize its mistakes of the past and determine to work through a 
neir channel of religious edohation, combined* with the rest of its' 
program, in the future. Apart from'these routes of communication 
there*is little hope of making an indelible impression on humanity. 
These channels are the social sciences which are the very tools 
of society. The social sciences-constitute,ethics, economies, 
history, politics, sociology, anthropology, and obraparative relig­
ion. ' Just as thb carpenter must have his tools before he can 
accomplish the task of building a house so the individual, must 
have these' sociological 4ools in order that he may accomplish his 
task of becoming an intell-^gent upright citizen. In order to be 
able to serve it is essential phat the church hawe a comprehensive 
understanding and grasp of these social sciences.. Without these 
it cannot properly assist men and women, boys and girls in becoming 
citizens of this nationjlet alone the Kingdom of XJod. It Is
1" Taken from Dr. C.E. Carroll's class lectures, 1983.
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througjh these tools that the ohuroh mafces her approach to society. 
Such tools are , therefore, essential to the personal worker at­
tempting to make the world Christian and thereby preserve the spipit 
of our democracy.
Through ethics we hecom'e acquainted with the' deeper moral 
issues constantly before humanity. Here is where the standards 
of living together will be established. Economics provides us 
with the understanding of the relationships, which exist between 
individuffls. It also reveals how the wants of mankind are' satis­
fied and replenished* Politics'has t.o do with the operations of 
governmental affairs. In it are party platforms aad policies'ad­
opted by various groups 'to* maintain and run our government.
History is the systematic account of- the eVen'ts of the nations and 
society aS a whole. it furhishOs us with the background of educat­
ion and religion. "Sociology", says Gid'dings, ''is an attempt to 
account for the origin, growth,, structure and aotivities'of society, 
by the operation of physical, vital, and psychical causes working 
together in a process of evolution." All social problems have to 
do with the relation of individual a. Anthropology furnishes us 
a concrete history of man in his develoi)ment froin primitive times 
and in this way assists «a i^ understanding the progress that he 
has made. The study of comparative religions "tends t‘o familiarize 
us with the beliefs of all peoples who have lived duflng the past 
and present. Suoh a knowledge gives us a grasp ofHhe peculiar 
meaning of life presented in Christianity. The program outlined 
by Jesus Christ is all-inclusive. He included the world when He
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said, ncoms tinto Me' all ye that labor and are heavy’laden and Iiwill give you rest*” " If Christ is the. hope of the world, and .. 
we b.elieve He -is, then His followers ough'J to know wherein these 
other beliefs and religions fall short and whetirein Christianity 
supplants them in presenting -^ha'ideal religion of mankind. Thus, 
such a ourrioula will provide us with the neoessary tools with 
which to produce a wholesome society.
Ideals fundamental To A Wholesome Kelationship Between 
The; Church and Society: If Jesus Christ came to this world
for anyone purpose He undoubtedly came to teaoh men, women, boys 
and girls how they should live together. It has been two thousand 
yeartj since He preached His message to the people .of Palestine and 
still the world is Tinsaved. It does not sepm to comprehend His 
teaching that ”A11 men are brothers"* The church has been given 
a special message to preach, but is has not always been f'aithful to 
this sacred task. ‘Primary to its being the- salvation of society 
is the adoption and daily living of th.e ideals which so enhanced the 
Master and for which He died.
Every member of the church- pf Christ must soon learn tha 
seorot of oo-operation. It appears that a new era has arrived for 
various denominations oonsolentioualy working together for the 
good pf all men. Only to-days paper (June 6,1923) tells of the 
united effort of 50,000,000 Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in 
trying to gat a certain corporation in Indiana to do away with the 
inhuman praeti-oe of working their men twelvp hours a day. This is 
especially significant s^d should he ^ept in mind when considering 
the riae of this new education which promises to usher in the
1“ Matthew 11: 28
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the^real meaning of Christian living. But npt until humanity ia 
willing to discard and disregard all class distinction, denominat- 
-ional hatreds, and cast away all castes can we ever hqpo for’ the 
woyld to hecome one hig family living harmoniously together. The 
very thing which is ridding us of denqminational ,Qnd/p0rty diffar- 
enoes is thrusting suspicion-and^religious hatreds to the winds 
and humbly aclcnowledging and truthfully believing that God-has a 
people among all nations. Are we Americans so narrow minded that 
we believe in a select body of onp sect from one faith th^ ,God 
will ultimately save ? Such a viqw reverts back to the worst 
form of jjrimitive conceptions of salvation. If the nhuroh is to
t
be the divide instrument through which God is tbo save the world 
then the good in all religions, faiths, and creeds must be recogniz­
ed a^d we must carry the contributions which Christianity ma^ea to 
the weaknesses of these other religions. It will only be, in the 
divide personality of the Son of God that humanity will fijid rest. 
ITothing short of suoh a personality can hope to-be the?; ideal for 
any people. Human writings fall short because they are npt JLlfe- 
giving and practical. They will not stand the teat of time end 
criticism. Jesus Christ will fulfill -those and. all other re­
quirements fidd for this reason His message supplants the. messages of 
all other religious reformers?and founders.
The members of the church of ^diioh Christ is th-e- head must 
also be willing to work harmoniously together .in order- to* demon­
strate to the world that the message of Christ is applicable to all 
the world to-.day. if petty differenoed and religious hatreds are 
'discarded and Christians everywhere live ecoording to the pattern
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of--Jesn8, thon, and then only» will it be possible to realize a 
"world brotherhood?. In this way we will be able to see the ful-
{ ^ “•f
fillment of the prayer of the Master when He said^ "And for their
sakes do I sanctify Myself that they also may be sanctified through
\the truth. Neither for these alone do I pray, but for them also 
which shall believe on Me through their word; that they may all be 
one, as thou,^ather, art in Me, and I.>. in Thee, that they may all 
be one in Us; that the world may believe that'Thou didst send Me^”" 
Truly mmy churches have wrongly interpreted the Master’s meaning 
of' a -feorld brotherhood, buf Ihe earnestness of this prayer portrays 
the zeal which the world’s greatest teacher had for the unity of all 
peoples regardless of' race or color. The bhufch cannot hope to
A ^ h kbring peace and harmony among* the nations and Individuals in the 
world tntil it has first ISamed "how to live peaoably with all 
men". ' This Is one of the primary conditions for the redemption of 
the world. In this respect the phtirch of the past has miserably 
failed. While it has grown stronger numerically it haa oouhted
^ a.
numbers greater than spiritual living and haa not cememted its 
membership with the bond of Christian love and the'principles of 
early Christianity,"each counting other better than himself".
There is also a close relationship existing between the
' ‘ ' ‘*1church and society. There are two phases of this statement vfcich 
■ call for attention: What has the church done in tJie pasp to save 
the whole of society ? vyhat is the aim ,of the church for work in 
the future?
s
To the former question we reply that the conditions are 




■^0 ri^tly interpBet. tlje church*s mission in the communi-ty., ^ Many 
have "believed that society .was morally hound to support the ^churph 
hy attending the services and giving to it*s financial support*
Both of these are neeessary, hut the church was not estahlished to 
stand out as a financial organization in the poramunity. The dif-^ 
ficulty with such conceptions is that they destroy the real purpose 
of the church* This institution ibs to spiritualize thp peCple in
the community* The chief reason for having finances is to success-
■fully realize this ^iritual ideal* The church .of the future must 
over-pome the weakness of past methods pf supporting its^program*
The continuance of tfee old theory will soon destroy the prestiege 
that is now in the hands of the present church* Such a program 
must .nepepsarily come about hy a consecrated ministry .presenting 
strong appeals for the stewardship of all life, and an acceptance 
of this teaching hy every individual, Before the church can 
save theeWdtld it must; save itpplf from these handioapp*
Co-ordinate with the ,a))oye viewpoint is the problem of 
some areas being over-churched while others are under-churched.
A comparison o.f the methods of Protpstantism and Catholicism reveals 
some of our weaknesses* Thp prQ"blem of supporting many organizat­
ions in and around ,a layge city is a grave point when ponaiderlng 
the establishment of new churches. In one small tpwn of fifty-five 
theusand people there .are twenty-five churches in a radius of one 
mile*. Witl^in twenty minutes walk there pre six phurohos on one 
main thoroughfare. Three of these churches are. Congregational, 
two are Baptist and the other Bisoiples. In. the Congregational 
churches are three ^ypes of congregations represented: the ayis-
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^ooraoy, middle olaas and common worl;ing people. All these ^re 
struggling along making a desparate attempt each year to meet their 
budget. The other churWiea (Protestant) are in the same furor 
trying to meet their bills. The wealthioat Baptist church keeps 
inserting itams in its buletln each week stati^ng the financial de- 
pression of the church. In Ithis group of twenty-five churches 
in this community are seven Congregational, four Baptist, thspe 
Methodist Episcopal, one Blsoiples, one Unitarian, one TTniversaliOt, 
two Seventh Bay Adventists, two Episcopal (one low and one high 
church), one Nazarene, one Pentecostal Mission, and two Roman 
Catholic. This ts a fair sample of the methods of the two. forces 
of Christendom. Protestants present a weak front while Catholitfom 
presentesa united front. Among the latter churches there are no 
over-churched areas and there are few of such churches that are eking 
out an ezistenoe. How much better it would be if Protestantism 
could realize their folly of scattering their efforts and then 
unite upon a program that would be a definite means, of saving the 
world. In the author's estimation Christianity will continue to 
present just -such a weak front as long as the members of the church 
continue to live apart and compete with oneanother.-
A reveent survey of a small community in one of the States 
further points out the weakness of present day methods of Protest­
ants. In this section of the country, six miles in diameter, there 
are five small towns. The largest of these has a population of 
two thousand people. In this community’ there are four churches.
One is a Congregation with a membership of -one hundred and six,
^while the other three are Catholic, Irish, Polish, and Lithuanian.
L
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These fhree Catholic Churches are serving the’ four neighhoring 
toHns. Iir the first town,^ one and one-half miles due’ ®aat,. there 
is e Congregational church with one hundred and-ninety memhers* 
Another town throe .miles South by West has a Congregational bhuroh* 
with ninety-nine members'. A third town five miles North hao one 
Uhitarian and One Congregational churoh. The latter' membership-; 
is seventy-eight people'. This- is a mission^*; ohuroh. -In the 
■last' .town* six milds'to the West there is a federated church made up 
of Congregationalists, Baptists, and Methodists. Thus, while-five 
■Prttestant churches are presenting' their religious views and attempt­
ing'to'Mn these communities to threir divlde'd programs, Catholiolan 
is prafctioally united Ih the central part of'this area presenting 
one type of religion. / This small section is a fair- representation 
of many, other communities throughout the nation.^' This means of 
trying to win the world for-Christ must he pltere'd before'the * 
Churoh of Christ will ina3fl9 its strongest appeal* * " -
Chart illustrating'"A Weakness In Protestant Church Methods^.
places there are .one or {.more Protestant* 
churches. They spread out over a wide area 
The result is qe.veral weak .and struggling 
churches. The throe Catholic churches in 
South DearfiQld draws-pp.on the other .towiis. 
This centralizes their work and presents a 
stronger type of work.
5- Conway










— To the second phase, the aim of the chtirok, much could he
said. Under this thought corned the real purpose of the chu”rch.
May we state these purposes under two heading^. (1) To Christ­
ianize society, and, (2) to furnish an idefil for society to imitate.
What has been done in the past is now written dora in 
history. It cannot he altered. But what lies in the future be­
longs to this generation to achiefe. In order to complete the 
worthy ideals of Jesus Christ, which He left to His church, there 
is needed a deeper spiritual life and a deeper spititual insight 
on the part of every member. Wo need to stress consistency in 
daily living for God. We must come to realize that God ejects 
His followers to demonstrate to the world the worthiness of Jesus 
and His message as an ideal for every life. In order to Christ­
ianize society the church must demonstrate that Christianity is 
more than a set of highly ethical twaohings, too highly conceived 
to ^e practical. Rather, Christianity i& a life to be lived.
Eaoii day must see marked progress over past days until ell mankind 
shall have laid hold of the ideal for which Christ died, and
1
if' I be lifted up from the earth will dfaw all men unto myeelf. " 
Imitation plays a large part in the life of society. we 
imitatd others in their dress, habits, manners and customs, recreat­
ion ancl modes of living. Why'should not the church become the 
instrument through which Christ shall become the model for imitat­
ion and thus redeem the world? It has the opportuility, the’mess'age, 
the leadership, the Head, and the membership, but for some peculiar 





with liheraLsoientlsts and theologians and-in this way lose it's 
emotional power. Por such people there is no real -diviflity In 
dhrist other than that divinity oommon to manfitind who is made in 
the"image of God". Neither do these theorizers believe in sny 
punishment in the next world. Their conception of God will hot 
permit any suffering in the hereafter and so the thought of hell 
is ruled out. Their theories have led to a belief similar to 
that, which Buddha expressed in his, conception of ^Nefvanna", in 
the presence of such dogma the church has, in many oases, become a 
defunct organization which merely is a social gathering but-which 
does not seek to serve all humanity. in order to overcome this 
spirit of depression there is needed a revival of "gospel evangel­
ism" which shall revitalize the constituency of the church and 
arouse a new interest in a type of consecrated Christian manhood 
that Is lived in dally service for (}od.
At the present time there is a great social crisis and 
industrial unrest. -With the advancement of education there has 
come an increase in the perplexity of these problems. .The entire 
social order is now confronted with problems of unemployment, dif­
ficulties between labor and capital, the race question, marriage 
and divorce laws, the question of immorality and vice, child labor 
laws, housing problems, imlgration, sanitation and hygiene, 
theatre sensorhhip, prohibition, Iww enforcement, and a'host of 
other troubles. In the past the church and society attempted to 
solve these difficulties separately, but the time has now come when 
there must be co-operation and an attempt to meet these issues or 
b-oth society and the church will fail and be destroyed.
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Therefore, there is a grave responsihility thrust upon the 
church and aooiety. This responsihility is the task of unifying 
the efforts of both these forces, the church and society, with the 
hope of solving these and other problems. There must then be a 
continuous program of co-operative work between the church and 
society until every need is met and a better type of Christian 
oitiaenahip IS presented to the world. Such co-operation is 
essential to mould public opinion according to the ideals of Jesus 
Christ. Homes must he re-established upon the teachings of the 
Master of men; children must be oared for regardless of race or 
color, and there must bo much done for the social and recreational 
life of the people in the local parish. It is the obligation 6f 
the church to consistently live the ideals of Jesus so that those 
in the larger community will become like the Man of Hazareth who 
gave the ideals of the smaller community. To aooomplish Such an 
ideal there is needed an intensive .^ampaign of- instruction in the 
teachings of Jesus, an'^ exhaustive amount of inspirational living 
on the part of every one who names the name of the lord, and planty 
of opportunity to express the instruction and inspiration so that 
every Individual may develop physically, mentally, socially, and 
religiously.
"If Christianity is the hope of the world—- 
and it is-—
If the Church of Christ is the Pivinly appointed
agency for the Extension of Christianity---
and it is-.--
If the Church School is the Recruiting Station and the 
Training Camp of the Church—-
and it is-— ^
Then the Church School is the Hope of the World." «
1
Humbert, H.P: The Four Fold Development of Manhood; p. 42.
CHAPTBi^ (PWO:
The Bduoation And Development of The Minister*
CHAP3?BR TWO:
The Bduoatloh And Development O^f The Minister.
I, preparation*
There was a time when, in some localities, one of two things 
invariably happened; either those who went into the ministry were 
considered unfit for anything elsft^ so they chose this proies'sion 
as a last resort, or one member of the majority of famliles was ’ 
expected to preach. A man from ^he north-eastern part of these 
United States tells of a conversation he had with his only brother. 
They were both yonng men working in the harvest fields when this 
incident oconred. The younger chap came saying, yoii going
to enter the ministry or is it up to me The rejly assured him
that there were no 'such intentions on the part of the other man.
"Well, then," said the’first chap, "I guess it is up to me to be-
' %
come a preacher for one of our family must be in this work.”
This certain region has sent many men into the ministry. Bveii 
now' the families are few that do noi have several ministers on their 
family record. The record of these preachers is splendid but the 
method of recruiting these leaders fs^ot so good.
Of course there ai^e ramj advantages and disadvantages in 
such a scheme of enrolling ministers, l)ut the advantages far over­
balance the good results. When people enter religious work feel­
ing it lb their duty to i-epresent their family and keep an unbrok­
en reoond *it does not appear that puch a schem® should in any way
(67)
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tiniyersal- Such people are not always qualified for guoh
important worfc and invaria'bly bad results will fol-low. Neither
are the best qBalifioations found in those who. .ara able to s^tand
before, a multitude and speak. This to be sure is essential, but
the. minister must also be a teaoher, an administrator,' aid a good
executive. Being able to speak or being willing to speak is not
all there is to becoming a preaohar Of the Gospel.
Another type of entrants to this vocation is represaated'
by those who say they have had S .peculiar calling to preach. But
may we ask what it is that constitutes u call to pjeaoh Many
have had a psychic, experience and have beetn led to beli.eye that they
had a special dispatch from the mouth of Hod which said, "Go preach
Christ J” These people have erred in reading the Bible. They
have misjudged the divine 'plan for recruiting new workers. Many
of■ them believe they should go no further with their education, but
begin immediately to .preach. Per a proof text they have cited;
"Take no thought how or what ye shall speak; for it shall be given1
you in t^iat hour wbat?.- ye shall apeak?” Yory naturally this
type ,of- ministers hha.s mad^' very little preparation, for ; lab- 
ors^and littlp else than spe^tkAAg-waa done. Instead of rightly 
helping men, women, and children grow in the grace and knowledge, 
of God these leaders have played upon the emotions of their hearers. 
This resulted in the origin of new sects which did no.t lessen the 
problem of 'Christian unity, but has made it more complex..
There is a question in the minds of some as to what really 
is meant by a "call tO preach" < They have wondered if such a call­
ing is attached to ‘a miraculous demonstration. God does not per-
1
" Matthew 10:19
TGrm miradlee to convince His people that some are fialled to he 
heralds of Els Word. There was a time when He nsed such methods, 
hut that was at a time ^en there was no written Word to follow 
as a guide. A call should consist of a knowledge of the^need end 
the ability, strength, and desire to give one*a self to the ful­
fillment of that need. One must he willing to give“up all else 
if necessary and commit his ®hole life, mind, hoAy and heart, to 
the task which he feels is needing his qualities most. It further 
demands sacrificing everything for the work to be done. It de­
mands patience, love and endurance to see to the fulfillment of 
that task. It also demands grit to stick by the right until one*s 
WoBk is done. Those who have sinodrely and thoughtfully ctfoosen " 
the ministry have done so believing that this is the place where 
tkejr can most profitably serve God and humanity, and they are 
willing to make everything else pay tribute ^o this vision. Such 
men sincerely follow the ideals and standards laid down by Christ 
with the hope that they may he well pleasiijg to Him.
With the rise of secular education in the world to-day 
the church crarmot escpect to he the leading institution through 
which the world is to'he saved unless it rises to its opportunities 
and hecomds an institution for the instruction of righteousness. 
This is wftiolly in accord with apostolic teaching; "And they con­
tinued steadfastly in the apostles teaching." The church that
anticipates serving the community and ultimately saving the world
u ,
must be a teaching ohuroh. It has too much with which to oompete 




unseooes^ful. For this reason the ohurch must he under the leader­
ship of men and women who have oaught a world vision and th;lnk: 
and live in world terms. The ministry of this church must he 
adequately educated. Edoh church must he properly eqtulpped, or the 
needs of the hour cannot he met. There is, therefore, a definite 
course of training which the clergy must pursue or it will lag 
.behind other institutions and lose its opportunites.
Seminary Work; This is an age when the ministers 
should he the best educated people in the community. They are 
the leaders in community enterprises. They are the creators of 
piuhlio sentiment. They should he al^le to approach every class in 
the business and j)rofe8Sional world, hut without the proper educat­
ion this can never he accomplishedtt ,
It is essential that the minister know his Bible and the 
important theological questions, hut 1% is equally important that 
he know other -subjects which he must face in actual conditions 
while on the fisld. He should he an authority in other subjects
besides the Bible. But he cannot jdo this unless he has been
trained and guided to think in terms of other subjects. Eejjnust 
know peqple. He must ,know how to make correct judgments of 
those people with whom he ppmes in contact. If he is to bp a 
soul winner he must know the principles of selling his goods.
He must be able to quickly diagnose every situation so as to pro­
vide the needed prpgram to elevate those whom he serves. If he 
is the leader of the flock and the "shepherd of the sheep" in the 
parish he must know how to provide for every need of men, women, 
and children and adolescence. He cannot hope to solve these
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diffioTilties,which are peculiar to hia field, unless he has been 
given some practioum course Where he has been given the basic 
principles of meeting such problems. fhe majority of preachers 
do not have the natural endowement of meeting these needs without 
they have first been studied.
Co-ordihate with his secular and theological education 
there must be provided some instruction in religious education.
It is not enough that men know a few books. He must also know 
children and youth for it is trfth them that he will spend the lar­
gest amount of his time. fhey are the hope of the church. They 
are the "second line of defense" which must be trained. If he 
fails to understand them and to know how to solve their problems 
they will soon be lost to him and the church. Religious educat-
. r
ion has to do with the whole of the individual. In it are found
•V
the fine arts, young people’s work, children’s work, work with the
» •' 't
church school and the correlation of the various auxiliaries of 
the church. This type of education has not been given in the 
university until in very recent years, and now only a few institutions 
offer suwh work. If the minister is to know the best moans of 
solving these problems it is urgent that he take graduate work 
where such courses are offered. Schools and departments of re­
ligious education are fast coming into prominency in American li^e,
*1
thus satisfying the desire for such instruction.
The Christian ministry is divided into four classes.
"First, there are those who do not believe in religious education. 
Second, there are those who do not know what religious education
7?
includes. Thl,rd, there are those w^io “believe Iji religious educet.- 
ion an^ know what it jLncludes “but will not do anything with it. 
Fourth, there are those believing in it, who know what it indludes
iand are working it." ” Those falling under the latter group are 
the ones who are providing instruction, inspiration, and express- 
ional activities for their members. They look for lasting 
qualities in the program which they put before their people. Suoh 
people have caught the real vision which the church should'have*
They have placed themselves on the alter of saorifioe and service
t i
and »re attempting to make a lasting .oontribution to mankind.
The seminary work of the minister should include courses 
in religious eduoatlon and provide an opportunity for labratory work 
under proper supervision. With regard to the curriculum, there 
should be strong courses in the udderlying prinpiples and philo­
sophies of modern education. Men and women should be trained to
t
diagnose the various schools of thought. They should also know 
the various schools of thought and what is behind each person’s 
philosophy of life. There are definite stepping stones and out- 
looks upon life which the crtilidtdncting educators of the world have 
based their teachings. We should know the type of philosophy 
which has been the platform to support the ideals of such people 
who are so prominent in 8h^|)ng the lives of our youth. Suoh a 
currloulum then embodies courses in heredity, evolution, oomparat- 
ive religions, imitation, ideals, philosophy, and metaphysics.
These are the principles of moral and religious education. Ko 
person should claim to be educated who has not first thought his 
way safely through these greater issues.
1
Athearn, Br. W.S.: Given in class lectures in Boston University 
School of Religious Education and Social Service, 1923.
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A second part of this curriculpm should h© devoted to the 
study of the various methods' dealing with 'the problems of the 
church- Every director of religious education and every minister 
should he well acquainted with these methods of teaching' and bring­
ing the ideal type of inspiration and recreation essential to every
lfi)cal church. fhls is what one phase of the program of religious 
education aims to accomplish-
A last part of this curriculum should enable ^the minister 
to know how to organize his church for religious work and to know
ithe elements essential to a good administrator- There must he 
some community work- Who should he better fitted to lead such 
work than the minister. Where is he to gain the experience needed 
in such work aside from the schools of religious eduoabion ? This 
work is vital to the life of every preacher regardless of the size 
of his parish. He must know how to rightly organize his local 
church so that he will get the best results in every activity and in 
all auxiliaries- The principles of organization set forth in this 
thesis were not gained from books or from undergraduate work. They 
came from association with specialists in the field of religious 
education. How much better it would bo to have the men going out 
from theological seminaries properly fitted with the ideals and 
methods of organization and. administration of local churches.
Summer School Work: Again too many ministers hold the
theory that a four year college course is sufficient to endow one 
with information that will last a life time. What a mistaken 
conception this is I We are thrust back on our original definit-
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ion. of education; " a leading out'and a development of the viiole 
of the individual.” Instead of the school giving certain knowledge 
which will go to make up a minister*s **harrel" of' serihons he should, 
he trained to do systematic and original thinking. An education., 
is, therefore, endowing the Individual not necessarily with know­
ledge, hut with tools with ishlch he is to ”dig out" Information 
for himself. The real purpose of a college training is to teach 
the person th think for himself and to help him find that which is 
true. For this reason we 'see doctors, school teachers, professors, 
engineers and many other professional people returning to summer 
school for further research work. Should the ministry lag behind 
ether' professions and at the same time expect to challenge the world 
to follow its teaching and thinking 7 If the dhurch is to have 
its rightful place in world leadership it .must have trained lead­
ers who are scholars and who have done sufficient research work to 
grant them a place among those who truly are'masters in their fields. 
The advancement in methodology, pedagogy, and other phases of 
e^uoatioh arS continually changing. The minister muSt keep abreast 
with these in odder to retain his position of shepherd of the flock 
and prophet among men.
II. Program Of Reading.
In order to retain his prestijlge and become one of the 
outstanding figure's in the parish or the nation the minister 
should do more thqn attend 'institutes, conventions, rall^s, and go 
to summer schools. There is an abundance of reading which he must 
do to become an expert practitioner in his profession. Eecaritly
4
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■•6 certain minister living "in a sinall coi&n'anity complained tHat he 
did not have a fair chance to ad-rande in his denomination. 'He 
complained of the men who' were his supervisors and who were over­
seers 'o'f the worS in his' conferenee. He found fault with every 
little detail. In a ooiiversatlon w’lth hiiA he frankly admitted 
that' he did not have ‘a d'efinite program of reading or study. He 
de'cried the idee of such a Schedule and said that such 'theories 
were all non-sense. Nothing could be said to convince him' of 
his err’or or- of his’wrong beliefs. But the strang'd thing about 
him, and his entire class of" whom he is a good repsesentative, is 
that he never will get much higher in his work neither will he 
advance to a great, extent in his -deiiomJination simply because he' is 
not willing to pay the price of "Scholarship. We can never expect 
ministers t'6 become world* leadef-s tintil they become students and 
aspire to 'scholarship'. God will not mlracuously-send d'bwii ready 
'made plans and sermons-for'his religious leaders. He put the 
ii^on, 'the steel, the Sbpper-, the bbai, the silver, precious stones 
in the heart of the earth and- told'’men to dig for them. He has 
likewise put certain things^ in the mental woild for ail His child­
ren and He expects them to 'dig for these things. V/e woui'd not 
wish it to b'e o'thwrwise.
^ Gonditlons Of Study; There are dafihlte 'oonditiohs of
study’^Wiich are vital to everyone who aims at becoming a student. 
Too many people are good at purposing toedo spQOlal wbrlr, but they 
are far better -procrastinators. They delay doing-their work.
Soon they drift into habits of wasting their time. fo oomplaHn 
of work is to produce a good index into a lazy life. 'TFstiaHy
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the people who ,are the "busiest are the ones to whom we taice our 
work for we feel more certain that the^ will give it their attent­
ion. However, it is possible to put too much work on any person 
and thereby overtax the physical strength to the breaking point. 
Human beings'are of a similar construction to machinery. If either 
is continually over-taxed a break down is sure to occur. But many 
more people die of rust or laziness than from hard work;. An^ so 
for the first condition of study we would suggest that clergymen 
have a definite understanding of what they wish to do and then go at 
it and complete the task. Indecision is one of the greatest evils 
of the liuman race. More people are* killed, while walking across 
Fifth Avenue Hew York, as a direct result, of indecision than trom 
wreokless driving. Wher^ we go about our duties as though we 
knew definitely what we wanted we were sure to get farther than if 
we hesttated. We have only to go into any library where there are 
college students to see the evidence of this fapt- Those who have 
been in university work long enough to know how-to study see first 
how much time they have in uihioh tp get .a certain lesson and then 
they will immediately get to work. The ones who have never learn­
ed this secret sit fondling their books, gazing around the,..room, 
trying to decide ifiiiat they should do. Decision is knowing what 
you want to do and then getting at it. This is a pre-requisite 
to every successful minister.
If one is to. utilize his time he must .have a definite time 
andpplace to study. Every minister who is physically able to do 
his work should have an office, either in his home or at the chprch, 
and he should be at this place at a definite time every day that is
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within human physical possibilities. With regard ta thla-quest­
ion's study of the lives of'many-of'our'most suooessful business 
men and ministers will help uS understand ??hat has. been the means 
of making their sucoesa*. (For an unlimited supply o'f subh dath 
see the biographies of* successful men of to-day* in the issues of 
the American Magazine,) Those men'in the businesS^^world .who are 
launching ahead are the ones who have been found at- thoiT"lalirat- 
ories-early and late. They have a definite time and place to 
carry on" their research-work. ' The world has^ long been quibbling 
over the eight-hour-law, but there is no spoh law for'the'person 
who wishes to climb* to thb-Itop of the ladder of success". There 
i's'non^’such thing as an easy way to achieve'vi^bbry in any field. 
Neither does success hold any sdcrets. *It can only be accomplish­
ed by constantly struggling at the task which is'ours. A mihister 
Who liires in the state-of Oregon has always been"n6ted for his 
masterful sermons*. He has betoome an outstanding sermonizer. But 
how has this been achieved ? He i§ found eatly'and late?' every 
day that he is in the city in^his office. He gues there at six 
o''Olook in the morning to work' out his two sermons for the next 
Sunday. Another man )Rtoo has recently been called to ond of the 
five largest ohUfches in a certain communion is'always in his office 
at eight 0!clock in th^ morning. He is one bf the most popular 
speakers of any church in the ohties in which Tie hasuheld pastor­
ates. Illustrations of ’this point could 'be'multiplied'a‘hundredt 
fold, but suoh data is unnecessary hero.
If p83roh.ology teaches us anything;'which it :surely ddes, 
it Reaches us that we are able to do better work when we have a.
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definita time and place to do certain work. if yi& study at a new 
table erery day we will find it difficult to Readily concentrate 
on the work before us. We will invariably loo,k around the room 
at the pictures, furniture, and, other ^^xtures tnd thus lo^^se time 
in .settling down to our woi^. If we have a specific place and 
time, a certain chair, a certain room and table or desk at which 
to study we wdill soon discover that our powers of concentration 
will be greatly increased.. There are always associations in puch 
surroundings which are wholly^oondtioife to studentt life.
This leads us-to believe thpt the people who are accomp­
lishing many things are the ones who are at work on a definite
pohedule. The mornings when one is fresh and better able to at-
\
tend tq the subjects before us is the time which should rightly be 
set aside for hard study. Nothing should be permitted to inter­
fere with this time unless it. be of extreme, necessity. Without 
■additJ.onal and consistent study the minister ^vill die mentally, or 
he will wither up and become a pigmy. wi^h dally concentration 
on some work he can become a gipnt intelleotpally will.
There is a minister who has hel^, sqme large pastora.teSj but whp 
is continually on .the move because ho ..is too Xe.^y tp study. He 
spends most of his time "ringing door hells". (This, is a very es­
sential part pf every pastor’s life, put should not oonsume all of 
his time.) T^is man makes an average of fifteen'hnndred. calls 
a yearp but this is about all he does do. He will oome home tired 
Saturday evening and then .stay up late that night preparing, his 
sermons for the morrow. As a result )i±s sermons are. poor and he 
is fatigued for his biggest day’s service. He has succeeded in
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making many warn personal friendships which are largely the means
of his sustaining his church. When he leaves the majority of his
> *
friends also leave. The folly of such methods As self-evident.
Iflo one,, who anticipates being a real servant of God and becoming 
a real prophet among men, can ea^iect to spend all of his time doing 
one thing. Therefore, it is wisest for him to work on a schedule 
at least part of the time.
Such a schedule wonld arrange for a definite time to study 
every day. This would preferably come in the morning. It would
provide a time for calling un the sick; a time for visiting new and
{
prospective members; a time for committee meetings, and a time for 
all other religious services. Invariably there will come inter­
ruptions and certain obstacles to interfere with one*s plans, but 
that does not signify that there should not be a set schedule to 
strive to follow. Who ever heard of an army general going into 
battle without certain objectives to reach, certain counter attacks 
to be made and a set plan to follow ? And still more puzzling, 
who ever heard of that general carrying out all of these plans ?
He accomplished as much as was possible as long as conditions wereI ^
as he predicted, but when new situations arose he was forced to 
alter his blue print. In the same way the minister has to work 
out his schedule and alter it as conditions demand. The beat 
policy is to have something definite to which to work and then we 
will be sure to arrive at better results in the end.
A second reguirement for efficiency in student life ts the 
arrangeqient of the data at one *8 disposal in such a way that it
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will not constmiQ half of the time looking for what is wanted, ^hia 
will necessitate having all material catalogued so as to he useful 
and easily, found. If hooks and magazines are listed according^ to 
titles, or suhjeot.a one will discover a tremendous difference in the 
speed and accuracynwith which materials may he found. If this is 
not true then jwhy do libraries spend so much time md mone^^ pre­
paring their files and numbering theSr hooks ? Recently the 
author was in the study .of a Rew England minister. This man is
V .• *
making a desperate attempt to do big things for God. He is sucpeeffl.- 
ing to some extent, hut, in no degree to which he is able- His 
desk was "piled high" with magazines, hooks, and papers. He told 
of a new device which a certain Hew York firm was manufacturing.
He began looking for it. He spent at least ten minutes looking 
through that, pile of " junk" on his desk trying to locate tfiie article 
It was finally discovered in a different spot from which he had 
been looking. It could he easily seen that inaccuracy and the 
lack of a system were two of his^ besetting sins. He has a s-ec- 
retary, h^t she too is undoubtedly cateless anjL inapourate.
So many people have the conception that a bpoksh^lf is a
thing of beauty and that books should be so arranged that the room
will look tidy and attractive. .To be sure this should be done
when possible, but t;he primary object of any library is not an
object of beauty, it is one of service. Books and, magazines are
purchased for use and they should be so arranged as, to he of the
greatest benefit to us. They are .tools with which we work and we
must have them arranged so that we will not lp.se too much time looking %
foirwhat we w^t.
with the constant demands, that are coming upon the ministry 
to-day every man ^ould he .provided with soms one .who would take the 
burden, of dstails from him. canntot be expected to do a great
deal of oorrespoiidenoa and bookkeeping and at the same timq meet the 
larger demands mqde onnhim. For this reason churches must fur-• ^ * j
nish some one to apt in tha capacity of office ^secretary, or else 
expect less of the minister. It is dertain that he cannot be held 
responsible for all of the details and at the same bs a master­
ful preacher, a devout shepherd .of the flock, and a thorough student 
that he must be before he cari become tli.©. prophet among men*
A Suggestive Program of Reading: The queatiin has been
asked many times, ”Whet books and magaziijies should a minister read?” 
ThQse may be listed under four headings: ^Current events; -church 
literature; literary and aeoular , and various works^falling under 
the title, miaoellaneous*
Tko demand of the hour is for men who can appear in .public 
and be able to speak with authority or first hand knowledge. Oyir 
law courts clearly substantiate this fact for they demand every wit­
ness to be. an authority in the field under criticism or to have 
been an eye witness of the facts beirjg presented in. the.^testimony*
Ifo hear say or "I think so" will he accppted as evidence in the case. 
Is this not t.rue with the popular mind ? we care little for hear­
ing ,a speaker report what another has seen or done if there is any 
opportunity to hear that person himself.- we are all after first 
hand .information and will not be satisfied unless .it cannot be gainei 
other than by reading books pr hearing some one make a rpport on 
th? same.. Because of the spacious world in whiphnwe liv.e we are
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-then called upon to gain our knowledge either by travelling or by 
reading what others have written and thus become so familiar with 
this knowledge that it becomes a part of us. The first means is 
much preferred because it provides one with lasting benefits, but 
the second method is the most commonly used. Every minister 
should know rtiat is going on in the world. He cannot expect to 
know this unless he reads current events every day. We are not 
advocating that he read every word in the daily periodicals, but 
he should read sufficiently to keep abyeast with the affairs in 
the world at large. The man who is up-to-date in such reading is 
nearly always the center of conversation in whatever group he may 
be jilaced/ He is turned to as an authority. Why should not the 
minister be able to oammand such attention and be feferred to as 
an authority on current events? He Oan if he is willing to make 
the beat use of his spare moments. Too many people literally 
waste hours while waiting for trains and street cars or while go­
ing to and from places. If this precious time were uded to good 
advantage many currents events would be covefied in the space of a 
year. Let us not be procrastihators, but time saver.
There is always a question in the mind of the minister 
when he thinks of bjrylng church literature. He wonders ^'ost what 
portion of his time should be spent in reading such material. One 
should at least read sufficiently in his denominational papers 
that he would know what is going on in his Brotherhood. He ought 
to be interested enough in Christianity that he would take time to 
read some evemts occuAng in other denominations. This will 
necessitate reading other denominational papers. "But herej" sgrys
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one, Plan that you are outlining here will work a minister to
death. Ho does not have time to consider all of these things." 
Certainly he will not unless, he sets aside a definite time when he 
will do definite things. But too many ministers do not take their 
work as conscientiously as they should. A preacher should he will- 
_ing to work more than eight hours a day for his God. This is very 
essential if he wishes to become a scholar in his profession and 
stand along side of the other scholar's In his community. If he 
has no such ambitions hut just wishes to paddle along in one small 
rut he has. no business being ,a preacher. If he is not willing to
w
make every sacrifice necessary^^to becoming a propfeet amfcAg his 
brethren then the church will never become the moulding influence 
in the community. Neither cm it ever save the world. In this 
case such an one ought to step, out of the ministry and sell books
or do some other task where he can cease his labors when the "whistle
> ' •
blows" ^at quitting time. His place ^ould be given to another
.t
who will make H the church what it should be. The ministry is 
no place for a lazy person.
The minister should also be a propoter of good reading.
' r« .
He ou^t, thereforeip to be well acquainted with good literature.
Boys and girls in their teens, as well as younger children, will 
come to him asking for certain books to read. If he has not read 
these, or read an account of them, two baneful effects are liable 
to happen: He will be unable to further guide them in their read­
ing, andhe will lose presti^ge with them. He ought either to 
read as many good books as is possible or read reviews of them.
Stch reading will give him a tremendous influeBno as an advisor
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and-it will also help him in huilding np knowledge whiOh may he 
used at some future time.
With regard to the miscellaneous reading there is' much to 
he said, hut our treatment hero must he brief. Under this title 
will dome devotional material which every minister 6u0it to do or 
hecome a spiritual dwarf. He shoull first of all road hi^ Bihle 
very frequently. It is sad hut true that we read more about the 
Bihle than we read it itself. A successful minister should read 
this hook of■ hooks through several times each year. A good stand­
ard to follow is to read the Hew Testament through at least onoe 
every month, and the entire Bible (Old Testament included) no less 
than twise each year. This can easily he done if the right amount 
is read every day. By doing this the proaohei is heooihing' fam­
iliar With his Bible and soon his sermons will Stand out with Bihle 
thoughts. if the churdh is founded upon the facts revealed in 
the New Testament, and we are sure that it is, why should not the 
man at the helm of the church he an apt student of the very test­
imony of God the Father ?
Additional devotional iriatSrial is to he found in the rieh 
abundance of hobks along spiritual lines. Suck topics as ^Mystic- 
ism**, "Prayer","The inner voice", and others will prove‘ helpful, 
in developing a rich spiritual life in the minister and they will 
prove henefioial in ’assisting him in helping ‘Others ^ith their 
problems. The spiritual nature must not he strangled with other 
cares. It is sad hut this has frequently been done in the lives 
Of many ministers.^
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There are also many new hooka on church affairs which pre­
sent ne^ methods of distinguished scholar's viewpoints, bn secular 
and religious education. 'The "Church School”, the ^Journal of 
Religious Education", and the pamphlet otf the Rational Sducationhl 
Association, together with others, will keep every person up-to-date 
in the affairs in these fields*
The clergy should also he familiar with the oontrihutlons 
made in other related fields. These will invariably'help mould 
public opinion as well as shape religious thinking. We discorver 
the subject of "Evblution" a promineiit issue in religious thinking 
at the present time. There is an abundance of material written on 
this subject. This is at the disposal of any one who cares to look 
it up. Leading sociologists, economists, financiers, educator^,
V
business men, professors., and ministers have written much on the 
reconstruction of the present social and industrial problems.
Every minister ought to know something of these important Issues. 
There is the field of the sciences and philosophies which demand 
that we know something of 'thedir contents. The religious leader 
should know these if he is io be able to distinguish the issues 
behind present day movements. How can the minister speak with 
authority un these important points without he has first carefully 
studied them through for himself?
Is it not important then that the minister become an apt 
student if ho wishes to hold his rightful position of prophet 
among ment if he ever ceases to he a student he will soon drift 
into lazy habits and his efficient work will be over. But if he 
strives to progess by means of conscientious work, coupled with a
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neye^r ^dlng student life, there is no limit to the amount o^ good 
he can aphieve. The, question before every minister,then^ ip wiil,!
he he just a mediocre man or wi;Ll he attive to. asoend to the hpights
*
in order to be of the greatest amount of goo^. ge can largely 
make himself what he will if^he 7/ILLS strong enough,
III. The Minister As A Church Program Builder. '
.i ’ -
The iocal minister must .not only have a thorough irwining 
in some university and have a definite program of reading, coupled 
with a studious nature, but he musj: also be a church prggrara bulld- 
-er. Too mapy have thought i;hat the chief thing for the pastor is 
tp outline some program for pdults and omit any definite work with 
ohAldren. This la neoessa^-y, -but it should not be done to the
ejcolUBion of the reai of the parish. He is the ohief executive
\ ^
of the church and is ejected to^provide. instruotinn, inspiration, 
and expressions! activities for every member of the church. The 
omission of any group moans that that gropp will sooner or later 
become a burden and a problem tp the entire church. It is essent­
ial that the whole member^ip be considered, when organizing and 
preparing for the execution of any program.
^ro^ram ffor Childrenj^ Children as _a rule have, been
* ^
over-looked by the ministry. in place of providing for the nurture 
and growth of these little peopBe we have expected them, somehow to 
IJjust grow up into spiritual beings" and finally become Christian 
men and women. Suoh methods and conceptions are fapal so fFar as 
the child is cpncorned. it is time that pastors realized that ' 
children are not little vessels to bo fllledip but that they are
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hxuimn 'beingsc to be trained from birth. something then must be 
done to insure the spiritual growth of these people. The minister 
has a speoifio relationship to these children an^l his work is in- 
oomplete if he omits, making, preparation for them in the church 
program, of religious education. ^
We are happy to see the style of church architeqturQ merg­
ing through a rapid and severe change- Architects are now real­
izing that the urgent demands of religious educators ax® true.
There must be something more than a mas^nT'e church auditorium.
This part of the building is essential when we consider the regular 
worship service of the^huroh, but by itself it is f atal when we 
view the spiritual welfare of boys and girls and adolescents in 
the church that must be instructed in the principles of Christian- 
living. For this reason there is coming into use a church school, 
patterned after the public schools, with modern teaching equipment. 
These buildings are being erpcted on the rpad .of the church auditor- 
turn, or some plane on the same church gitCf They are used ex­
clusively fiffr the education of the spiritual qualities. Here Is 
where the minister needs a knowledge of the proper courses needed 
to make up his curriculum. He must know of the materials, methods, 
activities, and recreational life of the children and youth. With 
this type of buildings, but without sufficient knowledge of knowing 
what to do with the equipment, the preacher is handicapped and can 
not make the best use of that which he has at his disposal. He
* A
must over-see the teaching staff to make sure that it is the very 
best that can be obtained under local conditions. If he has train­
ed prinoipdbs as heads of the departments of the church school he
r
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may be relieved of most of the difficult work, but at any point he 
should never be out of touch with every teacher a^d he should know 
the type of work that is being carried on throughout the church.
All leaders must have a definite set of duties and responsibilities 
and be held responsible for them because the church school is an 
integral part of the church and must be definitely condeoted with 
the church and the parish.
Besides being well organized and working every department 
of tbe ohurqh school the minister should see that every child has 
an opportunity for rocreationa anispirifU*! growth. There is the 
Bally Vacation Bible School, the week-day School Of Religion, and 
other agencies which are organized to care for the child during his 
hours outside of the public school. It is essential then that the 
minister be familiar with these and make the best' use of them for 
the salvation of the ohiid, ^
program gor Adolescence: Childhood presehts many prob-
lems, but with the coming of adolescence our previous problems 
seem trivial. What has been done during childhood may easily be 
lost in a few months ddring ’the age of adolescence. When we seek
't “tto provide a program for these people we must remember' that they
have many idiosyncroses all their own. Their problems and not
%solved by applying primary or adult methods. They have problems
which are isolated from all other groups^and must be conslderdd as
such. Porbuhh sayd, ”God made boys out of dust ancT electricity.
1
It is the electricity that is the problem.** John Alexander .has
said, "Adolescence la the time in a boy* s or girl*S life when God
1
” Porbush: The Boy Problem; p. 10.
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take^ him or her into par'6ner8hlp for the transmitfsion of hiiman life." 
And this-partnership, whether it he social or physical. Is the 'time 
when hoys and girls are either moulded for god'd or evil- iil’l of 
the early training may soon ‘he forgotten if the vhrorig environm'eut 
and ideals are placed arouhd them during adoledcenoe.
Because of the lack of'-pro^Jer inforitation we have heen prone 
to consider all of the'-young people in this period as'having the 
same likes and dis'likesj the samh hahits, and the ^same character­
istics. Recent investigatioh lias taught us differehtl'y. Instead 
of one long period between ti^elve and twenty-four years old this ' 
age is divided into’ three shorter period’s. "We shall numerate these 
for our own benefit: ^irst, there is Early Adolescence which is
between twelve and fourteen years old. This is the beginning of 
the age of puberty. It iV a time of pronounced characteristics- 
which never reapp-ear exactly the same again in all life. During 
this age, as we have already seen moi'e people, join the church 
than in any other period of life. This is the impress!onal age.
Men and 7fomen are either infl^uenced for Christ ‘and His righteous-
■ . . , *1 "*ness or for the ho^ts of 'evil during this crucial period. it is
the drowning' time of life when God is end"owlng boys and giVl’s with 
the powers of becoming father's ah'dWthers. How impOTtant then 
that there be some program provi-ded’ which will adequately meet 
their ned'ds- ' ' ^ '
second, is the time which we call Middle Adoleaoence. It 
Includes the years between fifteen and seventeen'. This is the 
age when boys and girls begin to seek the friendship aid companion­
ship of the other sex. Dp until this period they have lived seo-
1
“ See page 35.
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luaiVQ lives. But‘now they enjoy qneanother’s oomp^ny. T^elr ^ 
soolals^ entertainments, etc., take on a ^new aspect. With this 
time of seeking companionship comes the aexj)rohl0ms which always 
causes fatjiers and mothers to worry for fear their chilr,en*.a lives 
may he blighted. Is it not important, that the church .step in to 
help; care for the whole, life of these people ?
'The thtfd period Is termed JiSter Adolescenee. ranges
from eighteen to twenty-fo^ur jrears ,old. This last period is marked 
by the.manifestation of skepticism. Here-to-fore children and 
earlier adolescence largely accepted the teaching of th^ir elders. 
ITow they begiii to think for them selves. Few questions arise and 
dsmand a logical and reasonable .answer. For this reason the m|n- 
ist.er shoxild in elude, in. his prograi^ something that wj.ll guide 
these people in their thinking. .Kot only so, but this is. the time 
when the vast majority of homes are established. It is also esselit- 
ial then that the church program h® J^lanned to assist in making 
Christian homes.
leaders of these "folk" pjuat bo, very familiar with all of 
the' needs and charaoteristloe of adpl^escence before they oan safely 
guide them.. Some authorities have ‘this period "the fools
hill of life". Possibly this ,is a good characterization. But 
regardless what we call ft the -^rciblems remain the same. , Things 
may be done at this age which will never be attemoted again. This 
is the age of daring adventures and wreokless living. It is fast 
faoomlng the age when the greatest number of crimes are committed'. 
The moving picture show and the,theatre haveincreadod our dlfflo- 
-ulties and made every situation of life more complex. luring the
9i
i t*lattoy part of this jperioSL many boys and girls are led off into 
paths of sin by the dance and other popular amusements. The away 
of the music and the play on the emotions has thus caused them to 
drift into activities which have intensified 'the difficulties of 
holding them in the church. This has caused many churches to put 
on dances in their chui-bh parloSrs and make this activity a part of 
the young people* s program. But such a compromise is not in the 
least 'Conducive to growing strong spiritual character's. it may 
bring a temporary solutibn’to ourf-i problems, but in the long run 
it will prove to be- a strong force for bringing destruction to 
those things which are the foundations of the church. In copying 
with these and' other problems it is very urgent^ that the church 
should provide some program which will bo attractive and at the 
Bade time retain the spiritual elements and principles of the church.
f
There comes the problems of certain activities carried on 
by non-church and non- Christian organizations. The ;feoy Scouts,
C'irl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, The' Woodcraft league. Boy's sAgado, 
Knights of the Round Table, Y.M.C.A., t.W.C.A., ' and other orders 
will present'their programs thus pledging for thd time and energy 
of these 'people. Each of these proposes’ to bring the need^A sol­
ution to problems'of this age and' thus hold them in the church, 
but a careful examination of these programs 'reveals the fact that 
in every case there is a lopsided program ^diich will not oare for 
the whole of the individual. WO must make a four fold program 
to insure the heat development of ever^ person in the' group. 'There 
is a great need for some such program to be constructed. in
any event no ohurch program is complete-itbat does not care for the 
physical, piental, social^ and religions natpre of hoys and gir^a 
of this and every age. It is up tp eaoh local, minister 5 in the- 
meanwhile, to work, out his-^- own program and meet as many pf the- 
npeds of his field as is possible,
With all of these problems the education of the minister 
demands that he be e.guipped with a knowledge of people and, tl^at ha 
be trained.to diagnose indiyiduals spiritually; as-the doctor 
diagnoses-the sick patient, and thpt he be able to pass right 
Judgments on, those-.needed to man his program as well as thpse for 
whom the program ip intended. -In order to do this he must have 
had some oour.ses in psyohology, general and applied,- for, suoh 
studies are the best means of securing the basic pripioiples of 
knowing how to make suoh Judgements- He also mnst know sociology 
because much of his work will be in the flpld of soolal-psyohology. 
He should bo able to outline practical methods for teaoher.s -and 
othpr helpers in dealing with the Intellectual and .moral, pnd rel- 
Iglous problems before all groups and .especially adolesoenta,
®he minister, then, is the key or pivot man about entire
church revolves- If he falls in h^a task he cannot ,expeof his
/
teachers and his staff to overqome, his shortsightedness or narrow­
mindedness. Consequently his work will not bring the frpit nor
tear that permen-anqe .whioh.it should. Soon he will have to move
\
^0 -another -field and begin all- overq again. Is it not mor© 
important that he should have the ri^t type, of ano education in 
his university and seminary work and thus provide for thepe troubles 
before they occur? It is futile to dp otherwise-.
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Program gor Ad-iilts:. Just as the minister must know the
needs ^nd charaoterlstios of children and.adole.3cenoe, ard Just as 
he must be familiar with the existing programs .of these ages, J:ust 
BO ^e must also know adults, their needs and oharaoteriatios and 
the programs essential for their activities* They too must tave 
something definite to do.
To convert people .and leave them standing empty handed in­
side the church doors is like bringing children into this world 
and. depriving them of food. In either case death will follpw*
The new convert dies spiritually and is dropped from the church 
records or he is left put in the world, in an indifferent state 
until some .other lifprsai’ing institution comes- along pnd picks 
him up. ,The church oatinot afford this type of wort. It must 
wee that every person is provided with some specific task. The 
success of the minister's administrative ability is centered 
around this very point. If ho can successfully get his entire 
membership to become active he will have gone a good .way in ful­
filling the requirements of an idqal leader. He sooner or later 
will learn that without co-operation he cannot -hope to, succeed.
As part of the program of adults there arises the question 
of the prayermeeting;. How shall this meeting be conducted 
Shall it be continued along the ^same line of giving testimonies, 
offering long prayers (which are sermonet^es telling God .a lot of 
unnecessary information) , or in singling the same hymns from week 
to week ? Too many prayermeetinga get into the old ruts that 
have eliminated the young people from these services.. There is 
seldom anything new given to those faithful few who come ou]; eagh
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Week- Usually the same testimonies and ^rayersS are offered ^t 
this type ^of prayermeetirigs* This may he interesting from.the 
standpoint -of a few old adults hut from the view point of youth It 
does-not appeal and will not answer as. a solution tcT pur problems.
There was an eight year .old hoy who always wsnt to such a 
meeting With his father and mother. He usually„sat behind-pne of 
the deacons who -always gave, the same testimony ‘end offered the dame 
prnyer. The hoy soon memorized the testimonyv though it was-^done 
unconsciously, and one night he arose to take part in the serylpe^ 
Innocent that he was doigg wrong he repeated-word for v?ord‘the test 
imony of the old deacon. Immediately his parents oaught..thS lad 
end tjulckly ushered him to-the exit and thence--home., .He was-Severe 
ly dhaatized^ sent to bed and-from then 6n kept away from the 
prayOrmeetihgs. But the: question in our minds to-day.„ife^ t"3)id'• 
the hby*dO wrogg ?” It Is very hard to see where in-he di)d • iEe 
had heard this and similar testimonies so long‘that fj:hey*had been 
stamped on his mind. In t^Q natural course of the ohild'-s.mind he 
arose inteddlng to do as others-.did. The, real trouble was'with 
the deacon and the parents ,and the mlnlsbor who had allowed such 
a service to. continue. - . ^
Too many* prayermeetings have b^Qn .operated in- thi« ipanner. 
They^must-beeone wearisome to God. They remind-one of the faithp
Of'the Hindu which teaches him to; pin*papyri op the water-wheels 
and ds^ng this method of-offering* prayers ^for the day of judgment. 
These Indiand think they shall be heard for their^muoh speaking:". 
This Is not the kind of worship idilch our..God. dreraands. * Qhrla.t ' ^ 
said, "Ye worship that which ye know, not; we know what we worship.-
b.
But -the hour- oometh.and aow is, when the true worshippers shall
worship the-J'ather in spirit and in trnth: for 4hoh doeth the-
1 '
Father pe.ek to he His worshippers." Our adoration must be the
-outgrowth .of a righteous life which expresses Itself continually 
in new channels, instead of heeten paths. Prayermeetings 'should 
he varied and nia.de .interesting aw well as helpful. With the intro­
duction of lectures,- solos, and, other special features weasnay 
gain the interest of .all ages and groups in the church. This 
.meeting-might-,well be termed a-personal workers olasS., or a teacher 
training .class.. ^)CQaj6sionally it is well to insert some. ofcurch~ 
doctrine and thus apquaipt the membership with the' essentials of 
the Christian faftb- When we consider the church a lifcrsavlng 
institution it is our hope that we do not exp.eot p'eople to be ex-^ 
posed-to religion and then catch it as we would..the measels. If 
the church is fulfilling it^ mission it is teaching the people how 
to become Christians and whSt they must do pnoe they have accepted 
Christ. The prsyermeeting can not be,-iQad.0 ■ one of the ^spiritual- 
iaing agencies of the church until it takes cognisance of the 
whole m^ership and attempts to reach every individual.
Besides the prayeumeetingt there are other phases of-adult 
work. There are men’s and .women’s organisations; adult Bible '-v 
classes; spCflal wprk, and many other types, of religious activit■^ 
ies which a^e. essential to every Christian.- If the-minister 
carefully plans his prpgranj for. this group he may diaooVer many 
real loaders who have exeeptlonal ability along some line that 
will be of service to the whole whurch. The minister must build a 
program for adtilts as well as children and adolescents.
1
John 4:22-23.
-1?he Chxiroh School: Reference has been made to the
--------------- ——------------------------------------------ g
church school. The minister has definite relationships to this 
orgatiizhtian, though many do not appear to know it, and he must 
sed that this department sefvds the church as a Whole. There are 
three duties Which this organization has and it is under obligat­
ion to carry these out.
First, it must provide instruction for evdry group in the 
church. In many religious bodies there is no Instruction given 
above the period of middle adolescence. However, most Protestant 
churches have found that instruction is a vital part of the church 
program and should continue throughout the ehtire life of every 
Individual. Through this'phase of church^iwork every Iddividual 
should become amiuainted with the Bible and know What th^ te^adhlngs 
of Christ are and should bo tau^t how these teacliings should be 
carried out into every day living. This is a very essential dtty 
of every church stfhool--- to teach men how to live.
Second, It must give Inspiration and develop' the'spirit­
ual life of every member of the church. It Is impossible to- 
attempt to 'grow a Christian generation unless they are inspired 
hgr Christian living as they get th^ir instruction. It is very 
important that the church school build worship programs and provide 
materials in the curriculum that will develop each individual in 
a deeper consciousness of God and what He wlsh'os us to do.
Third, the ohuroh school must furnish a program of cao*tivity
t
for every group in the church. The work of Sunday ^/should be 
correlated with the life during the week. When people come to 
realize that Christianity is not to be divorced from every day
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living-than, and then only, will we begin 'to 'real'iae that the 
Kingdom of Soct meahs. It is as'necessary to have reoreatlon in* 
‘Christian living as it is in the physical worl'd. We^ cannot grow 
ttthout it. The real activities will be set forth in another part 
of this book.
'■ Thus the minister must include instruction, in’sptdatidri, 
and express!onal activities in the church program. Anything short 
of this will not do. I't is clear therefore, that if the minister 
‘^exp'acts to be one of the''leaders of this church abhool he'hiuVt have 
a background of'religious* education befbfe he can 'app'feolat e the 
real worth of this 'Mep^rtmeht.'* ffe- must assist the director o‘f 
religious education in preparing the- aotivites of thiS' department.
To do anything Short of 1:hiS‘“ia to iniss the opportunities that are 
his. He must meet 'the need and solve ‘the prb’blem. ^
Missionary Societies: * Besid.es these other aotivites 
carried on by the tarioulg organ!za'tions wihhln the Ibbal church 
'there is' the prdgram of the 'mis^'oriary society.’’' Here--again'the 
minister is the pivot man. If he is interestsd"'in missionAry 
wofk it will not be long before hls'church membership wTll be‘ in­
terested. If he is cold and indifferent to mission's''th^e dhurch 
may soon be eirp'eot'ed to become cold And irresponsive. The ’’ther­
mometer of any church is the missionary interest^that' It exetopli- 
fies. A church, like an^ individual, will give according'to its 
vision. It may become narrow ’sighted and nafroW minded and keep 
its money for ft's "own work. It may he cold’ and indifferent to all 
appeals of a suffering humanity.* Whatever ar'e its interests in 






who must keep the needs of the world ever before his people. This 
program of instruction Is essential in keeping the ohurch out of 
a spirit of self-righteousness and modern phariseeism. He must 
show that Christians become strong spiritually as they serve others, 
we may find God and see Him ih the lives of other,8. As Jesus said, 
"Insomuch as ye did it unto one of these least my brethren, oven 
these least, ye did it unto me." "
Therefore, to enable t^e church to save it'self the minist- 
er^jnust help it to save others. To secure life in tte future we 
must spend the life that we now have. "He that saveth his life 
shall^lose it, but he that loseth his life for my sake shall save 
it," said the Master. Jesus came to teach us how to rightly 
spend our lives In order to gain the biggest returns for Him. But 
to be able to see this there must be some missionary instruction.
* eAppeals for finances and the giving of finances will never suffice. 
Without the proper education in missions no church can hope to have 
the right type of a world view point and brotherly love. There 
must be aroused an International mind and a world-*ide missionary 
conscience. Without this the greatest good oannot .he derfr-vo'd. in 
making the church program of missions the minister must have a 
knowledge of the work being done at home and abroad. in the miss- 
ionary work at home there is an ahundanoe of social service ^d 
benevolent work whioh needs the attention of the ohuroh. orphanages 
and homes for the aged also presant their pathetic appe.als. Bep 
sides these there are the small and struggling churches within our 





The foreign work presents an even more appalling sitnatlon. 
On every hand heathenism is attempting to suppress the progress of 
Christianity. The other religions are making gie-at advances on 
Christianity and are putting forth their strongest efforts to kill' 
the faith that is do dear to every Christian minister. Kew fields 
have "been established by our missionaries. These are calling for 
preachers to go and remain with them and tell them fif tlie love and 
redemptibe power of God. Untouched areas are looking askingly at 
us and begging us to bring this wonderful story of Jesus. Without 
missionaries and without finances this work must be left to heathen- 
ism. Shall we put forth a program that will challegge every in­
dividual in the local church to become Interested in this great 
work which our Master gave us to accomplish ? To stop short 
of oompletftbn of this task is to deny the faith and betray our 
Christ. Therefore, the duty of the minister shall be to arouse 
his mdo^bership to the oall of those living in darkness and to 
heed the invitation of Jesus when He said, ”Come unto Me all ye 
that labor and are heavy lad/len, and I will give you rest." ”
We dare not retrace our steps I We must go forwand or lose what 
we have thus far gained I It is our duty to save tho world.
Evangelism; . A last part of the program which tho min­
ister must provide is an adequate program of evangelism. He ought * 
to make much of the special days in the year ^d at the same time 
keep stressing tho evangelistic note fifty-two weeks in every 
year. "Mother's Day", "Christmas" and all tho other special days 
present a spjiendid opportunity to reach those whom one might not 




to save as many as possible. The evangeltstio not.e may in this 
way be sounded continually, from pulpit, class rooms and various 
societies, and thus build an evangelistic ohurch. Before any
church can be able to serve' 'to its limit there mu8t*^be" £C,.f6rQ‘e of• ' ■ “* ’
■e w, » # W-. ^ ,
people belonging to that ohurch who go out and "continually preach 
God* 8 Word."
Parallel with the above program of evangelism is the re­
vival meeting which come§; oiiee'a year- This type of meeting is 
an opp;dftuhi'^y to"-revive the m§)ership to realize €he responsibil- 
ites of a Christian, and to reach out and save tho,se who do not-V " - “ ^ -
regilarly-rattend ohurch ^sny^erem There are el ways ‘some people 
who will attend this kind of, services that would not go at dny 
other time. Here we do not advocate an ^tffional meeting to 
work on the sympathies, of the community. ^ Rather we prefer dome 
one who clearly and foroibly- presents^the-Gbspel message and leave 
the band of. soul winners^to^make the personal 'touch.
The best type of evangelic that any minister can ever hi)pe 
to realize is to have every member of his church working in full
co-operation with tha minister and alwaya preaching the gospel. 
Henry Ward Beechlef opcp said, "!fh‘e s'uoo'ess^'of'my work does not lie 
in the faiSt that I'^am a strong preacher, but it does lie in the 
fact, that I have four hundred and fifty members of my ohurch who go 
out every week and preach the- Goapel." Such .work will -make any 
ohurch succeed. Every minister should strive for such oo-operpt-
ion
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THE BDUOATIOg AND.DEVELOPMENT OP THE MINISTER.
t
Note;- .
This chart shows the ideal type of education and program 
of reading for the development of the minister. It illustrates 
the previous pages which outline the necessary reading required 
of the preacher who wi^ed to do the best work with a program of 
religious education.
CHAPTER THREE:
The Educational^ Program Of The Local Ohttroh*
CHAPTER THREE.
The Eduoatlonal Program Of The Local Churoh
3^
In order to obtain the best results churohQs mnst 
adequate sti'&uanis. Together, with this there must be a thurotighly 
equipped machine through which lasting benefit^ may oomq.. ' -To ,in- 
sure this wa must have an'^-organigm through whi'ch -tio fianction and 
we must .alg,o have an e^^oatiqnalt program for this body,of people.- 
Without theqe the chTireh-*ia surq .to fail and fall into the old- lines 
of least tesistioace,’ Thl-e means that the church would bet^^ay its 
mission and this we can never permit. The complexity of modern 
clvllizati'oh demands that we recognize our mistakes of the past 
and rectify .those ill-adapted schemes" of^ potxr-workmanship-and pre­
sent a'thoroughly organi-zed-machine-with :a program adapted-to every 
local need, f ' .
We* cannot longer permit the-"saints nf Israel" to hold 
office- simply because they ought to Hava something, to -do.. If wo 
are to organize the, church" for action ,we .must see that the pro-j 
grams of every, auxiliary of the church 4ire correlated to the ex­
tent that our church machine will ^ operate without any friction -or 
lost motion. Too much over.-lapping ha.s.-be^en in ^evidqnoe in-the p 
past. Business men who compete with large oorpoBat4--pns have fonnd 
that they* must establish their business on efficient ^Standards so 
that the overhead e,xpenses will not. over-tax the firm., ^n the same 
way-th-e ohuroh mudt talfQ invQice tc insnre. against spiritual hnnk- .
(lOS)
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ruptoy. With equal precaution we must haye an educational program 
that will serve every group within the church end will bring thp 
results which the community pspects of the phurohs. 5rue, no tv/o 
congregations have demands and problems that are exactle alike, but 
every church must bring pprtpin things to the ohmmunity it serves.
It must spiritualX^ze the people and help them live harmoniously 
with: their fellow men. It. must help them live closer to their 
God-. Jt mu^st apsist them in being better men and woipen in this 
jfforld and, help them prepare fox t}ie Kingdom of God which Jesus_ will 
some day establish. Kq-institution can hppe to achieve spch aims 
unleps it definitely organizes every auxiliary in the local church 
and prepares a program that will build upon the Ideals of Qhxist.
I. The Organization Of The Local Ohurch*
4.t the outset let us, be clear in our conception of the church 
organization. There is no .typo or scheme which may .bp used to 
pieet every local situation- On the contrary each church must work 
out that .organization which will best ^able it to, serve. Here we 
.desire t:0 establish one form of organization embodying the basis 
principles essential to any .church that hopes to execute a program 
of religious education.
The Ohuroh: The Hew Testament estahliphea a democratic
body of people who are called- the "eoclssia". This Greek term has
4r
reference to "those who are called nut".. In the- Christian souse 
we understand it to mean those who have been called out from the 
ways of the world to walk in the ways of. Jesus Christ. These are 
the ones who have final voioe in every situation that confronts the
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local oHrirch. We believe the New Testament establishes a oongrega’f- 
ional type of church government. That is to say, each church Is 
responsible for its own actions and is its own governing body.
The New Testament does not establish an ecclesiastical order' and 
give the same ^i^isdiotion over any group of churches. This device 
is wholly man made. It was so devised to make the chua:*che8 more 
efficient. There are points in its favor and many in its dis­
favor, but our purpose here is not to argue 1^ validity • We 
are interested in it only in so far as it touches our problem of 
organization of the local church. The local body of Christians 
should be a law i^nto themselves. They are responsible for the 
spiritual welfare of‘every person in the parish and they should be 
held responsible for every thing^ that is done in the ixame of the 
dhuroh of Christ.
The Minister: Next in import^ce to the church is the
minister. He is the local evangelist, the pastor, the shepherd 
of the ■flock. He is the go-be'tween in every local church affair.
He heads up 'the work of all organizations and keeps a close ‘watch 
to see that^ each organization ■'carries out the ideas of the‘church 
at large. fta qualifications and duties have already been fully 
established in a previous chapter.
Because of his native endowements, his extended work in 
■dniversitjres^and his special^reparation for thisnchosen worlc ho 
ought to be the best qualified person fbr leadership in the entire 
church. However, he should not be though't of as a "pope” or a 
prAost' who l-ords it over the congregation and dictates' their every 
movement. Neither is he an individual ‘who Is infalliable. in­
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stead he is thoroughly a human being suhjeot^ "to all of th;e evils 
of this world. Ho has’likes'and dislikes, ddstred, passions and 
the tendeno^r to do wrong ths 'same as all individuals have at times, 
hu*t’ all of thesd things must he curbed and kept under the* power^of 
God. It is true that he should* be looked upon as the ideal type 
o'f Christian 'ohdraoter, 'but'we should nevffr be,misled lo believe 
that' he is beyond the bounds of sin. His judgments may‘not al-=' 
wa^ be the same as otirs, neither would w© expect them'td be.^
But he, because bf his-n pedal training, -should be the one tc^ 
lead the flock tod guide them' in their -spiritual thinking.
The Churoh Board; Directly under, and co-laborers with
the minister is the* churoh board and board of trustees. The 
latter group'are held,legally, responsible, for- the churoh property 
arid are bound by the laws' o:^ the state to be responsible for the 
work of the church. The church beard is that group ‘of people who 
make up the .real governing body of the local ‘ohurdh. Such.a 
board-consists of'three, types’of leaders: elders^ deacons, and'^oom- 
inittee chairmen. Such a grouping'Is used because of jthe .precedent 
established by the apostles ad they established primitive Christt 
ianity. The work'of the elders is to"look ’aftear the s^iiritual 'i-fi- 
tdrestS 6f the congregation. ^ They should he the best 'type of ► 
Ohridtian manhood. -They must he able to tefioh and direct all of 
the spiritual interests of the church. ^"paithfiilAia the saying,
'If a mail seeksth the office of a hishop (overseer, elder) he de- 
sireth a good work.* The hishop, therefore-, must be "without 
reproaoh, the-husband’of one wife, temperate, sober-minded, orderly, 
given ^o -hospitality, apt to teach; no brwwle'r, no dtrikef; hut
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gftntla, not oontentious, no J.oyer of money.; on© that ruleth well 
his own hon,S0, having ,his .children. }.n subjection with all gravity; 
(.if one knoweth not how rule his own house, how shall he. take . 
oar,e of. the phurch of Sod ?) ; not a novice, lest being puffed up 
he fall into the condemnation of the devil. Moreover he must 
Jiave good testimony from them that are without ; lest he fall- into 
8 reproach and the snare of devil.” ~ To the eldership 
given the charge of overseeing the worship, the In.atruotlon, and 
the expression in spiritual living. As .such theyjnust be well 
read men who hsve a zeal to do good and to live h^onprably with 
their fellow men. .. ~ ,
The deacons must look after the material and physical aid© 
of the church. They ten^ to the finaijoial interests, the.-upkeep 
of the buildings and ground,,, the rental of the church for outside 
activities, etc. ”Doaoons in like mannermmufit>'b0 grave, not dohble 
tongued, not given to much winp, not greedy o.f filthy lucres hold­
ing -the mystery of faith in pir© ponsoienoe. let these also
be first proved; then let them servo as deacons if they be blame- 
2 ' '
less.” ”
Deaconesses assist in various aervipes, but they are not 
neoessarily members of the ohurch board. Their duties are to aid 
the minister in preparing for baptlsimal services; prepare the 
boinmuniori table for the lord's Supper, and do calling on the sick 
who are either members or friends of the churoh.
If the ideal plan for these offices were carried out and 
every letter of the law were compiled with there would be a fat 
different type of Christianity prevolont in the'world to-day. But
1
I Timothy 3;l-8 
- I Timothy 3;8-10
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- Instead people let human desires and feelings crowd out the vital 
and essential elemants of Christianity, to the ^extent that we have 
formed a spperfioial type of religion- It is not the incarnation 
of the life of Christ.
The elders, deacons, and other committee (Qiairmen eonstitute 
the official hoard of the church.. It is the task of this body to
wisely execute the program which they, together with the minister's
?
suggestions, work out- Their task i^ to look to the spiritual, 
intellectual; social'arid recB&lftrt'lorial development Of every person 
in the local congregation. To carry out this purpose the follow­
ing standing committees are appointed:
o,onnnittee on church worship shall oversee the preaching, 
the instruction given hy various auxiliaries, the devotional, and
m
the inspirational messages of the church. Others will undoubted­
ly he leaders in-these various auxiliaries., "but this oommittee will 
he the final authority. Inspirational and devotional messages 
should find a large place In the church program. This committee 
assists the minister in aeouring such speakers as are essential to 
carry out the church program. ^n interest in commimlty, national, 
and worldQwide affairs oan he created in this way.
There will he a committee on religious education. The 
number 04 this oommittee shall he. deterihined hy the seize and con­
ditions of the loaal ohurch. In no wise should this body he a 
group of figure heads. Their real task is to care for the whole 
department of religious education. They should he educated in 
'Community Training Schools, taking a throe year course on the pro-
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RISLIGIOUS BTOjglOF IN TFE lOCAE OFURCH
Fotei- This ch&rt shows the conmlttee on religlotia education as an outstand­
ing cocmittea of the church 1)041^1. It h4a jurisdiction over all of the 
work of religiOT^ .educaj; ion in thd loc%l church. T^e duties of tl^is 
conmittee have been previously stated*
1^0
gram endorsed laynthe lntornatl'‘pnal Sunday School Association^ or
jbhey shoui^d entpr teacher training schools or oonrses and thus he
educated in the principles of religious edupation. The teaching • ♦
staff of every church school should he on a par with the staff of 
the puhlio school. This ooramittoe on religious education,, has full 
jurisdiction over these elenffs in the program of religious educat­
ion in the local church, . Ir^ Walter, S. lia© stated the
duties of this body of men and women in a very forceful manner.
They are as follows; ^ ^
"To study the educational problems of the local church, 
including all organizations and all classes, and members.
"To adopt curricula, texthooks and^generalr rules and reg« 
Ulat.j-ons fpr all educational activities of the church.' * fa
"T,o select teachers and officers for all the educational 
agencies of the church. ^ ^
"To supervise the educational, work under .its jurisdiction 
.in drder that.it may know that its plans are being faithfully 
.o.arri.ed out. ^
"To remove or transfer teachers or officers at its .pleasure 
in the interest of efficient administration.
"Te recbmend to t'h^ church board, at any regular meeting, 
the modification, consolidation or disbanding of any organizatfbn 
or organizations within the church, when such changes would enhance 
the work of religious education. ^
"To sit in' council with other committees of the ohurch and* 
with other committees of similar character and'to-report back''to 
'The ohurch such measures as seem to 1*6' oomm^hdAble. ^
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rjo' establiaM olose relations wit>i denominational and inter­
denominational agencies ‘of religions education, -so as to give Xooal 
ohurches immediate advantage of new material arfd methods.
”To he the medium of oommunioatibn between societies under 
its supervision and ail district, state or hatiorial organizations 
of said societies.
"To make a survey of thO educational, social aiid' industrial 
environment of eqch child iri the church school and suggest such 
remedies fdr unwholesome cnhdltions as may be poseihlo through 
education ‘^d through church leadership.
"To lieip co-ordinate the plans of all of the organizations 
of the ohdrch, ih order 'to avoid d'upllcation of 'effort and prevent 
the neglect of any phase of tfafning es&e'ntial to the best inter­
ests of the oliurch.
"To call to their assistance experts in religious education 
so to inform themselves on the various problems which arfe'se that 
they may lead the local church into bread and progressive lines of 
instruction and give each child'nf-'the community and’'each* member 
of the ohurch the largest opportunity for religious growth." ”
» f
Director of Religious Education: If the church is 3fflrge7 *
enough to permit a full time or part time leader he should he ph- 
talned to become the director of religious education. His duties 
shall he to help provide a definite program for the various depart­
ments of the children’s and young people’s divisions of the church. 
He should he given supervlsibon of the young people’s societies, 
the church school, some phases of community work, socials for
— Athearn, W.S.: The Church School; p. 26-28.
I'la
ya^iQTis groups in the oliurch, and expressional ,a9.tiyitl08 among 
the young people's and children's divisions of the churoh. He 
shall assist th-e-minister in^8taging plays, pageants, and in uding 
Christian art. He will jiirli organize the soplal .and recreational 
activities of the church so as to provide something fop every one. 
He can- thus he of the greatest assistance to the minister because 
he will be responsible for a iarge portion .of details and technical 
work which handicaps every minister who is not thus assisted.
Standing Committees: The local church shall have such
standing committees as are needed to successfully conduct the pro­
grams of the entire church. A finance committee Is very essential 
for they shall look after the financial Interests of the local oon- 
-gregation* This must be -a group of people who are familiar with 
methods of raising money. It will organize the forces of the 
ohurph for tlie every member panvasS' and will see tjiat such a can­
vass is successfully made. The church treasurer should he an 
.active mebber of this opmmittee. If he is- capable of filling the 
office he should be elected chairman so that he may be in close 
touch with all of the mechanism of the committee and the church 
pulse. It is important that the church be prompt in paying .its 
debts. Failure to do so will result in losing the, faith of the 
business men of the oity and soon the spiritual pre.sti;rfge ,of the c 
church in the community will be- on Church finances
shoul^d never be a stumbling block to any person not a .member of 
any chtirch.
There shall be a committee on buildinge/i and grounds.
This group should be well acquainted with construction work. If
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there are repialrB on the ohurch that qiust’ho made this committee 
^oujld he.familiar with the ^ork to he done-and the, cost of such 
repair^jig. If possible should seek one of the memhers of the
local congregation to make such alterations as are necessary.
The members of the local church should he -given first choice olrer 
all others in doing such work* If it is possible-this committee" 
should do the work th^^elvesv or got others -to do it, -so that they 
may eliminate e^enses as far as -they can. ,In this way much money 
can .be saved in the course of one year; . Learning to spend other 
p0pple*s money is one of t^e first l,ew8 of ohui^ch economy, 
must be spent wisely and .conservatively.' it is money that has 
been dedicated to God and each member of the church should feel 
very reluctant about spending it carolgrssly. ^his committee shall 
be given charge of renting the building to :People -who wi-sh *to us® 
it for purposes other than regular church services.
A publicity committee,; consisting of some individuals who 
ere familiar with this work| ^ould he ,an important part of every 
program conducted under the auspicies- of the. ohtmch. There is *much 
that can ha done-ln this, fiein if the. local auxiliaries .'wfll seize 
their -opportunities,. The oh.ur.ch-^ should be kept ewr ^sfo.re cthe * 
public eye. This cannot'h© done without-th-ere is some oone or’ a 
group o,f people who .can be held .responsible for ,such 'activity^
The "-Way-Side Bulletin" or the ".Way-Side Pulpit" and the -church - 
calendar provide-^means of keeping the program, pf the -church before 
the membership an*d the community. One, can be done through the 
daily newspapers if the right one is, ^t the head of -such, a bommittee.
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There is another oomraittee which plays an important part 
in the success of the local church. We refer to the reception 
committee. In order to gain the best benefits from the energies 
expended there should he a “reception committee which welcomes and 
■greets the memhefship and strangers as the pass in and out of the 
church. Very frequently visitors complain of some ohurchbs being 
clannish and unso^ciable. "There was no attempt made to meet mo," 
said the stranger as he passed through the donr. This is an in­
dictment against any congregation. It should never occur the 
seonnd time. If this committee had been in existence and had 
been on the job such an experience wotad never have happened. By 
using such methods of gaining contact with and information from 
strangers a great deal of good can be done.I
One method used by a Western minister may be helpf’yl here. 
He has his committee sitting in various parts 'of t^e auditprium 
during the aervicesr These people meet the s1;angers ad thej- come 
in and are seated. They fihd out the name, 'address, place of
i , ■"
business, and any other important information which might.bo he^p-
- ^ '■»
ful for future reference. This'is ‘w'ritteij on a slip'-of paper and
' t
passed to the preadher. He looks at H;he card, reads the informat­
ion and at, the close of the service stands at the 'door ^shaking
i
hands with the people as they pass ou%. When this person comes 
along and is introduced to him he immediately-has qa point of con­
tact and says, "3)5', yes, yp’u are**_____ • You are working irith
hoys, or some- other position, You are just the fellow we need 



















































































-invariably goes away saying, ’’Well, i lite that- fellow. Ea is on 
his job. I wo^ider how he knows who I am?” The results *are that 
■tjhese people return. This minister is making such a sucoeas of 
hi^ work that he is one of the the leading preachers in that big 
city on the Pacific slopoi Recently he refused an offer of 
$7,6000. to accept work elsewhere. But ho refused. He is really 
becoming a prophet among-tho people of his city and thoy^will come 
to love him more and more’■because he is alive to his task and work 
ing at it every moment of the day.
Another part -of the wctrk of this committee shall be-to 
have a reception for the new members of the church. Some foimal 
service or entertainment,of. recognition will enable these people 
to become acquainted in a so'oial way wiph the members df the church. 
This method is especially advisable in large con^rdg^tions.
The^ work of deaconesses- has already been mentioned. Their 
duties should rightly come tnder the title, of' standing committees. 
TherebWill always be Sufficiently large amount of visi^tation work 
among the stnangers qnd sick members of iihe church^. "Such "work 
comes under this committee and they should be held responsible for 
such calling. -This opmmittee shall be elected for one year'un­
less -the church sees fit to do otherwise.
■^_QQ3.al C-ommittees: it is never possible for any church
to look far enough ahead and see all of the typee- of work that 
will be .covered during the year, por this feasoh- thdre must -bo 
certain committees appointed from time tfc time to care for special 
duties that ^all arise, when this work is completed the committee 
having made its report shall cease to exist, any longer.
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CKuroh Reoorda: One thing fnrthpJc is needed to oomplete
the general organization of the church. Some provision must he 
mad© for keeping the records of the church. No organization can 
hope to conduct an^ successful work unless it keeps accurate records 
of' the various auxiliarl©''a of'-its memhership. Tli© same argument 
holds with the church. *It must khop'Strict •aijd complete records 
of its memhership, nctive and inactive, resident and non-resident, 
so that it may know its full .strength. Without* jbhe proper^fac- 
llities record-keeping cannot he successfully done. Piling-pah-
inets, cards and. a well, wnrked out system of filing is essential
» —
to the* completion of keeping accurate records. By^having-a .sys­
tem wa do not mean any "hit-and-miss" method of stacking away 
"materials, hut a well worked out and orderly scheme which is sys- 
tamatio and thoroughly oonsitent and accurate. The files 
ahould he of the greatest assistance to every worker who wishes 
to Quickly find out certain information about the memhership.
Such « card index may h^&^ found on page" 118.
Besides having this system of keeping accurate reaords 
there shottld he some place where'"Important documents may ho placed 
*80 that^ they will he out d.f S^anger. of fife or :^^fying._ Any such, 
papers should either ho placed in safe deposit hexes in some hank 
or kept In a safe that dfi fixe proof. Caf&i^ssly leaving any, 
documents of this nature is a orimnal off0n.se against the con-
/ I
gregati'on.' A minister oannot he too careful with the funds an‘d 
papers of the church. Neither should he permit^ any committee to 
he careless with them.
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.Organization Of.The Varlons Auxiliaries; The success of
any church organization depends upon the correlated programs of the
various departments of the entire church* Whenever two or three 1
auxiliaries are attempting to parry on the dame kind of work there 
is certain to he friction. The highest type of work is found when 
each society has some definite program and stays hy that program 
leaving all ofhef phases of work foreign to their society to the 
other auzillaries of the church. To insure this type of work it 
is is.necessary to organize every auxiliary for its specific task 
and to instruct the leadership of this society to carefully ex­
ecute that program. A general plan of organization in the local 
shurph sohopl will suffice for ,an illustration of the type of or­
ganisation advocated for the various auxiliaries.
The Church School; As we have mentioned hefore, the- 
church can well ho huilt around throe things; instruction, in spirat- 
lon, and expressional activities^ Ever type- of church work will 
come under, one or more of these things. The church school gives u 
us a good illustration of ,ogganized work in the local church because 
it is huilt up around all three elements.
This school is the outgrowth, of the “needs of the church.
Its very name signifies that the purpose of such an organization 
is to care for the whole of the individuals within the churoh.
Its primary function is to teach men, women and children how they 
pan oonnoct the every day life with the teachings of - Jesus Christ.
The expressional activities enter into the program only as a means 
to an end. The end sought is the spiritual education of the
1
" By the term auxiliary we mean such societies ad Missionary, 
churoh school, Christian Endeavor, Ladies Aid, etc.
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memborship* To "be sure the local minister will he tlje. oomm^apder- 
in-chief of this organization. He is ex-offloip .of all auxiliari 
ies. He is responsihle for the failure or success of evezry organ.- 
isation within the local ohufch. Under him is the committee on 
religious education. This, committee shall he responsihle to the. 
minister for,some one to hea^ up the work of Ijhe ohujroh school.
The individual thus acting as head of this organization will he 
known as the superintendent. If it.is poesil^le to have an expert 
who can he the director of religious education he will act in this 
capacity o£ leadet of the churchrschool. If such a man or woman 
is not available or o.an not he afforded there shall he one chosen 
(pho shall he called the Superintendent of th^ church school. Re­
gardless of the man, dip^qtor or supehintendent, he shall he respon 
wihle to the committee on religious education and to the minister 
for every program and acii-vl-ty Of the church school.
cThe other arms Of the bdmmittee of religious education 
shall he used in administration and curriculum huildlhg. The ad­
ministrators shall consist of t.he director ( vt superintendent)^ 
the sepretary, treasurer, enrollment secretary,^ chorister, and prin 
oi^alis (heads) of the various departments qf the church school.
The minister may he called on for an advisor whenever necessary. 
Those who make up the eurricula shall he the director of religious 
education (or superintendent) and the committee on religious,.p^'qoat
ion. Th© curricula shall consist of instruction, inspiration, .and'1 ' ' "
exproasional^programs and recreational activities. \
^ 9 - *■U -4 V •
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“ In this hook we oannot take time to outline a full curriculum 
for every department in the church school. May it he said that 
each c^ss in this ,school should have courses suitable for theae who are^memhers .
Tbs' churob school'-dhall he divided into three main depa^'t-
mental i.e., when ever ther^ are enough people to support such ah 
organissation. These -depattments shall he known as, The Children's 
Division; The Young People'd Division, and the Adult Division-*
In turn these shall he suh-divided Into groups according to the num- 











Intermediate'J department--- years, lfi,l3,‘14.
Senior " —- " 15, 16,17.
Young People* 8 " ---- " 18-----24.
Adplt Division.
Young married people------— years, 25-35.
Middle aged people • n 36-65.
Adult Bible Classes - — « 65-105
' * j
This, though art ideal plan, may he worked out in every church that 
has the numbers to support sucH an organization. In ’tur'n each 
class will undoubtedly-have'its temporary organization to look after 
the details of class functions and getting new members.
In order to beat conduct inatrtction, inspiration, and the 
ezpressional activities of“ every individual life it is necessary to 
correlate the work of the week with that of Sunday. No teacher 
can live up to his greatest opportunities' without dealing with the 
lives of hi^ pupils during the week. It vis essential to 'the best
type of work. When suoh adtivities are coiineot'ed with every day 
living then and then only will we he able to solve the problem of 
leadership, in the local church.
V some leaders advocate separate classes for boys and girls 
of the Intermediate and Senior departments. In a few oases this 
may-be wise, but we are not advocating in a general^way any such 
grouping. In every case the local situations shall govern the 
circumstance,. Others advocate men teachers for toys 'classes and 
wotnen teachers for women and girls classes. However, some men are 
better teachers of womens and gtrls classes than ‘mens and boys class 
ds. And' vloa-versa is true. It does not seem that such a 
distinction should be made. The plea for this divisidn is so that 
sex education arid other cfltioal fiiattSrS may be discussed'where 
men teach boys and women teach girls. In this event it would be 
bet^ter to co-operate with the homes or have -boys in mass’meeting 
and girls in their mass meeting and have expert physicians and 
other come into the meeting'to give instruction. If women cannot 
teach boys as well as men, why do we bo^rmit oiir children to go to 
public schools where the majbrity are women teachers This dis- 
tincfibn is an unjust ohe and should not be made.
In some departments of the -church school we have mixed class 
es that are making marked advanoeh. ‘These have proved to be a 
greater success than when they were hlone. It is largely a matter 
of establishing a precedent. We can set a standard in any way' 
that we desile if we begin in the ri^t way. 'But may it-‘b‘e boma 
in mind that under all oirourastanoes the teaching staff must be 
qualified to' teach. They should not be selected merely to fill a
*i2a
vaoaficy'lef% by another. They should go through'’ the teaoher 
tralhing olaasea or through ‘community trainiirg‘schools and qualify 
^as teacher^ having all of ‘ the'up-to-date method's of'pedagogy.'“
Henoer, -in‘its last analysis'-the' success of the church depends upon 
thb -church 'schooland the suooess of the church school depends 
upon it's organization, staff of leaders, and its teacher's. With­
out these the hoy and girl are-doomed to a spiritual ill'lteraoy.
Other Auxiliaries:' What has been said of thW general 
‘organization of the church ‘school inay apply to the other auxiliar­
ies of the ohurOh. The young 'people's societies should* be cor­
related With the same' ages of the church a’chool. The ladies'or­
ganization’s should be ‘Correlated with the adult Women’s division 
of the chhfch school. The missionary society should be alive to 
its task carrying its program into the whole ^church, but should 
alwbys work In co-operation^with the leiadefa of the other auxil­
iaries-of the local church. There is no such^ thing’as a group of 
independent auxiliaries whoso ptxrpoae is to build up a num'bor of 
independent programs. Rather thdse’ are all departments of th^ 
one local ohuroh and they'are channels through which the church is 
functioning. in case any ohe- of thd'se does not succeed the min­
ister and the official hoard of the ohuroh should make an invest­
igation to aisoOver the reasons for the deficient ^ork and finally9;''=^ 
such suggestions to the oKilroh -regarding this auxiliary as they 
deem wise under the ciroumstancea. In every instance let us rem 
member that the ohuroh is one main unit functioning in many ohan- 
nols. whatever problem confronts one auiiliary involves the 
whole ahurch and suoh problems must he righted immediately. In
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all-oases let us bear in mind that the local church is the final 
vtice in all its matters unless it is a missionary church supported 
hy funds from it's brotherhood or otherwise endowed* Uo over­
head body has the right to farce any program on any body of people 
who are organized as a democratic church uhless such churches 
shall by mutual consent grant such an over-head organization the ^ 
‘right to thus make such demands on the local congregations*
'in other words, what is meant here is that the New -Teatameht estab- 
lishes a democratic organi'zation which gives the people in the
local church the final croice. If the church board discovers that
>
there has been a mistake in selecting certain loaders or auxll- 
iaries then the local church has the right tp recall .such workers
or auxiliaries. , - ^ ^
No overhead body is able to keep i:gi warm contact with 
each local congregation. Jn many instahpes we find these exist­
ing over-head organizations dictating the policy of local churches. 
What ever program is agreed upon by these bodies of over-lords 
is thus forced on the local church regardless of the way if satis­
fies local conditions. What^ we -contend is that eabh local church 
should have the right to determine \&at is the best policy to 
puBBue. In such cases there should be the closest oo-oparation 
between local church officials aad leaders and denominational 
leaders so as to bring about the best program fox the local ne.eda 
of each church.
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Note;- This is a suggested type of organization in the local church 
school, The principles of organization found here will apply 
to the other auxiliaries in the local church. The hahinet con­
sists of the director, superintendents, librarian, supervisors, . 
and departmental heads.
II* Principles, of >The Bduoationa3?v.Program
A church organization without any definite program or cur­
riculum would he as hopeless as a battle ship without any canons.
In either case organizations and ships possess only instrumental 
value. They are a means to an end. Theii end sought in the 
church organization, however, is not the destruction of society,
as is the purpose of battle ^ips, but for the conservation and
♦
preservation of the values of every individual Within the community. 
But by Itself the organization just established is helpless.
' , r
With a definite program of religious education that is adequate to 
meet local needs much can be accomplished.
■r T-. ‘ <r i
Instruction; In order to preserve the teachings of' ' if'"" ■■■ ■' 4 %society and to provide the coming generations with a knowledge of 
Christianity we must make some provision for instruction. The 
church that is not teaching its members the principles of the 
Christian faith and life can not hope to build a permanent institut- 
ion fox these essentials must bo handed down from generation to 
generation. Knowledge is one of the primary necessities of life.
We do not need to believe that such instruction means to fill the 
chambers of pfiot>lte minds with bundles of facts and then send these 
individuals out into life with all the^: equipment that is needed.
, . f.
There is more to giving a Christian education than this. Other 
c
elements enter in vdiich are more important than filling all of the 
mind with datum. Each person shoiad be given the basis principles 
of Christianity and helped to work them out in his every day life.
He is liable to forget mackof the information given him tmless he
1E7
—has an' opport^tinity to work them out for himself and express them in 
terms of e-very day living. Such instruotion then implies giving 
facts aild helping the individual to think for himself.
Instruotion is' very essential to all walks of life. Society 
at largo has recognised its'worth. it isnone of the fundamental 
principles of any nation. The fund of knowledge that is now at 
our command has thus been gained hy the continual efforts of aoc- 
iety to instruct its members. For illustration; how would soc­
iety at large know of the actual condition of the world without 
there was given some instruction, in- the periodicals and daily news­
papers, published in this and other countries ? Where would the 
■physician or surgeon have any advantage over the average person 
without he had first been given specific Instruotion. regarding the 
many diseases Bnd how each should be treated--? How then can 
the minister expect to stand before' his people and preach master­
ful sermons without he has been preyiously gilded in uddeirstanding 
the many theories prevadint in the scientific, philosophies! -and 
theological world? Paul said, "Whosoever'shall call upon the 
name of the Lord shall be saved. ffow: shall they call orr. Him' in w 
whom they have not hoard ? How 'shall they hear, without a preach­
er." ” This is thoroughly in accord with our point under con- 
slderaiion. we cannot expect people to 'know what Christianity is 
and what they should do to inherit the' Kingdom ,of God without some 
fundamental courses in the principles of Chri stlanity ,and wha,t It: 
means to be a disciple of Christ.- ws- have .learned that .ip tjie 
business Sorld instruotion is essential to. good salesmanship!, 
efficient organization and co-operation, and to running >a sound
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■btisinoas competing'with otHor corporations. We-use the "best 
pedagogical methods in the public schools. ' * State universities, 
normal schools, private and endowed academies and high, schools 
have realized the worth of instruction. Wh)4y can no-t the 'church 
gra'sp the situation and come to the front with an 'educational pro­
gram that will be 'adequate to meet local needs in the parish
In such a program of instruction four types of work must 
be offered. First, we must see that people are ginen a)i proper 
amount of inforitation and -explanation of the BibIS'. ' The'y must 
have the index to understanding this book df book's. If thls*ls 
to be a church school and a church program it must embody the ideals 
and beliefs of the church of Christ. Second, we must present some 
information concerning church literature. The individual should 
keep abreast With the activities of his brotherhood. hot only so 
bul/eaoh ‘Christian should cfire enough for’ the cause of Christianity 
to investiga'te conditions, religiously, throughout the world.
Third, wemmust afford an opportunity'to study the-ethics of Jesus 
Christ. People should know what the tem ethics means and includes. 
Every person should know what his relation to his fellow men and 
to* his God' is. Fourth, we. must' take anticipatory measures for the 
personal social hygiene of each member of society, and especially 
of the youth. If young people do not' get sei "education- in the 
home we should' see that they get what Is necessary for them to 
know. Some Christian man of woman should assume’ the rosponsihility 
of seeing that they get this knowlegde. They are,sure to get it 
on the street‘ocfner or behind hams or elsewhwre if wo do not 
give it to thean. They must he help'ed to know' themselves.
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l* But with the ii^stalation of such a.. i)ro^am the problem of
giving- such knowledge or instruction arises. We haw a limited 
number of teachers who are able to go into detail* with the ideal 
caarric41uTn. This means then- that we must rely on inexperienced 
and volunteer instructors. Such a core of^workers immediately 
handicaps anyiohuroh. However, this may be t^^ie for the time 
being, but it ^ould not bo so permanently, While business men,, 
school teachers and othei;. professions have some means of compell­
ing their work, to gain attention the church leader must gently pat 
pGi)ple on the back and try .eyery way to keep, every one sweet and 
at work. But, these conditions are not always going^to last. There 
is a^ solution to this problem and all things may be-changed if the 
core of worker^ will rally .to the cause. ,Thi^ solution is found 
in getting the teachers, principdbs and superintendents and other 
staff workers in the community training schools where they may 
Iparn how- to do theiy Waskp efficient^, -Before they pan j^eopme 
sucoeseful leaders they must be shown how and what to do. The 
real difficulty in past methods 1b found on eyery hand. These-, 
musi be overcome. Those methods dtd not look to the futuye. pipr 
new method must always look tb the, future. we have at last ..come 
to realize that there must be much preparation made fqr the future 
of every church. If it is impossible to get the teachers or other 
officers to attend training .school theymuet be given lijooks. and 
be helped in private opnferenoes or they can never rectify the 
mistakep. of the pa^et 4nd save the child.
It seems that our real difficulty .with most workers^ whfeth- 
teaoher, staff workers or others, has been th^t they would».not
i
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take the t-itne and pains to ssqrch for the information that would 
make them efficient workers* Therefore, the first problem be­
fore the church- is to get a ‘core of workers whose .lives are oom- 
mitAad to Christ and who will do what ever He wished them to do.
Inspiration: Inspiration must also be provided along
with instruction. Boys and girls especially need to come in oon^’' 
tact with outstanding' characters. The leaders of the local church 
should so plan their progr^s that outside speakers of national or 
world-wide reputation would come to address various groups and 
converse with individuals about their life investment. Out stand­
ing ministers should bo brought to speak to these people to in­
spire them to go out in heroic service for Cod. Whenever young 
people can come in‘ contact^wi.th people of exceptional ability and 
qualities then will they he challenged to do their utmost to save 
souls for our lord Jesus. The adolescent period is the time for 
hero worship. How wonderful it.would be if the church could pre­
sent Christ in such a way that these people would take Him as their
ideal and hero and f.ollow Him wherever HO' should l^ad- them, ? !Ifhey
will see Christ in others if others are living Christ. Once they 
have accepted His way of 'living they will go any where and do any-
thing for Him. It then becomes the task of the church to present
Christ, the greatest hero', to young, people in such a way that they 
will imitate His life. Bringing these young people in close con­
tact with great men and women will do much to- fblfill this ' desire 
of the churoh.
Thus, If our young men and women have an opportunity td. 
meet outstanding personalities they will invariably be inspired to
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do ‘bigger better things for {Jod* One diffionlty that has 
hiruierdd this plan has been 'the petty jealousies of some ministers 
rad leaders who were afraid their members would like some other 
person better than they do their own leaders. One preacher (aftej* 
the church he was serving hixed a director of teligioiis education) 
while introducing the new worker said to his oongfagation,* "How, 
my friends, I hope you will never like our directbr of- religious 
eduo‘ation as well as you do me." ' In this staitement he betrayed 
the Christ arid dehled the faith w^hich our lord 'came to brigg to 
us, "In honor and brotherly love, prefering one another.” Until 
we rid -ourselves of all selfishness and lay o’ur lives on the alter 
of-Grod we may nbt expect to see- any marked improvement or develop­
ment in' bur young people. They will follow our examples and get 
into our old ruts and remain there as we have done. If the church 
is to lead out in real Christian living and cope with the problems 
of a shattered society, we must lay aside all petty feelings rad 
hide behind the Cross bf Christ and seek to lift the church and 
all humanity from the mire to a closer relationship with Jesus, 
the man of Galilee - _
We should provide inspiration in our regular services^
There must be something in the sermons of the day that’ will be a/ ^ 
real challenge to people and'holp them to liv.e "better lives- The 
members may not have taken the Christian life serious. Possibly 
the minister is responsible for this oondltidn and possible each ’’ 
Individual is to blame. Or, it ma;^ be the fault of the community. 
In any emoat the music, sermonb, prayers, -lord* s Supper, and all 
elements-of the service should be inspriihg and helpful. These ^
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should develop reverence «nd the spitltual life in every one who 
attends the worship of the church. Such a program' will necessitate 
careful preparation on the part of the one in charge. We often 
awk why it is that the movies are crowded on Sundays and the church­
es have an abundance of room to spare. Possibly we would have 
better audiences if we put more thought and preparation into our 
setvlce^. Surely we can not hope to derive the greatest amount 
of good and gain the highest type of inspiration unless we plan for 
it. The theatres' put bn spectacular things that appeal to the 
emotions. We have tried to get entirely away from 'any warm emot- 
ional appeal; They put on things that please. We have thought 
that there is no room for anything aside from the old ritual of 
our ancestors. They advertize extensively. Wo db practically 
nothing With advertizing. They ceiite’r their work largely' on giv­
ing people a thrill. Our-servic-es'do-not haVe any thrills in 
them. Wo must arise and'illieet the pl-dblems that are bdfore us and 
solve them for this age. 'Inspiration is a big factor in the 
educational program of the local church. ^ ^
Expresslonal Activities; To pour instruction and ‘It.- 
spiratlhn Into the life of the 'individual Without giving *him soma 
room or opportunity to express himself is like pburing 'Crystal 
water from a spring intb a lakb with' no outlet. As the water, be­
comes stagnant so will the emotional life of the person who has 
no religious activity. The progress of a race horse is not measur­
ed by the time he spends looking out of his stall watching the 
other horses running. This may thrill itt.8 instinct to run but he 
will- never be able to win many uaces by such a training- ‘iBstead, '
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there is_ an experienced horseman wlio gives this animal daily ex­
ercise on the track and oareftilly'supervises every movement. The 
skill .6^ the siiBlraindr is -not gained hy l)ltmging into the water and 
paddling areuAS for- a few moments. He must care for his diet, 
his muscular development, and consistently practice his skill in 
doing the events that mark him a professional swimmer. Look at 
that animal wo caBil a bird dog. In him are the instincts which 
nature has mysteriously provided to make him skilled In scenting 
birds and leading his master to them.. But hy himself he oan never 
he successfully trained to hunt with-an expert gunner. Though all 
of the capacities are there ready to he- developed, he will not he 
a good hunting dog unless he is trained. Is this not tdVe with 
the rwliglous development of every individual. (Jbd has myster­
iously-plhnfeed in every normal man and^ women the capacities to 
worship and serve Him. But strange not every person is so devel­
oped. Hot every horse becomes a racer. Hot every man becomes 
an expert or professional swimmer. Hot every dog, or every bird 
dog is a successful hunting dgg. some of these are aide tracked 
because they do not have any time or opportunity to exwrolse and 
express the innate capacities which their creator has gineli them. 
Individuals who have confessed Christ must be given some place and 
time to tell others of- their wonderful Saviour or the glow of their 
fires whll loj^e its brightness and soon will die out.
Ho must have expression in worship ’. Hot all inapirat-^ 
ion in the teligious life is found in listening to others. Some 
of it comes from self-expression. He who inSpires others will 
be inspired by his own deeds. When he realizes that he is helpr» ■gB
,g
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ing othejLs find their Ghfiat and living Hinli he will realize some ’ 
of the greatest joys that can come to any person. He will he 
thrilled to realize that he has a part in moulding the lives of 
others. He will come to realize what life'really holds for him 
when'he discovers that he is looked upon as a leader of other men’s 
thoughts. This tapression will drive him on with renewed enthus­
iasm in his Christian life.
He must also he challenged with life aS he finds it. A 
visit to the alums of his or a near by city will reveal to him the 
suffering that must he leviated. An excursion to the' docks to 
watch an immlgamt ship doming ladden Mth human cargo will show 
that there is need to present chfist to these foreigner's. A trip 
to the hospitals, homes for children and aged people will invar­
iably provide him with the necessary Incentive to do real service 
for the suffering multitudes in the world. A church program which 
omits providing for every hoy’s and girl’s recreation and express- 
ionai activities is hy no means complete. It must' he so ahrange'd 
that it will care for the whole of the individual.
Those arranging the program should see that every person 
has an opportunity to have some activity in some line. There 
will alwhys he times when the leadership can arrange for short 
trips to camps and lakes and beaches. When hoys and* girls are in 
groups h'y themselves the leaders piay link up the church with week­
day activities. Certain games may he played while on-hikes sr at 
socials that will lead the young people into the out-of-doors for 
their recreation. Wherever there are winter sports one has ample 
opportunity to furnish expresslonal life for every group. BurtAg
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the hasket hall and hasehall seasons ooinpetitive sports may ^ parr­
ied on with, other churches in the community and jrhus create a gopd 
feeling between various churches and at the same time provide for 
the needed exercise. Thus^, Ixy means of- Mkes, sports, games, 
drainatios^ and. other activities the church has before it the. rare 
opportunity of moulding its membership as it will. We need people 
with the zeal and the vision -tp sepure the ‘^^oking of the local 
church bpard and to plan such a-program.
We conclude this division with the thpught that the chuich 
can lead out. and develop every Individual if^it has ^the ri^ht in­
struments and uses the right instructors and ■l-Dst^raction. Such 
educational principles, are worthy of our sincere consideration.
III. Scope Of The Educational Progr^.
The scope of the edupatlonal program should include three 
fields. V/lthout any of these the chtiroh will become narrow mlnd- 
pd and. drift into selfish, spoluaiye, apd higqted spirits of self- 
righheouaness. These fields arp; the local phurch, the commtoity, 
and.the world. K ' /
The Looal Churoh: In. the local church there are-
usually mapy vooratione represented. , We have hjgh school students, 
who are studying for spme specific work. . There are school teach­
ers, professfirs, lawyers, doctors, judges, husinesa men, leaders 
ip civj.c and non-ohuroh oggainJ.zations, musicians, politicians, 
day laborers, and a host of otheius. If thp church lis go^ng to 
live Tip "to its ideals it must spiritualize^tliese groups. The, 
church should ha one. of the most^democratlc organizations .in ex-
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istanoe \>eoauBe it has in its memhership such a variety of classes 
and professions. Therefore, the church hag hut one supreme task; 
teaching people.how to live like Christ.
tT
If the world is to he made safe for 'democracy we must begin 
with the individual who is a member of the local church. To make 
him thoroughly a Christian is to ibake the first big step toward mak­
ing the world Christian. Unless he lives according to Christ's 
teachings and is consistent in his daily life there need not be any 
hopeepf converting the world for the other parts of the world will 
turn from Christ when they see our hypocraoy. It is essential that 
the program of religious oduoatlon shall challenge each individual 
to high and worthy ideals.
' The church, the school, and the home are the primal and basic 
factors in American life. Without these society cannot stand. 
Business and professional men must be brought to realize that the 
church is a necessary institution which must develop parallel with 
the shhool and the home. Otherwise there need not be ^any money 
apportioned for those institutions as they cannot exist. The 
religious educator is an agent selling Christianity. H© must 
know how to present Christianity and "the church so that they will 
make a definite appeal to the professional and business man. He
..i
Bust know how to deal with every person with whom he oomes in con­
tact. He must know what to say to make an appeal. He must hold
^ Aup before people the groat Ideals for which the church stands and 
challenge them to accept the program of the phuroh. In doing this 
he showsr: them the worth of the church to the community; the de- 
velolment of the child and his religious training which haa been
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given "by the church} the Tove which the church has for th6 conununi 
ity and the good that it has 'done, and the Joy of being co-partners 
wi^h (Jod and doing service for Him.
The program of religious education also makes its appeal 
direct to those engaged in leadership in the various auxiliaries 
in the local church. It provides' something definite for the 
church school, the young people’s societies, the organist.-;, the 
missionary society, the prayermeeting, the choir, the menb and' 
women’s organizations, and every other department of the church.
It especially ‘provides for the recreational and erpressional act­
ivities of ^1 ages* This has been sadly'neglected in the past.
This program includes the entire ohufdh in its scope and attempts 
to reach every individual. Here" is the proper placd toVorreJiate 
the work of the church with that of all non-Christian organizations. 
:6y stressing the program in every auxiliary the local church can 
be greatly enriched by a program of religious education.
The Community: The range of the ■i)rogram of the church is
seen in its attempt to benefit the community. One means used to 
develop a religious consoiousness in the ddmmunity is by means of 
schools where the community sees that religion is taught. It is 
generally agreed that the methods rrf teaching religion to children, 
now installed in the curriculum of smme states, is inadequate and 
can never solve the problem. The falacy of merely reading a pass­
age of scri'ptuwe at the opening of' each day's recitations will never 
produce the desired results. In states where Roman Catholicd or 
Jewish people are in power it ’is not possible for us to have any
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adeqjiate system, pf the kind. Some.times the Catholic Bible is 
substituted foj the Protestant BJLble. Ko teacher is permitted^ to 
oommept on the lesson read, but this is done by many Catholip teach­
ers in oities like Boston. . Boys and girls..pannot be exposed to 
religion and reading of the scriptures aijd then become yeril 
phblstian ch^raoters. Christianity is Jimparted^ ap we have al­
ready shown, by instruction.,^ We might, ^d do,, patch dome con- 
tageous diseases after this manner, but no individual can hope to 
become honest, faithful, loyal, pincers, and attain the rest of the 
Christian virtues by hearing a passage of the ppripture every day. 
Religion, and especially "the Christian religion, does .not-come by 
such an exposure. fhls is hy mean.s con^pous with tlie best 
pedagogical principles. The pupil must be- ginren othe^ elements 
co-ordinate with this exposure. If religion is to be taught to 
the American boy an® girl we must establish special schools of rel­
igion which will ran parallel with $he public schools.
There are three types of these ph^ools. The Community 
Training Schools which ag a rule are night courses for the instruct­
ion of older people; the Daily. Vaoal^ion Bible Schools, that .are 
put on during the summer vacation months, and the Week-Bay Softools 
of Religion that are now being successfully carried on at the,^ ^ 
same time the public schools are in seesion. The; last tWo .are . 
wholly for children in the grades of the public school or of this^ a • * ‘ V *
qgo. At the heads of these are competent instructors wfto are 
making theiy contribution as pioneers in^tbis great task. The 
first plan is wholly a coiranpnity er^terprisp. ..^he various .den­
ominations in the oommunlty agree to foster ^ucft a school for the
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purpose of training men and women and ydtmg people for special 
tasks in the local churches* It is a splendid means of providing 
such instruction. This is a three year course. At the close 
the graduates receive a diploma which signifies that they are . 
qualified to go out in fctive Work as instructors. The Daily 
Vacation Bihle Schools are for children of all faiths. It is evid­
ent that a strong religious program oannot he launched'here as such 
a method would betray the confidence of the parents who had en­
trusted their children to the care of this School. Consequently 
the ijS^ork centers more around other things. The m’ain’facts of the 
presence of God, the beauty of nature, the Holy Land which fa the 
land of sacred happenings for Jew, Catholic, and Protestant, and 
similar subjects are’ offered. These school's are in session for 
six weeks in the middle of the summera The pupils afie in school 
only a portion of the forenoons for a limited time and there is 
Comparatively no time tS teach the fundamental lessons of life.
At the close'of the school term the doors are shut not to be open­
ed for another twelve months.
The third type is the best of any thus far advanced.
Here schools are established along side of or acrobs the street 
from the public school. At different intervals those i)upils, 
whose parents desire them to have religious training, pass from the 
secular schools to the religious schools where competent teachers 
give instruction in Christianity. Some very definite contrftliut- 
ions are being made in this type of religious work.
The World; Matthew voiced the ideal of Jesus when
he recorded the closing words of Christ to His disolples; "Go ye.
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therefore, aad make disoiples of -all nations*." “ The soope of 
the program of religipus education: must i^ot stop at the local church 
nor at the oommtyiity, -it must go on to the uttermost parts of ‘ the 
world. ^ Unless it’s principles are_ appliLoahle to all mankind the 
church cannot- hope to he the salvation of the world..
In order to have an interest in all rapes and .peoples the- 
ohuroh mist have some system of providing information and fadts 
necessary to developing a world-ognsoiousnese* .HQ Individual, 
state, or nation cen live a .secXusive life and have the interest of 
the world at heart. There is a great need t'o develop an inter­
national =mind which shall insist on> the blending of^ the races and 
nations of the world. This, world has too long been shackled and 
bound by diplomatic prejudices and by a seolusive martei^iallstic 
philosophy. Such conceptions will only widen the gap that already 
exists. They will develop ,a .keener .national oapnsciousness' rather 
than an international donsolousness. Christ's ideal, of life in­
cluded the international vlevi^oint when He^ exclaimed, "^Vhoaoever
shall save his life shall lose it, but whosoever shall lose his2
life for my sake shall find it." The world has been able to
discover the inter-penetration of values; the interdependence, of 
pihnt and animal life, and other -scientific wonders, but for some, 
reason, it has forgotten that ali. men have a relationship-and an 
inter-dependence. The ind'ividudi, the state, and the nation 
that adopts an individualistic philosphy of life is, ciroumacribing 
itself ,and inviting total destruction to -the. teachings, of Jesus - 
when He considered that all men are brothers. To he able to .live
1




we inTist spend ourselves in service for others. "Uo man liveth 
- , - 1 
unto himself and no man dieth unto himself/* is as true to-day
as When the Apostle ?aul uttered if two thousand years ago. There­
fore', the world must change from its spirit of destructive compet­
ition to a friendly spirit of co-operation; from denoniAnatiorial 
hatreds and overlordship to hrotherJor love; from selfishness to a 
willingness to spend its4lf for others.
It is the'task of''the'church to create such a'^-'spirit, hut 
it lyannot do so unless it has before it a definite program. There 
must be missionary instruction, both homeland- fofeigh, Svery 
missionary society must ^Kpre^s its love for othefS 'in f-eaX service 
to these people in the 'oOmfounity and wbrid who heed our "help.
There is much that can he done providing we lift dur" eyes from our 
selvds and bur interests to look on the.fields thbt are white all 
ready and'waiting for'Harvest. Through study’bdoks, special 
addresses,, music, pageants^ .drematizatiqn: of stories, and lectures 
it is p'ossible to develop a wofid odnsoioushess and-bring about 6 
friendly-attitude among ever^^'per soil in the looal Church for'the 
rebt of the'wdrldi Until this spirit iC developed we oan riot 
expect to change present ooriditions. -We''will o6ntinue to think 
other nations and peoples afe sfrahge as long ws we live untb’ our 
selves. Their skin may be* a different color-and their language 
a different kind from 'ours hut they have been created' hy the same 
God as have we and their souls are wotbh just ha-much in His sight 
as is ours. R'ellgious education proposes to make this- transition.. 






iv. The Content Of The program Of Rellgioua Sducatlon.
I
We have aiready Intimated some of'ithe elements in the pr@- 
gram of religious education. it is our purpuse not to be more 
specific and suggest something more concrete. in such a plan we 
believe five things must be included; First, art ought to have 
a definite place in the program of the local church. Second, it 
is essential for every local church to develop a Brotherhood apprec- 
iatioh. It is our^ ognoeption that this ought to be included in 
the curriculum. Thttd, if^the Bible is to become thg guide of 
each life it must be inculcated in the minds of every individual 
early in life. The Bible ^ould have a pl^ge in the curriculum of 
the program. Fourth, there should be opportunities to study the 
history of the Christian church. Fifth, every-church program should 
include ezpressional activities for- its membership.
The Place Of Art In Religious Bducation; ”The use of art
in religious education is not a luxury. 'it is a plain necessity.
It is a means the use of which makes possible a .larger measure of
desirable religious growth *with the least waste of time and energy
1and the greatest satisfaction to all concerned.*" " Art has 
often been called the handmaid of religion. it ipakes its appeal 
primarily to- the emotions. An^ attempt to teach religion without 
appealing to the eraational life, along with the intellectual life.
Is ^futile, ^^wo su'^jects should never be separated.
Art is as old as the human race, in its primitive exls-
f
tenoe society builded .monuments, eonseorated musical instnuments 
and attempted to preserve the beauties of those things which en-
Bailey, A.E. : The Use of Art In Religious Education, p.9.
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'hanea the'^oul. If we Wi^ to preserve the age old desire for 
worship we will have to make more use of pictures, music, statues, 
and .dramatics. .These are indespensihle to. the best development 
of religion in the^ individual and national .life- However, we fo 
hot advocate the use of art to. th-e extent- that it will -ever become 
an ob ject of worship- Art possess, only instrumental value. It 
is only a means to an ,8hd. ^Pictures of Christ and the apostles 
'Which typify Bible stories afa only interpretations of ■ various art­
ists of these incidents- We‘have Just as much .right to our in«* 
terpuetation as they have to theirs. -.But thje- end sought in using 
»art is to disootrer the Good, the Beautiful, the ®rua. ,We seek ,to 
develop the aesthetic nature- we aim tp: ^ivet a concrete piout© 
in the mind of every individual .of such teaching- Art assigts us 
in visualizing the incident. It is a great assistance in teaching 
these wonderful stories of Christianity.
Music: Music iff one of the greatest of the grts- it
lifts the soul from the daily routine of life-and trpnsoends 
worry, weariness and despair, making the heareas live for the time 
being in another world of Joy and happiness^ Music contains the 
‘worthwhile elements of life, in the. symphonies are wo.ven the very 
religious thought an'd life of the composer- Zings and baggers 
alike are 'transformed while under the sway of the rhsrthia of the 
deeply rooted symphonies produged in the harmonies by various in­
struments- In this way music facinates and hplda the heart of 
those who listen.
What an important factor mual-o should ,be in chuioh' worship. 
How grand it is to listen to the organ as ib sends forth its melod-
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■1^8 and lift^ the soul h'eavenward. But it i‘a sad that not all .. n
churches have yet r-ehlize'd the' absolute necessity of having good
\musio. some people have thought that all that is necessary is to 
hSve dumber of braSa instruments come in and play a ”Jaz" select­
ion and then multitudes would flock to the services. This is 
seldom the case'. Some people' may come for a few times out of cur­
iosity, but they they will not return many times. The real type 
of music that* attracts aiid.lho'lds the soul is the kind that carries
an emotiona^^ppeal striking the deepest spiritual notes in the human 
- ^
heart, and makes the indiv3,dual seek the God who feave the artist
** f
the power to combine auch sweet melodies. Even ohlldren resj^id 
to this type of i;iusic'. ‘ <3^ little three year old girl was taken to
f
an organ recital given by thn greatest orfeanist in Boston. He was 
playing a selection which told 6f the dwath of a friend of the com­
poser. The little girl t'prne'd to her mother‘and'exclaimed, "Oh. 
mama, the musio is crying." Ho greater tribute -cO'uld have been 
given the oomppser and the organist. -Even the'little child wder- 
stood.' ' r-
This type of mu'sid’has a- real rflOssage to glve*.'and if right­
ly interpreted bjr the -artist this thought will be driven to the 
innermost recesses of the human heart. in piannlng our worship 
and order of services it then behoves the one in -charge to afamll- 
iarizG himself with the fund of good music at out disposal and in-
r <
sort it in the church 'services. ,One mayv either-‘make of spoil a
• ..I ^.
meeting byr the selections sung or played. v/hen we hear the spiritr 
ual strains of soul stirring songs the human heart resp'onds to all 
^hat is noble and worth while in life. Hear the strains ofj
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"Sxm of my so-pl T-Hoti Saviour ffeat.
It Is not night if Thou he near;
^ Oh, may no earth-horn cloud arise 
To hide Thee from Thy servant's eyes.”
Ox listen to the impressive words in:
* "Saviaur Thy dying love 
Thou gavest me.
Nor should I ought wit'h-hold 
Dear Lord, from Thee;
In love my soul -would how,
My heart fulfill its vow,
Some offering bring 'Thee now. 
Something for Thee.
s " r
"All that I an and have 
Thou gavest rae.
Ever in or grief-,
' My Lord, for-Thee; '
And when Thy face I see,
My ransom soul shall he. 
Through all eternity, 
'Something fofc Thee.”
It is upon hearing such "atrains Of music as is cohneo'te^d with these
songs: that .our hearts turn in thankfulness to' t'he God iftio " 'so loved
the world' that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever he-
1
lieveth in-Him might not perish, but have" everlasting life." “
We cannot hftlp being greatly Inspired and lifted out 'of our narrow,
selfish., secluslve lives Int#/ the presence of the Master.- It is
then that we sing-, -"0 Master',let me walk with Thee-
In lowly paths of service free;
Tell me Thy secret; help m‘e to bear "
The strains of toil, the fret of care.
-I V- * _ ,
"Help mo the slow of heart to move 
^ By some clear, winning word of'lovef *
Teach me the wayward feet to stay.
And guide them ill th© homeward “way. r
"Teach me Thy patiSnc'b; -^still with Thee 
In closer, dearer company,
In work that keep© faith sweet and Strong,




Of, the world the heart may and does soon tire. likev/ise of "3az" 
muslo, the human heart soon heoomes weary from listening to the 
sameness of the music. But of the above type of music the heart 
never tires. It is always welcome and maybe repeated time with­
out number and the heart will never tire of it. Therefore, the 
special selections that are used Sundays in the services should be 
such that they will have a definite message to reveal instead of 
attempting to display the talents ot the singers or musicians.
The Victor- Talking Machine Company has arranged a number 
of choice selections on their records. These may be used succ­
essfully in the Children’s Departments of the Bible school, or at 
some special meeting where it is possible to have some one appear 
in person to' sing or play. By writing for their catalogue in­
formation may be gotten on the inestimable worth in preparing pro­
grams for the local 0huroh. Music, then,-la one art that should 
be used cautiously lest we spoil or mar its valuable contribution
to our lives.
Pictures: "Pictures and children--- who can separate
t *
them, and who would I They were rnffide for each other. A picture
draws a child like a magnet, and then taking the littte one hy the
hand leads'it through the dream-gate into other worlds.” pictur
and stories are very closely allied. One cannot successfully 
/teach children withfliut the presenae and use of both. There are 
stories that could he told without illustrative material, hut such
sttties are few. Pictures not only appeal to the ohild, hut they 
also make a definite appeal to adolesoenta and adults. It then
'becomes the duty of the churoh, in teaching Christianity, to use
«
“ Bailey, A.E.; Tlie Use of Art in Religious Education; p.42.
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■Sll erf the valuatte material at our disposal.
The pathetic story which we must tell about the "use of 
pictures in the- past years’la that we have not always selected the 
. best pictures. Professor- Weigle aays, ."let absoultely nothing
1
’touch' the child's senses that you would not have become permenant 
The same holds true with adol-e.soents and adults. We must include 
the very best illustrative, material .that is- to be' had. Anything 
short of this is orimirfal. "Some wne' will s'ay that we cannot use 
the best picturof^ because they are too expensive., .and for this reas­
on wa are ffompelled to use the cheaper onps. . That has been the 
difficulty with our churches-v We have seleot'ed thos'e elements forA ,
teaching religion that were.'Cheap„-and that Is' the. real trouble
with such material, it is. cheap • But may we not ask is the child
*1
not worth the very best pictures ? The best is none too good.
We must see that the church purchases such material so that the
I
child may he rightly guided in understanding and visualizing the 
eaiements of the Christian religion. Pictures, then, should he 
included in the program of religious education in the local church.
Parallel with pictures are lantern slides. These will 
assist the instructor in making interpretations for adolescents
f » ‘
and adults. Slides brihg out more detail than one would ordinarily 
see in small pictures. They can also he seen by a larger audience 
than can pictures. They are of Inestimable value to the minister 
and other instructors in the church school. The minister may 
.use them to great advantage in the Sunday awening services. For
I
books that interpret pictures see, Bailey, A.E.; Christ in Art.
1
“ Munkres, Alberta: Primary Methods In The Church School; p.88
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4 * ‘or, Baildy,A:B: The gosp'el In. Art> These will greatly assist 
the amatuffr in interpoeting pictures and slides to an audience.
Below are listed Jlrms which print good pictures and slides. 
One may send for their oatal-bgues and select the best pictures for 
any given lesson.
Perry Picture Go. -Malden, Mass.
Taylor. Pictures.-- Kew York City; Edward Gross 8s Sons.Copley Pictures.-- ^Boston, Mass.; Pierce Building*.
Brown Pictures.---Beverly Mass; Brown Pictt^e Go.
Jesse Wilcox Smith pictures- Hew York City;Qosmopolitan
Picture Co.
national Geographic Magazine—^Washington D.C.; Euhhard MemorialHail.
Taber-Praijg Picture Co.- Springfield, Mass.
Union Bible Ptcturesv-- .Phi-ladBl-plaia, -Pa; University Press.
Wilde Picture Co.- 120 Boylston St. Boston, Maas.
Tissot Pictures, (fine f^r details and facts)- 73 Fifth Ave.
Hew Yorft City;- H'ew'^'Yprk Sunday Sohool Commission 
Wohn H. Thurston Co.; Boston, Mass. (Siide, Co.)
William H. Rau.-- Philadelphia, Pa.
Methodist Book Concern. 458 Boylsto^n St. BoatoUj Mass.
This is by no means exhausting the list, but are ,a few of "fhe best 
concerns handling piotires and slides..
Besides music and pictures -the church should, provide for 
the other departments of Mino Arts- Costumery, staging, and 
ac,enery ape essential when staging pageants. There is- an ever in- 
BTeaslng demand for this new art.. It o,an be made very valuable in 
teaching Christianity to the .church and the commjmit;^.. . It assists 
the instructor or minister to make his lesson n?-ear and, a.t the same
s.
time provides expresslonal work for -some, groups-In^ the^ church.
The wise minister Is the one who is using pageantrjr in presenting 
the missionary and benevolent appeals.. He may plsp find', it ^useful 
in"hi8 program for the special days in the church. Thus, through
muslo, pisture's, slides, pageants the rest of the pine ^^rta the 
program of religions education 'is greatly enriched and ipade of' 
tBemendbtis value'to the entire church.
Brotherhood Appreciation; The church is not In existence
to teach dohominationalism, hut to help men and women and children 
live the Christ-life. Unless any denomination or communion has 
some outstanding contribution to make to the advancement of Christ­
ianity it has no right to a£L eMstenoe. A chtirch thht does not 
•have something to offer the world has no ri'ght to live as a denom­
ination. The churches 'that do make such contributions should live 
as a separate communion or denomination only until' it has fulfilled 
its purpose.
In this case there should be provided a place where an1
appreciation of one's brotherhood""or denomination will help to. 
strengthen the faith of the individual members. This is especial­
ly true of the smaller churches. Offtfen they ’feel that they had 
better close up their doors. Of bourse this’ should be done wh'en 
necessary but under the present policy of Protestani'sm these same 
churches will feel revived when studying -the work of the brother­
hood t'o which they belong. Iii giving thia appraoiatioh of one's 
brotherhood, there should be courses and lectures whereby the mem­
bership can learn the history' of the movebient ■ to which they are 
attached. Such courses might profitably be given in prayermeet- 
ings, stddy classes, or'might be given'to young pepple and adults 
at intervals in. the church school- In ar£y'event, each person 
ought' to know why he la a member of one ohuroh rather than another.,
1
We use the term Brotherhood in place of denomination because some 
churches do not call themselves a denomination.
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_He. should he indoctrinated with, the credd of the church to which he 
belongs and is serving. if rightly presented such .instrjiotion 
will -strengthen his faith in Christianity at large and will help 
him in understanding the presence of so many Protestant churches.
Another advantage in teaching the history of one*8 brother­
hood is that it develops an appreciation of the b^her denominations 
in the community or nation. inhere -was a time, .when each Protest­
ant church loohed with contempt on disgust on all other piotestant 
bodies. Each called, the other heretics who were doomed for, hell. 
To-day that heathen conception in on the waine and in most places 
it has almost disappeared.. We look^with more s^pathy on other 
denominations. We may differ with them in. some points of our 
cr.eeds, nevertheless we no longer hold them .in contempt and ridic­
ule them as was dpne a century ago. The ,old theory .of a select 
group being the only ones elegible to salvatiqn Is a mistaken con- 
ceptiion that must go.. Cod's message is for .all mankind and it 
must be so presented. TSe are not arguing here for sects of for 
denominationalism, beoausp it is our hope that some day all churches 
may agree and Christians may b-elong to one church, but we will 
reach that point only thrqu^ sympathy and brotherly-love instead 
of by quarreling and pointing ridicule at each othpr. it can only 
come about through a sympathetic presentation of t^e underlying 
principles of the Christ whp gave the world th^ greatest message 
and who prayed that we might all be one.
Studies In Chtroh History; The public school teaches the
*
history^ races, governments, nations, literature and poetry, but it 
^oew not teach the hi'sto.ry of the Christian Church- Thlp is Ifift
to -fclie church. It not only can he done*, hut It must he done Ihi 
the local church. We suggest three means of teaching this hub;3ect 
to adolescents and adults:
First, there should use made of the chart-method of teach­
ing. Here one pan show-the rise, growth, structure, strength 
(numerically) , and endurance of every branch' of the Christian Church 
since its founding. This is one of^the Quickest ways of showing 
an individual or an audience the real scope of’ church hifetory.
It will catch the eye and linger longer than if it were studied 
from some dry church history text hook.
Second, it is essential to point- out the great.landmarks 
of such history. These-will include the rise and-growth of cer­
tain movements such as Martin luther's Reformation.- It will also 
indicate the contrlhutiing causes of the changes in oreeds and 
dogma. In this-field there ^Culd he considered the beliefs of 
each sect or denomination or brotherhood eonoluding with a com­
parison "of all brotherhoods and creeds.
Third, growing out of the other two methods will he^^fhe 
personalities haok of each reform,- hence, chuf oh'’history should' 
he clustered around personalities. Dry history, or -mere' relation 
of faots, is of-little interest to any-of us, hut when’we consider 
peirsonalitles our sub^eefc'takes on* new life.* This is exa'ctl'y the 
purpose of ^studying church history from thisjahgls. If we attach 
great movements to tha liges of those rn'en whose-Influence'-wa^ 
thrust against evil we will study a subject that is always living.
Biblical M.aterial: Hot cuHy- should th'e ourrioula include





some provision is macle to^ teach the Bihle to all ages*"" Because 
of the narrow visions in the past we are now confronted, ih many 
instaicea, by deplorable', oo’nditions* ©ur church members as a 
Whole do not Im'ow their Bible. ' In many instances the oliurch has 
invested the major part of her time In memorizing the divisions 
and books of the Bib'le wh'efn she shoul'd have been -dealing with the 
living truths contained in these books. A general coraprehens'ion 
of these books in the Bible is essential for further* study, but it 
is perilous to remain on such work. This is hot the' heart of this 
wonderful book- It is Simply the slothing which the book’ wears.
A vital program of 'the study of the Bible should be gsouped
around: the life of Christ. He is the central figure of the Old
and New Testaments. 'The Old' Testament looks forward to Him while
the Hew Testament looks'* back at Him. Always Jesus is* the one
2
character in .whom men-are vitally interested.
Subordinate to a'^tttdy of the life' of Christ are the bio­
graphies of the great men and women of the Bible. Boys and girls, 
as" well as adults, are fascinated with the narratives of those who 
have achieved success in some' realm. The apostles were men who' 
ventured for their Mas1;er'. The incidents of their lives present 
a real challenge to all people. If given as they should be these 
stories will make a delible impression and will. .be. the instrument 
of making others wish to go- o“ut in- their daily lives to present 
Christ as -the -sinless chara'oter, the Son of Sod. Such narratives
1 We cannot go into the pedagogical methods of presenting this' mat- 
serial to children, young people and adults. Our purpose here is 
to give the contents of such a program of religious education and 
let each minister search out the methods of applying his program.
2
For a Junior and Intermediate- text on the life of Christ see;
Oates, H.B.: The life of Christ.
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1^. foimdations for future work. 5?hey are a direct means of build- 
Inpbharaoter in boys and gferl ^and adults. They will r.evitalize 
©very individual who comes under their sway. Biographies of gre^t 
men and women of the Bible ^ould then be included in the program 
of the local church.
One should have- an adequate history of the early church to 
be able to speak intellegently of the Incidents recorded in the 
early reoordw. The book^i of Acts should be carefully studied.
This work gives thq history of the founding of the church by the 
ppostles an.d records the missionary work of the apostles to whom 
ail Christianity is indebted. When people know the apostMic 
ohprch and know how and by whom it was organized; when they know 
the ^eal that was behind such a company of people as was the driv­
ing force behind the early disciples; when they know of the many 
struggles the church has had to keep itself clean; when they 
know of the persecution engendered by Uero, Domitlpn,_ and the 
other official^ of. the Roman government, then they will appreciate 
the tremendous power that the ch.uxoh has .received from its Lord' ’ ‘ ' t, * » ’ .
to he able to live throughout these ages. A comprehensive under­
standing of the history of the early age is neeossary for every 
professing Christian. ,
Inspiration; the program of instruction In the
local churoh we have purposely mentioned much material because of 
its two .fold value. It is not pnly intended 'to furnish knowledge 
and teach the Individual to tl^ink f^or himself, but it also aims to 
Mspire every,person coming tnder its influence- When presented 
a"! it ^ould be the curriculum will have much to inspire each one
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to llf-e differently- The' stories of the early cHristian fathers, 
the history of the apostles astahlishing the primitive church, 
and the mdtohless narrative of Jesus'' will challenge every individ­
ual and compell him to go out into bigger and better things. It 
is the instructor’s task to 'thrill ^the hearts of the 'hearers with 
this’ story that they will be willing to go out to die for their 
Saviour. Children and adolescents 'do not wish to follow a dead 
tJhrist. neither can theiz^s be a ^ead faith. They demand life. 
Consequently we mu^t make these characters live before them. The 
program of inspirational material which religious education offers 
to the church contains this compelling power to send out the mem­
bers of the ehurch in service for God. it portrays the Son of 
God as the world leader who ever leads His followers against evil.
The lives of present day missionaries appeal to young 
people and adults. There are many interesting atoties ab^ told 
by celebrated authors which make an appeal to these "folk". When 
placed in the hands of young men and women these works present a 
great challenge ^o live better lives on the part of these omniver- 
ous readers. when ever possible world leaders should come to the 
ohurcb to spbak with and to address ouf young people. The per­
sonal touch with one who has ttaveliei around the globe will never 
be forgottma. It viill continually make an appeal to the individ­
ual' to gov- out in seirvice for*Go^.
Here we are not advocating making foreign missionaries of 
every young man and women, though this would be a worthy aim,'bit 
we are stressing the'need of presenting the best type of manhood
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'knS. womanhood of the world. By bringing onr young people in close 
oonta^^t with world .leaders^^having high ideals^ we will do much to 
help them fletermine where they can place or invest their lives 
so as to ^0 the most good fpr Christ.- All life is a stweardshlp 
and must be cahefully Invested. Ilelther would we advocate any 
inspirational services which worked wholly upon the emotions of 
these young peopSth. While we must remember they arp at an age 
when emotions are easily ajrpused and they respond to such calls 
as those which thrill them, they should not be led/ into any work 
in any deceptive, manner. They must be educated to pee their need 
of doing certain types pf work. But education which omits an appeal 
to the emotions is not binging out all that is in man. We must 
.somehow strike a. happy medium and appeal both to the emotions and 
the intellect.
Expression; , As we have seen before expressions! aotivit- 
tes are very essential to the program of religious education. The 
age of early adolescence is the time of dreaming day-dreams. We 
mast help these people realizf the<edrpams. The program pf the 
local church must find some place where such activity may be given. 
Our morning papers are filled with stories of young men and women 
who are out on re3relling parties, breaking in buildings and steal­
ing money and valuables from safes, commiting murder for a small 
sum, etp.. We must remember that these people sought expression 
but were no,t able to (?3^ress themselves in,.,the right way. Think 
what ^ood they might have done if they had been guided in their 
activity. .This is the important task of the church. Any pro­
gram omitting this fails to meet local needs.
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If the church is slive to the tasks which surro'^^d it. rpuch 
c^ he 4on9. wi^t^ expressions! activities. By taking groups on ex- 
ursion trips to the large cities and visiting the slum^ or import­
ant places a successful leafter can point out various types of work 
that we can dp for people Living in these unfortunate seotions.
It is next to impossihle to get youi^g people and adults to visual­
ize the needs and deplorable conditions %n such spots unless they 
have first sepn things aw they actually exist. Before we can fully 
appreciate the viewpoint of other people living under conditions 
that are not conducive to good health,and ideals wa must see the 
things that make them think as they dp?. It may he that we are 
needed in remedj^ng conditions in "d^et shops". Possibly we can 
bp of assistence in lightening the burdens of these people. How 
will we ever know until -we have gone J.n,;j^nd. seen aotual conditions.
Again, there are numerous -oanvasaos which must be^ made.
The church oa.nnot hope to- be. informed of tts community unless it 
has carefully surveyed its *field. Many people,are .needed to make 
suoh cmvaaaes. -This may be •porfommed ,aa one of the expressipn-
al activities of‘the local ol^firch program. At rate these
♦
people will appreciate their fellows, more when they .have been to 
call on tjiera and find the homes in which they live to be good or 
bad. The church in the J)ast has ,r>ften been asleep on the eve
p
of approaching evils simply because she was pot, familiar with the 
of people Jiving in. her-icommunity. ,such mistakes fehouia. not 
aga^ji. thus, by:: this method we can arouse an interest in. oivio . 
affairs and create a mqr^e/ friendly feeling among all peoples.
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Much should be done with furnishing social entertainment
♦ *
for young people. The mid-week activities should bo oiosely al-'
lied with the work of the church. It is impossible to attempt
to teach religion to ©nyone by a onco-a-weefe process. Christi*
ianity o^lls for a correlation of the*life of each day of.the week.
If we separate Christianity from the week we will give the imprass- 
1ion that it is only a once-a-week religion that is quite unnecess­
ary. at other times than Sunday. It becomes, a cloak that may be 
put on before going to church ^d taken off as soon as one returns 
ftom church. It, in this case, is really nothing worthwhile to
bo achieved. Consequently we lose many people who might other­
wise be connected with the program of' the church. From'-the’ 
ITursery Department up to the Adult Department there should be some 
definite program of q social nature continually in progress- 
Christianity must enter into every game, social and entertainment 
and thus give the ilForreot impressions of Christ and His Gospel. 
There are many good books of games and socials which may be obtain­
ed for the leadership of socials. May it bo born in mind that
I < .such activities are a means to an end. The end sought is to con­
vert every person to the life of Christ. . Socials to save are the 
only ones really worth while.
Squally as important- as the other three elements thus far 
mentioned as expressioaal act-ivi.ties are athleticp. They may be 
very helpful in bringing about the-desired results. However, like 
socials, hikes-, excursion parties, etc., they possess no intrinsic 
value. They-ere a means to develop the life of each individual
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-into, ffee© and wholesome agtivity in everyday'living. The athletic 
field is’ a splendid place-'tQ see the real worth of any individual. 
It provides, a splendid opportunity to teach hoys how to p^ay on 
the sg.uare'and to'liy® cleanilives. If hoys are courageous, 
honest, loyal, faithful, ai^d unselfish one will" soon^ discover it 
here. Play really ,sho^s .exactly what is in-us. By .means- of the 
T.M.C.A. there can he arranged a time end place: where chprches of 
the city may center into j-* frieddly competition.’ .This-arpuses 
interest and love for one’s o^rn church and helps to.'huild up-^a 
close friendship th^t is never tb he broken. ^ It-helps them to 
see that the Christian virtues are worth striving to attain. One 
who is leading such activities should never enter any contest with 
out first having offered prayer with- the fellows. One university ' 
with which we have been connected never sent its teams 'on the field 
without the help of the heavenly Father. This has done much in 
moulding the lives fff the men who were representing this university.. 
Above all other institutions the church seems to be the proper 
place where such ideals of Christian sportsmanship must be included 
in any program thus provided for the ohurch.
Therefore, if the church is the instrinnent through which 
the love of Cod ife to be wpread to the uttermost parts of the earth 
it must have a definite program of religious education which ably 
cares for the whole of the various groups in the local ohurch.
Such a program must include the physical, mental, social and re- 
ligiousrnatures of every person in the parish. It must reaah 
d"Own to his level and lift him into a greater appreciation of the
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Jesus of living. This program must help the individual mem­
bers to go out in heroic service for the church, the community, 
and the world. It must help them find expression in the Good, 
the Beautiful and the True. It iauat help each person reach out to 
help save his fellow*men and bring them into a more sacred relat­
ionship with God and Christ. In short, when once such anyone has 
given his life to the Son of God, and once the needs of the world 
have been presented to him,- he will not cease following the trail 
of the Cross of Christ until he has completed his work on earth 
and is eallod home to a greater and richer fellowship with the 
Christ of Galilee., „ ^ ' 1 '■
«
OHAfTBR FOUR:





The Relal^ionahipa And Responsltllltlea Of The Minister*
. In previous chapters wo have discussed the development of 
secular and religious edutfation; the education and development of 
the minister; the program of the local church, and now we are to 
see what are the relationships and .responsihin^ities of the-minister 
to all these other phnses of ohu3:oh worlc.
I> The Church And The looal^Church Fo%rd,,
We have said that the minister is the shepherd of the floofc, 
the "builder of public sentiment, and the chief executive of the local 
church who investigates and builds new pSian^ and programs for his
congregation. We have already stipulated the type of organizat-
* ...
ion needed for the continuation of such programs. It now becomes
■s ^
our duty to state the relationships of the minister to all these 
things.
Organization Of The Church Boards His primary purpose
in organization is to get a machine through which he may accomplish
his aims. Thus, he must first lay his schematic leadership plans
. % ^ >1
and then attempt to bring such a body of people into definite oo-
operative work. He must carefully investigate each auxiliary to
see what is its purpose and then he must strive to insert the best
plans into this organization.
He is responsible for the organization of the church board. 
His elders, deacons, committee chairmen, and ded^onesses must be
(161)
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assigned definite tasks. The minister must see that each person 
fulfills his duties to the beat of his abilities. The minister is 
comparable to a general in an army. He reviews his oore of work­
ers to see what is his strength and then, through an organization, 
he begins to work for the realization of his objectives. The 
minister cannot do all of the work of the church by himself, 
neither should we expect him to, and for this reason he must have 
a core of workers who cqn and will work with him. The church 
should be educated to feel that it has something definite to give 
to society rather than to have the impression that society is going 
to give the church something. By the assimilation of all forces 
the minister may designate certain responsiblities to certain in­
dividuals and thus bring about cooperation between the church and 
the parish. He should keep a close watch to see that all of these 
delegated responsibilities are faithfully carried out.
With the organization of the local church board and the 
formulation of the committees all completed the minister presents 
a tentative program for the consideration of this board. This 
is the program of the local church. As such it should be carefully 
gone over, revised wherever necessary, and finally adopted by the 
church board. With the adoJ^ption of the program of the local 
church by the board it than becomes the program of the church 
board instead of the minister. This is advisable from many angles, 
among which is the fact tha.t this method will lessen the respon- 
sibilitifcos of the minister and will thrust the obligations involv-
, t' ■
ed equally on each member of the church board. it aQ:So gives 
prestitfge for those who are to head up the various auxiliaries.
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They have' definite points of argtunent for advocating or executing 
such a. church prograini it is the program of the hoard and every 
effort will he, expended hy that body to See that this program is 
put into action. There will he no quarreling over what the min­
ister presents because it will first have heeii thrashed out in 
the regular hoard meeting-and finally adopted hy this body. This 
type of action will not only insure the moral support of the church 
hut will, also place the budget of the church behind the program.
Correlation Of All- Organizations: With the completion
of the organization of the church hpard will cprae the correlation 
of all woyk in the various* auxiliaries of the church. The chujjph 
school, missionary spoi.eties, young people's organizations, adult 
organizations and all church activities must work harmoniously 
together before they oan^^expect to see big-returns from their 
oefforts. Each’ cog must fit' into another cog, and each wheel must 
fit into some other wheel in. the. machine before'there can be feeed- 
om from grating and friction. Such friction always results in 
lost motion and moat always brings trbubles and church fights 
the end. If the proper correlation'is had the minister will be 
better able to lead his congregation forward. Without'.thls spirit 
there will come trouble and the work thus far done -will have to ho 
tfommenoed all over again. It is'the minister's task to see to 
the correlation of these auxiliaries and to ^slistain a direct relat­
ionship to the entire church*
To accomplish this the minister-must be well acquainted, 
with all situatipns and have an extra amount-of .love, kiindness
_
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and longsuffering. If he la Irritahlo and easily Offended there 
will always he trouble brewing. Furthermore, he must never 'go 
from one member of his congregation to another telling what some 
on? has said or done, or has not, done. Above all places the 
church is no place for gossip, and yet it is in abundance in near- 
ly every church. The pastor is to be an "ensaaiple to them that 
believe”. If he tries to exemplify the spirit of the Master, he 
will free himself of all such diversity of thought and say nothing 
to anyone what some one else may tell him. H© must be a living 
example of brotherly love and longsuffering; ”fore-bearing one 
another, oven as God for Christ’s sake forgave you, so also do ye".
. ' He ijlust carefully study the methods used by great atoinist-
rators to see how they meet their local situations and handle all 
problems. Hot all ministers are good executives, but all men can
^ t ‘
become good executives if they are willing to pay the price of
inquiry and use self-discipline and dijcretion in all matters. The
methods of good administration are qery essential to tl^e success of
gny minister. The outstandingngualities will be clarified later1
on in this chapter. We pass it up here with a mere mention of
the necessity of a minister not only being a good program builder, 
but also a good executive who can carry out the plans that he and 
the board have made. The roaSb secret of his work will lif in the 
fact that he is able to get people to do what he wants them to do.
He has a certain type of work which he feels will best fit the 
church he is serving and the amount of success which he has in seil-
c
ing his pro^am will be determined by his administrative abilities.
1
See pages 167-170; 186-189.
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Every minister, then, is responsible for getting the Jrype of men 
and women to head up the work of the various auxiliries with whom 
he can; suoessfully work-
II. Children, Young People And Adults:
Here-to-fore comparatively little attehtion haw been paid 
to special work done for children and adolescence by the minister. 
The theological training of the minister om4itte4 any methods or 
currinulum for those who are to "shepherd the flock", and to "feed 
My lambs". It appears that the time has now arrived when every 
pastor who graduates from his seminary work must have had some 
courses in dealing with the problems of those who are later to de­
mand so much of his time. Two methods have been used in the past. 
The first was to ignore the problems and lives of young people and 
children and centralize on adults. This we know is fatal to the 
futute of the church. The second method was to permit any of the 
non-Christian organizations to come into the church and attempt to 
care for those whose lives must be developed. These methods jyan 
not be permitted any longer. The schools of yeligiaus education 
being established throughout the country have come into prominence 
within the last five years because they are helping ministers and 
churches solve,] these and other problems. A trained leadership 
in young people’s methods is going from this type of a university 
and these workers are taking their places In Churches all over this 
country. The wise minister is the one who has forsight enough 
to prepare himself for leading all ages and groups in the church.
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The Leadership: " i.B emphasised in cha;^ter three the
best type work will he accomplished when all departments and 
classes in the iocal church will connect up the Sundays and wdek- 
day activities. The minister, being the final authority under' 
the congregation, shall see that, some one is responsible to him 
for leading this work. He should have a close relationship and 
association with the teachers of the^ church school as well as the- 
leadership throughout the church. The latest statistics do not 
show that our present problem is so much one of a dirth of leaders 
as it does that we scatter the leadership we do have all over the 
church. Thus'many'‘persons arS holding offices in a plurality of 
organleations and thprpby ^eopradiz-ing the' work and -hindring than 
selves from doing that work of which they are capabld. We are 
now in h' transitional period whUii wb are swinging from the old- 
system of a few individuals heading up many organizations to the 
new method of those having the ability to lead and sUpbrvlse one 
activity or department to stay by that 'and do nothing else. The 
latter Method is proving to be a great'economizer in* Jrimo, effort, 
and people. It seems the^ wisest plan thus far devise'd for the
^ SckoipLsolution of churchy problems.
One of the first things every minister should do when 
assuming the responsibilities of being pastor -of a church is to 
Inspect the leadership of'ithat ‘church. He must’become acquainted 
with th0*.present conditions and size things'* up Iriitgeneral before 
he will be able' to suggest a" program to the church board. "^To ” 
acoomplhah this ten things seem wis'e;
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J* 7He must make an inspection of the leaders in'the Srarious
1
age groups and types of actiYitiqs^""" This will include the 
church school, the devotional societies, missionary societies, ree- 
re^tional activities,, social life, music, men* s and women's organ­
izations^ and all phases'of church work. The minister shall write 
down in full detail the name, address, telAphono number, and place 
of business of each .leader now on the field. Such a chart will be* 4 1. i#
e vertical and,,hcri&ontal inspection qf the leadership in the various 
types of church activities.,' V ‘ • 'to s
Z» "The minister shall then view the places that are under­
manned and those that are pver-manne,d." ^ This is a means of check­
ing the sources of strength and weakness ot the existing organ­
izations. In the majority of cases the Intermediate, department 
of the church school, and frequently the Senior Department too, 
iqfili prove to be inadequately cared for...
5. "A.list of the organization^ having the moat satisfact­
ory leadership program should then be formulated." These will 
be the source of strength to the minister until he shall perfecW 
his new scheme, of machinery in .the local church. He will draw 
much of his leadership for other activities from these existing 
organizations. , ^
4. "The minister should then make a tentative age group­
ing most suitable for church school." . This pre-supposes that 
the minister cannot solve the problem of leadership until he,-has 
solved the problem .of organization.' This tentative classifioat-
i j t -I ' ' , . 11
i^n scheme will he, the beginning of departmental work.-in the church. 
1"* These ten points were taken from lectures by Dr. w.S.Athearn 
in his class in“Praotioum’‘if Boston University, 1923.
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It will also show the steps necessary to the selection of future 
worloftrp to carry out the church program. The hew program will he 
oohstructed on a one year basis, but ;;it will also be lookihg some 
ten or fifteen years ahead. Therefore, great care should be taken 
in selecting the leaders needed for the new scheme.
5. ”He should then make a tentative scheme of the organiZat 
ion required to carry out the new work." The age levels in the 
church should be definitely decided before any new work is begun. 
This is necessary because of the curricula to be used in the var­
ious age groups. A diagram should be drawh showing the work re­
quired for the Sunday and week-day activities. There must be a 
definite connection between every day in the week.
6. "A list of the present workers with reference to their
stitabilitynto man the new scheme Should be made.* 'Here the min­
ister may have to learn how to play chess of checkers so that he 
can arrange the present leaders and shift some of them'Where they' 
can be of the most service to the church. This £a often*a very 
"touchy" thing to do and for this reason many mihibtbfs- have-left 
the <^ask untouched. But to make for efficiency arid co-operation 
it mu^t be done. *
7. "He ^ould then indicate tfie number of workers needed 
for each group of the hew sohemb.’" This becomes a' mathematical 
probrem. It is adding and subtracting. Adding the number of 
workers ready for the new work and discovering the nstobdr of others 
needed. The' solution to filling the vacancies depends upon the 
teacher tr^ning class or the bommunity tfa'iriirig school.
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8* "A list of the Organization problems (personal and phys­
ical) which will be Involved in the new arrangement that is pro-
, • f *’posed must be tabulated.” Many communities finds the minister 
confronted with certain people who hinder every plan that is pro­
posed. These personalities should be listed and carefully studied 
so as to know how to handle them. Always this list should be kept 
in the background where no one else but the minister may see it.
A pastern's, work may soon T&e killed "By such an one who continually 
interferes with every plan proposed "without his consent or advice.
^ A' 146^ of'the problems of e'qulppment'must* be made* to know'what one 
'needs-. Any deficiencfes should be cared for as soon as possible.
9. -Tho pastor Ija-S'-three serious ^questions nowjto answer.
' H~iS ideal'organisation ^and-scheme "depends upun'these.' ’'First, he
* I
must solve the problem-of- the -source-of leaders-needdd to-man the
t
new positions. Just-how- and^where- t-hese people-'Will be trainedt ’
must “Be definitely solved* Second,-he must-olassify the -workers
Vnow dp. the positions- filled- sndr-.make^'them-more effioi'qnt in their 
work-. They must be assisted-in-ilieu of-the now pragram‘.“ 'Third" 
"he niust devise miethodq to 'be -used^-in" setting'this mew* program to 
work." Upon these three points hinge the success or failure of 
his-plan. ^ ^
10. He must get his program approved hy the church board 
and secure the co-operation of every meraher of that board to make 
sure that the new program does not fail. fn unity there is 
strength. There is no limit to the amount of work a church can do 
if all of the members join hearts and work together.
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Thus, the teaohera, the supervisory staff and the depart­
mental principles are ultimately the hope of the program of relig­
ious education to he used in the church, and the minister sustains 
a vital relationship to his entire leadership.
C
A .DIASRAM OF TH3 LEADERSHIP lU TEB lOGAI CHUHCH,
Note;"
iHontai -vertical (top to bottom) and the hor-(Ihftt to right) views of the leadership according to the
TJie leaders in-the various ages and activities should he placed in this chart so that any one may easily
see where all leaders are working* 
^ust mentioned. This illustrates the ten points
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Ilj^The Minister As A Recruiting; Agent Vor leadership.
We have 8«en the lack of interest in children esgjressed*■ >
by the silence of the ministry; the necessary program to properly 
care for these people in the future; the minister's responsibilit-
ies to the church and the work of the church, and now we must view
%
the minister as a recruii^lng agent for leadership in the Kingdom 
of God that is on earth. If the pastor does not assume a definite 
responsibility toward these young people and encourage them to en^ 
ter places of business where they can be of specific use to the 
church; professions that will demand Christian leadership, and into 
some phase of religioup work there will soon come a dirth in leader­
ship in the local chui^ch. Sdch a decline in' leaders would cause 
the church to fail in its mission.
The Tragedy of Leadership; There 'Was a time when the
college trained man or woman was a premium. They were few and ^ar 
between- The economic and educational disadvantages were not con­
ducive to college work. To-day our universities are crowded to 
over-flowing. "American universities, colleges and professional 
schools, according to reparts the United States Bureau of Education, 
1917-1918, had in this school year, 683,481 male students, and
151,518 femalw students. In Uew York State there were 89,631 male
'1
students and 15,495 female students." This totals 440,475
male and female students in our American colleges during the fiscal 
year, 1917-1918. The number of colleges listed in this report are 
four hundred and four. Since that time there have been other 
educational institutions established. ^TJie latest report would show
r World Almanac for 1988; p. 854.
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a ffiT greater increase than that listed for 1917-1918. During 
this same year there were twenty-two colleges and universities hav­
ing’ an enrollment of five thousand
University -of California Columbia University 
College of uew City
Boston University 
University of Chicago 
CornellGeorge;^ Washington Univ. 
Harvard University 
University of Illinois - 
Iowa slate Teachers 
•Iowa State University 
University of Michigan 
University of Minnesota University of Missouri 
University of Uehraaka 
Hew Yorlc University 
Horthwestern University 
Ohio State University 




students or over. These are:
with 12,370 student^s,.n 25,734 n»T 1§,643 Iff* 8,833 IfIf •11 ,.365 IfIf 5y700 Ifn 5,102 Ifri 7,445 n
tl <• 9^493 nn 5,250 Ifn ^,341 nn IO7623 Ifn 8,200.’ ftn h.soo Tl
7,121n 12,943' nn 7,752 Iftf 8,313 If^ If 11,182, IfIt 5,797 nff 7.110 V !»n 10,370 ” note;-
I r ^The number of'universities here feferred to does not indipate
a decline in education.' It marks’the rise of learning in this
country. The greatos-fe movement is now"'on foot for bigger and
better schools. Every state in the Union is represented by many
institutions which have as their aim the odtcation and development
of the youth of America. Out o^ this group will come the loaders
of this next generatioh. They will largely be the ones to carry
on the government. Out of them will come civil eiigineers, cftijAege
presidents, merchants, diplomats, professors, ministers, mission-
arees, doctors, dentists, lawyers, and all other professions and
types of work. But there will be a small percent of these 
1
" World Aflbmanao fhr 1922; pp. 248-254.
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students who will go out to give thei-r lives in full time service 
for the extension of the Kingdom of God. The vast majority of 
them will seek places whete they may make more popular friends, 
gain prestiege and make money.
With all of our college and university trained men and 
women why should there be a dirth in leaders to man the positions 
of the church ? Kumerous reasons might be given and much evidence 
could probably be gathered to substantiate any one of the reasons. 
But the scarcity of workers causes us to ask uur selves many quest­
ions.- -Can it be possible that the church is losing its power ?
Can it be true, that the .statement of infidels, "the church is a 
supremo failure", is coming to pass ? Hot al all I But there, 
are contributing causes which are responsible for the chaotic con­
ditions now before us. T-hese conditions may be classified xmder 
three arguments^: First, there is a- lack of giving proper Incent- 
ivfes/For young people to enter religious work. Second, the lack of 
home encoxiragement is a main factor in the shortage of ministers. 
Third, the small remuneration which those in religious work receive, 
as compared with others in the professional world, is so small 
that it offers little, inducements for young men and women*
In speaking of thq lack of proper incentives we have a 
question that is on the lips of most religious leaders at the pre­
sent time. In the past the ohuroh sought people to enroll in its 
forces. But these people were generally approached in an apol­
ogetic manner and a feeble wqrk .was outlined as their task. We 
have approached people as thougli we were ashamed of what we were 
"offering them. There has not been sufficient emphasis placed on
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_th0 real mo-rlt of the church, a?id the Christian/ faith. Too many 
professing Chrlst/ans haye -failed to exemplify the essence of the 
teaching of Christ in their daily life. Buslne'ss'men, _profes3- 
ional men, and all classes of workers have been, trifling" with their 
task of living as Jesus commanded- This representation of Christ­
ianity has weakendd the importance' of leaders for CThristian service. 
We have failed to throw around our young men and women the test 
type of associations to challenge them to heroic service when such 
an appeal was made. We have silently admitted that there are 
"thrills" in every walk- of life excepting the work of“ the church. 
Somehow we have lobked upon^ roligiohs work as a type fif work which 
could he done hy any person regardless of personality, qualificat­
ions* or anything else. if we will ever recruit leaders who will 
give their lives to the wprk of extending the Kingdom of Cod we 
must go to them with the burdens of the world and the tremendous 
task of. the church and challenge them to lay their lives on the 
ajter of Cod and invest -^heir talents where they will count most 
for time pnd eternity. During the visionary stage of youth the 
minister should go to his yputh and agsist-^ thorn in realizing their 
dreams. We must see that-‘they fall in love with the ideals of 
the Master of men and which gave'-Him power to go unflinckinly to 
the Cross and he crucified. Thus 'we hear Him say, lay down my
flife for my sheep." BVery-.leader 6f the church should go forth 
with this spirit and he ready to lay down his life for the good 
of humanity and the elevation of mankind.
Secon4, there is the laak of home, encouragement. The most 
advantageous spot lij all the world to present Christ and cod should
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b6 in the home. But the sad record stands that the a^verege 
twentjrsth century home is about the last place that a hoy or girl 
would learn about such a challenge. Bometimeg these topicp- are 
casually discussed^ but very seldom spoken of by a parent with the 
desire for the son of daughter to become a minl’ster, missionary, 
.director of religious education, church school teacher, or a .lead­
er In some other department of the church. Business matters- are 
discusse'd very freely, but it is different with Christianity.
So many hpmes have the pojaception that religious work is for' a few 
fanatics who are not good, for anything else. A mtther in. a Hew 
England ffity once told the author that she earnestly prayed that 
her-, spn would- into, the ministjry because there was not any
money in it. Her greatest ponception of-success seemed to be to- 
■have her son make a huge fortune. With the banishment of the 
family alter,and the coming of the au-foratblle, dance', "jaz” musia 
and other popular amusements, the weight pf ipfluenoe -has broken 
down in the home. There is little time for parents to establish 
their children ip^the truths of the Christian falfh. And, too, 
there are few* parents who take sufficient interest in Chr-istianity 
to study what 'they should, tell their hoys and glrl-s. Business, 
Indolence, amusements and indifference have prowddd-God out of 
Hid rightful place in th-e home. He is an outcast sooivto he for-^ 
gotten for the desire of earthly gods that^ are constructed out of 
.perishable things.
The hypoprapy in Chr-iatlan living ^in many modern ^merlc.an 
homes cpn no longer he epofeon of in a jesting manner. They are a 
grim reality. The ethical principles of the Man of Nazareth mean
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very little to such homes# This is illustrated by a woman who 
posed as a Christian mother- She was taking her two daughters to 
a Christian Endeavor convention. When the conductor came through 
the train to collect fares this woman suggested to one of the girls 
that she ”squ%t" down in her seat and pass for half fare. the
daughter did and was successful in the j^^tempt. The same trick v 
was repeated a little while later in the day when these people 
changed trains. By this one ^ct this mother was teaching her 
children to steal and deceive society. She destroyed all the good 
examples which she had set for thepi during their early lives. She 
betrayed the saoredness of motherhood and sold her soul for the 
sake of a few pemies. All of the conventions held Jihroughout the 
country would never be able to undue for those children what thotr 
mother had done on this day.
The world to-day does not want a new interpretation of God.
The naive does not need a new interpretation of God. But what is
desired is to discover Him just as Ee is and then to live fiim.
Thei'world needs to see Christ/ incarnated living among our fellow
men. There- is a great need for a reility in Christianity. Jesus
came to make God known to men and to make Him rea^.. How we must
make them both real to this age. Especi^ly is this true with
regard to young people and children. Before they can fall in love
with this wonderful Christ, He m^st be made real, to, them. They
i imust be brought to see that "in Him dweleth all of the fulness of 
the Godhead bodily". Who is more worthy and able to do this than 
the minister and His core of workers?
The statistical report of the Intorohurch World Movement
shows beyond a doubt the inadequacy of modern homes to care for the1
spiritual development of" the coming generation. * in this ease 
there must be 'some program provided by the ohurchr.which will care 
for the 'children and young people and Mh them for God during these 
early^impressionable years. If the church 'fails to accomplish this 
task it will surely fail to recruit leaders who ban care for the 
church twenty-five years from now. Then the young people of to­
day will be the leaders • It Is absoultely essential that the 
local church overcome the causes which hinder the homes'from help­
ing to recruit leaders to man the positions of the church^'at home 
and abroad. The church must prepare the "second line of defense" 
by building better homes. Without th'o aid of the home a boy or 
girl is less likely to enter the field of religious Work. With 
such encouragement the church can solve present and future problems.
Third, the meager remuneration waiich many minist'ers receive 
has kept many young people from entering this type of service'.
The same holds true with regard to missionary work and other types 
of Christian service. Almost every other profession and kind of 
work pays better returns than does full time worlc in Christian 
work. This does not stand out as being one of the strongest con­
siderations, however it doe's have ’its influence. '
Ho doubt the belief is- prevalent among some circles that 
those serving the 'church should make all 'of tlfie sacrifices necess­
ary to keep the ohurch alive and working. This ppinion 'is of 
long standing and is held by m6ny people tb-day.' it probably is 
1
World Survey: American Volume; p. 214.
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outgrowth of the early centuries when tiie clergy practiced 
ool^bhacy and lived ascetic hermit lives. Christian loaders wan 
not suooessfull3r be stroAg leaders without they are consecrated to 
the Caus'e which they serve, but that does not 'nedesaarily moan 
that they must be paupers before they can be holy tnen."^ ‘The pract­
ice of fasting and prayers, used by some churches, will not" lessen 
the battle that is and has always been on between the flish and 
the spirit. It only tends to intensify the struggle. There is 
an old proverb which says, ”Lord, you keep our parson Holy and we 
will keep him poor." This is not simply a trite saying among a 
few people. it is and has adtually been practiced by many church­
es. In many localities the minister receives a salary ranging f 
from eight hundred to fifteen' hundred dollars. Many of this type 
of churches are raising the salary of their pastor now until they 
are reaching two thousand dollars. But the ma'^^jority are under 
this figure'. In order to prevent' his family from starving^ some 
of his members bring in vegetables and fruits "as a thank offering" 
or a sin offering and then'* gloat on how they are making a sacrfifice 
fot the church*. How can Ihis preacher buy new books, attend con- 
ventibns whilob he badly needs for inspiration, put. on new programs, 
and properly clothe and educate his family on such ^ salary ?
The answer iS evident; it c'anndt' he accomplished. He must go out 
and farm land, sell boois, or' db'-other occupations to provide the 
extra amount needed. If the church is to put on a program which 
will he worth the time spent' to* prepare it then we must have lead­
ers who have been rightly trained and educated along these specifiq
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alines. ITot every person is qualified to do religious work* It 
is urgent then that we produce the ideal type of leadership. To do 
this we must' promise adequate funds to make the returns worth the 
time spent in preparation* We must challenge red blooded men to 
enter the ministry and stay by it until the task is done. But with 
out proper incentives and remuneration we cannot hope to accomplish 
such an aim. Why is it that the United States Senators are asking 
for an increase in their salaries which average? $7500 a year to 
$10^000 A year? It Is because they are not able to attend the 
functions and entert^n the people.which is eapectod of those in 
an official capacity of this nature, on the present salary. It 
is equally true of the clergy and other religious workers. They 
are expected to dress well, travel, buy new boOks, and do many other 
things on a meager fifteen hundred dollars a year* As Chnistian 
men and women we belittle .the work our lord left us when we make 
such demands on men v*o ppend their valuable time and money pre­
paring to do religious work* We must make the remunerative end 
more of an enduoement to young men and women*
But let us not misunderstand the point under consideration. 
Ho pefison should enter this vocation with the expectation or pur­
pose of becoming rlorh. Such ideas of exploitation should never 
be hold. They should be for ever forgotten. The real p)urposo of 
remuneration is only a means to an end. Mojiey has -no intrinsic 
value. It is simply an Instrument which assists us in this car­
nal world. It is essential, therefore, that the minister keep 
this in mind/' when recruiting new leaders for the church. They 
should be led tof the point where they would consider that they
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Irsve some real contribution to make to society in presenting the 
love of Grod and helping their fellow men live the Christian -life,
A'but they must also be assured a liTrlihopd whil.e they are engaged 
in this work.
In solving the problem of the tragedy of leadership in the 
Ihcal church we should bear in mind these three elemants which 
cause much deliberation and hesitation and frequently rejection of 
religious work. These questions must be met and answered. To 
leave them unsolved is to continue our method of playing with ths 
task of saving the world and living up to the teachings of our 
Shepherd. The Christian thing to do is to go to the bottom of 
these and other Causes and seek a -permenant-Answer. We’can do 
this if we «a:h willing to.^onseorate our'sel-tos, hearty ‘talents 
and money, to the Christian religion*
The Minister As A3uild^ir-0f Publls Sentiment; The social 
mind is composed of Individual minds. -Those persons, whom we term 
reformers or pioneers are the ones who bring about changes in the 
public mind. By means of information, agltatlo^ and careful ad­
ministration these people are successful in achieving, their aims.
Is it not true that the ministers al^o have a powerful influence 
over the public mind ? They are in a position to mould public 
sentiment. They do infiiuence the public mihd>- hltewise they 
must be able to mould sentiment in the -church. There ere many 
needed fefo^rms which must be byog^ fiibout^ put t^0^o will be Im- 
poesihle unless these three elemns; informatipn, agitation and 
careful adminlstratioi^ enter in very largely in thp'program.
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^ >Information; One of the first* steps that should he
taken when oohsiderlng reforming any precedent is to thoroughly 
Inform every individual who has any connection with the proposit­
ion. It is not hast to bring about any reform unless such inform­
ation has been provided. There was little sentiment against 
slavery until Abraham bincoin began his anti-slav4ry campaign.
Once the public had been informed of the evils of'this traffic it 
was not long until there was a stwong voice which cried out againwt 
those inhuman practices. The result was the Civil War.
If we anticipate m^lng changes in the church program or 
activities of various auxiliaries of the church, we should be very 
careful to supply all those concerned with information which oleaw- 
ly sets forth the arguments and reasons for such a change. ih- 
■variably there will bO some one who is- Offended by the change if 
he 'or she not consented. ’The"' only democratic thing to^ do is 
to gather all of those who 'will be effected by the change -and set 
before them the facts and in sodie way get them to see the situation 
as you do.
Agitation; But information "by itself can never bring
the ;^desired results. Therd-must’be constant agitation' which will 
ever keep the issues before these concerned. Peirsistency is a 
big factor/ in accompli'ohihg any rdform. It is especially the 
cause of .many reforms'in the.-church. This method is necessary
beoause of the fact that the public mind forgets Very quickly.
All true Americans were horrified when news came of the sinking of 
the steam ship Lusitania. immediately there ardde an intense 
hatred for the people of Germany. From tiny ohildrefn to aged mdh
and-women there arose a cry, "let us make Germany pay for this 
act." Soon war was declared. Two years, hloody warfare was wag- 
ed. Then came the signing of the Armistice. The oanpns were 
hushed, war ceased, peace reigned and now, after seven years, that 
incident is forgotten hy the majority of people. This is very 
typical of all walks of life. Every issue must be kept before the 
public eye or It will soon be fopgbtten. Important questions 
should be talked and agitated before reformation will insue.
Administration: Y/hen the proper time comes the min­
ister should be able to execute his program. possibly it will 
take two or more years to bring about the desired state of mind, 
but once he has succeeded in getting to that point he should not 
lose, any time accomp5.t6hing his intentions. He is the one res­
ponsible for the fefom and if he will mould public sentiment ho 
must know when the feppor^une time has arrived. The marks of a 
good administrator are poise, courage, executive ability, per­
sonality, and a zeal for his cause. If he will persistently stay 
by his task he will undoubtedly be crowned with the accomplishment 
of the chang'e in pilicy, program, or whatever phase of church work 
he has hoped to alter. In this and every instance he should 
remember that onoe he has ,gotten_,th0 state of mind he had desired 
he should stpike for his point. ^
Recruiting Leadership: We have previously stated that
the church must recruit its ,ovm leadership or it will perish. Int
this field the minister must proceed carefully, prayerfully and 
knowingly. -He must Jmow the spuroes from which he can get-these 
people and then he must know how to train them for their apeoifio
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task they have^talle'd to aocomplisli. This demands some plan to ' 
tahulita the positions and people now on the field hut ‘who need 
training and those who will be recruited.
Sources of leadership: The first duty of the minister,
when he has discovered how many new workers are needed to man the 
new scheme, is to find out the sources from which these leaders 
will come. In this way he muat survey his entire community to 
locate all potential leaders who may be secured. These people
may be found in the following vocations:
1. He may Import a director of religious education, if 
such a person is to be secured, who will have entire charge of the 
ppogram of religious education in the local church. Such an one 
will be a paid worker giving full or part time service to the 
church. This person should not be hiwed as a book keeper of as 
an office clerk. He or she should give all of the time possible 
to the execution of the church program.
2. He may discover the reQtuired v/orkers within his own 
ranks in the local church, This is the best place from which to 
secure these people if such a thing is possible-. The church by 
all means should' be a recruiting station for leaders'.
s'. He may discover some potential leaders who are now of 
high school age • They may be listed and kept on record until 
there is an opeining for them or until they are ready. He may 
also find some people attending university ’or of this‘age who, with 
some training, could Idg put to work. These should also be listed.
i4. He may discover leaders among“ business or professional
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men and women, inc^.tiding public aohool teacheT^is, who might be made 
interested in the ne^ds of the local church. One ,u8uall^ gains 
presti/ge by having prominent leaders in the various, departments‘ I ' ’
of the church. We are not advocating getting^ j)eople in the church
to lead in various departments simply because they are _preminent
people in civic affairs. Every leader should comply with the
1
ideals setfforth in the Graphic Rating Scale in this thesis.
5. There may be people in Qlubs, lodges or other orders in 
the city who are very aapable .people and who might be secured for 
leadership in the church. These should be listed on the chart.
6. Thera maybe people working in institutions which are 
not connected with the church who might be gotten for bhuroh work,. 
Among these ins.titutioris^ will be non-church >nd independent organ,- 
izations'such as the y.M.C.A. ; the Y.V/.C.A. and. others of similar 
nature.. There wj,ll also be mtl^siclans In -the city. These may be 
secured to do certain tasks. All potential leaders should be 
properly listed..in alphabetical, ^orm so that 1* will be easy to 
keep the records straight.
Qualities Required: in recruiting leaders for the church
we should never lose sight of th.0. high ideals o.f Chr^istlan leaders. 
It is essential that all t})0se workers should have strong religious 
Qualities. Their faith in God must be deep rooted, firm, and able 
to endure persecution and dou^t. They must believe that God’s 
Kingdom will be establl^ed when Christ cpnquer^i^s the powers of 
evil. They should believe in the brotherhood of, man and the 
Fatherhood of ®od. In searching for reorults for the ministry




if these people are reqlly qualified to become leaders of others-
Above ^1 these recruits should have sincerity. it is possible
to givetthem courage and to produce faith in them, but without sin-
,oerity and depth of charaote:/a minister has Irery little upon, which.
±0 build. should have a general education and the desire
6nd the capacity 'to search for the worthwhile things of life.-
They must have the willingness to co-poporate with others. Many
people are qualified in every other way and still they cannot do
their best work because they are unable to work with others. in 
ochoosing leaders- the minister should select those who have an in­
terest in the world at large. All religious leaders must-have 
perse/verance. They must have power to concentrate on a task and 
remain by it until it is finished. The world is not looking for 
people who Jump from one thing to another. It searches for people 
who will become slaves to their ideals and who will make every­
thing else pay tribute to that one task which has been begun, 
.personal qualities are very Bssential. ITo-person should hope to- 
do religious work who is not courteous, gracious, kind, appreciat­
ive, sympathetic, accurate, enthusiastic (however not always of 
the physical nature), tactful, possessing common sense, honest, 
truthful, tnselfish, courageous, cleanly about personal appearance, 
good health, optomistic, and free from ©xoentrioities. True, 
these qualifications are looking toward the ideal type of leader­
ship, nevertheless we should never get away from these charactar- 
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Types Of Pbsttions Open: Having 'disoovered the poten-
'tial leaders in the community and having stipulated the qualities 
of the same the minister should then list the types of positions
‘ ito he filled. Such tabulation is necessary as it connects the 
previous legdership inspection with present needs. It shows the 
places where there is a deficiency in leaders and creates there a 
problem which must be solved. 3y carefully'listing the types of 
positions without leaders the minister willeiearly have before him 
in" chart form the exact number of people to be recruited. These 
positions should be tabulated and *kept with the sources of securing 
leaders.
necessary Information; With the completion of the 
above tabulation, the minister should list 'the potential leaders 
in alphabetical order. ‘ The names, addresses (homo and business), 
telephone numbers, qualities, present church or nonOchuroh affil­
iations, interest in community, national and international affairs, 
offices held or now holding, amount of education, and the desired 
type of'work: —“ fhis' data when comJ>iled'^will give the information 
needed to approach these potential leaders.
< a • ' ^ VMethods of Approach: The minister should carefully
plan how the method of approach should be made. ‘ Each person must 
be approached in a different way.' in each of the six sources of 
leaders, numerated above, there mhst be 4 different method of 
approach. 'The director will respond to a business porpositlon.
He has dertain qu^ifies which the chuhoh: wishes 'to hire. It is 
a matter of agreeing on a proposition* business and profession- 
al men must be shown the need of the church in the community. They
must see to what extent the church has inorea^ed their property, 
helped civilization', and made progress along all lines. Coll^e^e 
and normal trained men and ’Women must he shown three things:
First, the need of service. Each person has some definite -pon- 
trihution to make to the spiritual progress of the race. These 
people, if shown that they can he of assistance to the church and 
society, will willingly place their talents at the disposal of the 
church. Second, their ability to meet the qualifications' for the 
'position to he filled must he made -clear to them. Third, their 
responsibilities to the .church and the needs to he met must he 
carefully discussed. They must see that the church depends upon 
just suQh people.- as are they. They must sec that the community 
cannot go on without the -church.. They must see that there is an 
interrelationship and an interdependence which definitely ties 
them to others. They must see that the normal life of non-denom- 
inational institutions would he much shorter without the church.
Young people of high school age are at the period wfeen. 
they are dreaming day-dweams and seeing visions of tomorrow. If 
they are presented a challenge that'will'be worthy''Of their in­
vestment they will respond with their" lives and help'fill the vaoa 
ancles of the church. This fia a" time to place* worthy desires in 
their hearts. It is the time to plant Christian "seeds in their 
intellects. Here we must help them to plan hig things for God 
anh to expect hlg things from God. It is the moulding period 
when God fills them with): enough electricity to last the rest of 
their lives. It is the time when they are easily enthused and 
"■inspired. How important it is that the church should see that
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thej are approached in the right manner. There must he some elear 
cut/ihallenge made to them. They should know that they are dSfinitei 
ly connected with th^ightieat institution in the world.
Results: Finally, the minister should list the
results of the interview and state how each person was approached, 
who made the approach, and what were the results. This informat­
ion will he especially helpful in future work. Possibly a train­
ing course is needed, in such cases'these people would he of little 
immediate value. The list should he classified^keeping all people 
best qualified at the head of the list. These should he selected 
first.
In filing this data it is suggested that the lo%e card 
index system or one of similar nature he used. This will permit 
a complete statement of all Aeoessary information. Belov/ is shown 



























The suoo'ess of every minister's work is not measured alone 
by his education, his understanding of human nature, his ability to 
build programs, to organize the church for co-operative work, and 
to preach eloquent sermons. He must be all this and yet more.
He must be able to secure decisions for Christ and to get people to 
give their liWsto full time service to their Christ. He must be 
a recruiting ggent for world leadership. In this tremendous, yet 
fascinating task, his wo^k will be largely among those of middle 
and later ^adolesoent qges. Before he can suddessfplly gain these 
deeisions he^ must know something of the characteristics and needs 
of these young people. Such information will greatly assist the 
minister in gaining decisions.
Adolescent GharaoteristAos; Since the adolescent-per­
iod naturally fallw under three divisions we consider these charact­
eristics in this order; Early Adolescence, Middle Adolescence,1
and Later Adolescence.
Early Adoleacenoe: (12-13-14)
This is the period of rapid growth. There are many changes taking 
place in the hones, .muscles, brain, vital organs and voice. This 
is the p.eripd when God takes yo^uiig people into partnership with pirn 
and giires them the, powers of reproducing after their kind. The 
results of this rapid growth are seen in awkwardness -and moody spells. 
Sometimes they will .^eem fill^ed with life and again they will be 
very quiet. It .is ^ title of unlimited physical changes. ^
'~1 " '
These needs and characteristics were compiled hy our olass in 
Young People’s work in Boston Hnlwersity, 1923, under Prof. Mayer.
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Their mental characteristics are marked by their zeal for 
books. They are omniverous readers. They are ^uiok to learn, 
inquisitive, and have a great desire for information. %'he'S' are 
most always courageous. They have a creative imagination whicl; 
is the-beginning of invention. They are strong in their likes 
and dislikes. This is the beginning of self-expression and soon 
they show their individuality by refusing to do as they are told.
Their sociaD^haracteristics are. marked by a desire to be 
alone. They do not ftare for mixed groups. They are very secretive. 
They have a wierd sense of humor and will often play ^okes whidh 
have a real sting in them.
They will respond quickly to religion and especially to 
Christianity if it is presented to them displaying heroism. They 
are intensely interested in-tales of heroic deeds. For this 
reason the teacher, minister, or anyone working with them must 
present Christ in such a way that He will become their ide^l.
Middle AdoleabenCer 615-1^-17)
Mij-dd-le Adolescence marks the beginning of the intermingling of sex. 
This is the age when those^in high schools are going to parties, 
social functions, and other places of amusement which throw both 
sexB^ogether. It is the time when emotion takes full eway of the 
individual and largely controls the conduct. For this reason care 
should be taken to give them those things which will properly guide 
them through*this crisis. They will respond to needs which are 
presented by some one theylike, but they will resent every appeal 
from those whom they do not like. How important it is that every 
minister should carefully study this age to see all of the things
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which appeal-or repel middle adolescent yoimg people.
later Adolescence. {18—24)
The closing-period of adolescence is marked hy the rise of douht.
Up to this, period little instruction was questioned. There was 
little careful ana^^ysis of various questions. The word of older 
people was generally acoepttfed without much hesitancy. Uow everj- 
statement is carefully watched. If they cannot see through a re­
mark they will douht its truthfulness until it has been proved 
otherwise. This is also the time when go.ssip begins to develop. 
These people will slander other people without realizing the harm 
they are doing.
If we have doubt coupled with gossijjlit is evident -that this 
is an age when leaders hhould proceed cautiously. ifot to know 
what one is talking hbout ia very ih^urdious to the Cause of Christ. 
To make xmqualified statements may be the cause of destroying fheir 
faith. The Christian aot/i is to know their characteristics and 
then assist them through this skeptical period. To doubt is a 
good indication that one is thiriking for hiipself. To always 
accept the statements of others is a strong indication of indolence. 
If we are to present Christ and God and the entire Christian re­
ligion for their consideration let us be sure that we know whereof 
we speak.
Adolescent Needs: For our consideration of the needs
of adolesc-ents a sumnary will better present the facta than would 
a lengthy discussion. We shall numerate these tinder the four 
titles Physical Heeds, Mental Heeds, Social Heeds and Religious 




Plenty of wholeseome food.
Out door exercise, tut not too strenuous.
Plenjry of sleep, coming at regular hours.
Comfortable clothing.
A ^owledge of self, first aid, sex and personal hygiene.
2. Middle Adolescence.The development of skill and co-ordination, 
pi^enty of_ athletic sports.Plenty pf' strenuous outdoor exercise.
Pood of the wholesome kind.
At least eight ^hours sleep preferably in early part of night. Knowledge of self (sex education.).
3. Later Adolescence.
Plenty of wholejlome food.
Sight hours sleep (Most before mid-plght) .
S'trenuous exercise.
Proper warm clothing.
Hygiene, health, company with opposite sex, sex knowledge.
Mental Heeds;
1. Early Adolespenoe.Grood literature!
To know great musicians, works of art, music, pictures. 
Recreation of the constructive type.
Amusements of the right kind.
Places and opportunities for dramatics, 
nature study.
Development of a crpat^ve imagination.
2. Middle Adolescence., ' „
Continued education.
Mental discipline.
Development of the will power.
Life’ ideals; a life vocation.
A back groT^d of education in missions, history, literature, 
music, poetry, language, etc..




Meeting and answering their doubts- 
Appreciation of art, music, literature, etc.




Good wholesome friends who live near home.




Well directed social life*
Chaperons for their parties.
Dramatics, debate and the use of religious art.
Voaqtional guidance.
Friendship, companions of both sex.
A knowledge of leadership.
Some good social life in the home.
A wholesome attitude toward life as a whole.
3. Later Adolescence.
Instruction in home' making. (Here most of our homes are esfcab-
(lished)
Need for a permenant attitude towaiftd life as a whole.
An opportimity for whomesome social intercourse.
Ideals of the proper type of home.
Contact-with great men and women.
Religious Needs.
1. Early Adolescence.
' Knowledge of and contact with Christian leaders.




A religion of emotion and intellect.
A basis for accurate knowledge.
A practical -outlet for work with social settlement cases, 
missions, etc.
3. Later .Adolescence.
■To Work out their oSm theology, under over guidance.
To talk with religious leaders.
Responsibility and an oppoftu£iity for self-expression.
Worship which is normal, personal and intellogent.
Assistance through all of their doubts.
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&e^rin^ Spiritual Declsione: Horace Mann was a great
■benefactor to his race and to the generations which followed him 
in that he gave to America the common schools, hut he left untouch­
ed and unsolved the problem of religious education. (£t is not 
enough that boys and girls be educated in public schools, their
hearts must also be won and trained for Grod.) E© gave the public
Ischools, but he failed to orystalize the nurture around the child.
We have reached the place in American life when, if we are goi^g
to make the tight progress, we must recognize the essentiality* in
the building of character. "Godliness is profitable unto\all
things, both in the life that now is and of the life that is to 
1
come." We have long realized that the world is in confusion
and that there is something radically wrong, but we have not all 
been of one mind what the remedy^is. But that is no reason why we 
should become pessomistic and throw up our hands in despair. The 
Word of God is as powerful to-day as ever. If Christ is given an 
opportunity He dan solve all present and future difficulties. ■
It is not that Christianity has failed, for the world has never 
given Christ a fair trial. The real difficulty has been that
if
men and women and young people have not lived the Christ-life nor 
have we raised sufficient leaders who were competent and consecrat­
ed fully to their tasks and who were able to successfully lead.
If the church would save the world and serve the community ife is 
essential that there be many peo^ile who will commit their lives to 
the Master and serve Him in the home land and the foreign land.
The lookl minister has a vital relationship to all of this 




Through his program of religious education he has been carefully 
laying fundamental principles anf instruction'and inspiration 
which will produce the spiritual decisions which he goes forth to 
receive. The Inspirational meetings and messages have looked 
forward to this momeht. The expressional phase of the church 
program has "been planned for this decision. Now, grasping and 
connecting all that has been done in the past through the church
■trprogram the minister must go and make his appeal for the commital 
‘of human lives to some phase of the great work of Christianity.
As he goes he has two things in mind; First, he is de­
sirous of securing the commitment of lives to the blessed disciple- 
ship of Jesus. - Second, he is hoping" to secure volunteers for' 
full or part time religious work. It is essential that both of 
these decisions will be an ezperieribe which, ill after years, will 
stand out as one of the greatest mountain peaks in all life. It 
must he made so impressive that it will always lend m'omentxun to 
the individual as he travels through the rough seas of' life and 
thus prohibit any retracing of the steps thus far ibaken. Jesus 
said, "He 'that putteth his hand to the plow and looketh back is
i
not fit for the, Kingdom of God." in order to create such an
association the minister mdst hold personal conferences with these 
people and present clearly and forcibly the ideals for which Christ 
lived and died. Thus, by placing this challenge to' individuals 
he labors for his joy; hearing people say*^ "I Will."
The announcement had been made that Margaret Slattery was 




inini.ster's wife took nineteen of the girls from her ohurch to hear 
this noted speaker address girls only. St the close of the service 
these ninteen girls were escorted to the front of the platform 
where they met Miss Slatery* In the afternoon the minister and 
his v/ife had told the spe'aker that they had heen encouraging some 
of the young ladies to go into religious work. Some had express* 
ed their desire to hecome missionaries. One girl having this 
ambition was hindered by her parents whp selfishly withhold their 
consent. When this certain g±fl grasped the hand of Miss Slatery 
this speaker stooped and whispered in the gar o.f Hazel, "Go to 
China". That was the field she longed to see. It was in that 
far country that she had hoped she might someday carry the message 
of Jesus.
That ni^t this girl went home thrilled with the raessgge 
to which she had listened- All that night there rang those words 
in her memory, "Go to China I" She has hever forgotten them.
She never will forget thOT. They will remain with her after she
has gone to that far off land even until she closes her eyes in 
death. "Go to China I"
May we thus prpsent this matchless Christ, through the
program of religious education, so that He may be crowned Kings
of Kings and lord of lords, and that "in the name of Jesus every
knee should how, of things in heaven and things on the earth, and
things under the earth, and that every tongue shall confess that
1.




"All hail the power of Jesus name I 
let angels prostrate fall;
Brign forth the royal diadem.
And crown Him Lord of all.
"Let ev^ry kindred, every trihe, 
On this terrestrial hall,
To Him all majesty ascribe,
And crowm Him lord of all.
"Oh, that with yonder sacred throng 
We at Hi^ Ceet may fall,
Join in the everlasting song.
And crown Him Lord of all." 1
(Oliver Holden, 1793.)
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